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1 P R O C E E D I N G S

2 MR. WARD: tle are ready to go to the first

3 agenda, radioactive waste management and reactor

4 radiological effects. Mr. Moeller?

5 MR. MOELLER: The Subcommittee on Reactor

6 Management and Radiological Effects had a combined meetira'

7 during the period January 15 through 17, 1986. We had an

8 excellent representation from the full committee, including

9 Carbon, Ebersole, Kerr, Mark, Remick, and Shewmon. Not

10 everyone was there every day, but at least those people

11 were there one day or the other'. And then we had a team of

12 consultants who backed us up for the meeting.

13 Wle covered some six different topics, .beginning

14 with the revisions to 10 CFR 60, which is the high-level

15 waste disposal criteria. We also looked at research

16 activities of the NRC on high-level wastes and low-level

17 wastes; we looked at the proposed revisions to 10 CFR part

18 20, standards for protection against radiation, and then we

19 had three rather interesting additional items.

20 One was a report from the Committee on

21 Interagency Radiation Research and Policy Coordination,

22 which was, as I say, just a very interesting presentation.

23 Similarly, we had a presentation by a group from the Atomic

24 Industrial Forum on the work of their national

25 environmental studies project. And then lastly we had an

I INC
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1 advance briefly -- do you recall -- on the initial phases

2 of the work within EPA, to develop standards for low-level

3 waste disposal.

4 Let me offer a few comments on each of these

5 items.

6 With regard to 10 CFR, part 60, one of the

7 primary efforts of the NRC staff in revising it is to make

a it compatible with the new EPA high-level waste standards.

9 Although the two agencies work closely together, as EPA was

10 developing their new standards there were certain words or

11 phrases and terminology and so forth that were used in the

12 new EPA standards which the NRC wanted to incorporate into

13 their part 60. Yes, Dr. Shewmon?

14 MR. SHEW*ONs There was talk about $33 million

15 to make some changes. When you get to that change, will

16 you let me know? Or is that this one?

17 MR. MOELLER: No. That's the 10 CFR 20, where

18 the estimates are. It might cost that much.

19 Just a few instances or examples. The EPA used

20 the words in their high-level waste standards about a

21 "reasonable expectation of meeting the standards." The NRC

22 staff uses the words "reasonable assurance of meeting the

23 standards."

24 The new rule -- well, we noted that and the

25 subcommittee tended to like EPA's words, "the reasonable

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS. INC.
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1 expectation."

2 tWo noted that the new rule is not consistent

3 with either ICRP publication 26 or with the proposed

4 revisions to 10 CFR 20.

5 Dr. Mark pointed out some, not necessarily

6 discrepancies, but easily misinterpreted points in table 11

7 to 10 CFR 60, specifically where they set the releases for

8 plutonium, the allowable releases at some 10 times the

9 level for thorium. And he thought that should be explained,

10 which, indeed, they agreed to do. And then he also raised

11 some questions on the release limits for carbon 14. So we

12 offered them guidance on those points. And during our

13 meeting, we agreed that rather than providing them written

14 comments on 10 CFR 60, that a transcript of the meeting

15 would serve as our report or the expression of our thoughts

16 to them.

17 Wie also, as part of 10 CFR 60, reviewed two

18 draft generic technical positions. One was related to the

i9 disturbed zone, the definition and so forth of the

20 disturbed zone and the second one was related to

21 groundwater travel time. And we, again with our

22 consultants, concluded that the two generic technical

23 positions were very well written but nonetheless-, as would

24 be anticipated, we had some remarks to make which we did

25 pass along, again through means of the transcript of our

ACETFEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 meeting.

2 On the research on high-level wastes and

3 low-level wastes, we discussed the modeling development

4 underway within the NRC and we, of course, raised questions

5 about the quality and quantity of the data that would be

6 available, or the data that are available for testing these

7 models. We also noted that wherelthey have, perhaps, good

8 models -- or they are moving along pretty well for models --

9 in the development of models for basalt, they really have

10 some way to go yet for media such as Tuff, T-u-f-f.

11 We also discussed how accurate the models had to

12 be, and the validation of the models.

13 They also discuss models for estimating the

14 corrosion of waste containers. And these models at the

15 moment are primarily for saturated media, and of course we

16 1 raised the questions about what are the models for

17 unsaturated media.

18 In terms of looking at the high-level waste

19 research, several subcommittee members raised questions

20 about the procedures used by the NRC staff in setting

21 priorities for their research, and we questioned that they

22 had a sound approach for doing this, or at least it wasn't

23 that clear to us.

24 Relative to low-level waste and low-level waste

25 research, the NRC staff has pressure -- I guess that's the

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 proper word -- pressure being played upon them now because

2 of the Low-Level Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments Act of

3 1985. These amendments require that within 12 months the

4 NRC must identify disposal methods other than shallow land

5 burial; and within, you know, the acceptable or best ways

6 other than shallow land burial -- and within 24 months, or

7 two years, they must provide technical information to the

8 states on how to proceed with alternate disposal practices.

9 So, both of these, 'as I say, are a real

10 challenge to the NRC staff and they arq moving ahead,

11 exploring as alternatives to shallow land burial such

12 approaches as mined cavities, above-grade engineered vaults;

13 below-grade engineered vaults; augered holes, concrete

14 bunkers, and so forth.

15 Again, we reviewed and commented on that and

16 1 they agreed to use the transcript of the subcommittee

17 meeting.

18 MR. KERR: Will these be dedicated bunkers?

19 MR. MOELLER: It depends. If they are built in

20 Germany, they probably would be..

21 The proposed revisions to 10 CFR 20, that was

22 our next topic, and today we are going to have

23 presentations by the NRC staff on that. So I will not

24 dwell upon it.

25 The main point to make here is that the

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 subcommittee will be asking the full committee to approve

2 and forward to the NRC staff, some comments prepared by the

3 subcommittee on 10 CFR part 20 in its revised form. And we

4 are doing this specifically in response to a request from

5 the NRC staff, because the proposed rule has been issued

6 for comment and they would like our comments to be a part

7 of the written sets that they receive. And so we are going

8 to ask you to consider that on Saturday and see about

9 submitting them to the staff.

10 One other item. I'm sure the NRC staff in

11 reviewing thei proposed revisions will mention the de

12 minimis proposal that is incorporated within these proposed

13 standards, proposed revised standards. And I wanted to

14 mention that specifically because Dr. Lewis had proposed a

15 couple of months ago that the committee send a letter to

16 the Commission on the subject of de minimis.

17 Ir mention this because it is my belief that the

18 revision in the proposed -- the proposed revision in 10 CFR

19 20 covers the very points that Dr. Lewis is making.

20 The briefing by the Atomic Industrial Forum

21 group on their national environmental studies project was

22 led by David Harward, who is the director of that program.

23 And let me just cite as examples several of the topics that

24 they've either recently completed or that they have under

25 way and which the subcommittee heard about.

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 One was guidelines for radiological record-keeping

2 This pertains to the manner in which records on radiation

3 exposure for workers are prepared and maintained. And they

4 are giving particular attention to assuring that they have

5 an adequate record in case of litigation.

6 They are working secondly on criteria, and they

7 have issued a report on criteria to airborne release dose

8 model selection. Excuse me, they are still working on that.

9 What they are going to do there is to develop

10 problems, much as is done with other codes, and circulate

11 these to the utilities and ask them to run through them and

12 submit their estimates of doses and so forth that result.

13 And so they hope ultimately to develop an acceptable set of

14 generic models with the weaknesses and strengths of each

15 clearly delineated.

16 {Thirdly, we heard a very interesting

17 presentation by William Brown of Westinghouse on the

18 environmental consequences of higher fuel burn-up. For me,

19 personally, I found this a fascinating report because he

20 looks and projects ahead that you use the fuel for 60,000

21 days per ton, versus, say, 33,000. Then he looks at the

22 impacts of this upon uranium mining requirements, milling

23 requirements, and the nature of the wastes that would be

24 disposed. And we have a copy of that report which we will

25 gladly share with those who want it. Obviously it results

AcE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 in a decreasing requirement in terms of uranium mining and

2 milling.

3 He also even factored into his equation his

4 projections on the percent uranium content of the ores that

5 will be mined in future years. So it was just, in my

6 i opinion, an excellent report. And then he also factors in

7 the reduction in occupational dose because you are

8 refueling on a less frequent basis. And all of this, then,

9 he has put into a revised table, S-3 and S-4.

10 Other reports -- let me be brief; I want to give

1 | plenty of time to our staff members from the NRC who are

12 l, here -- but they are working on methodologies for

13 | classification of low-level wastes; on decommissioning of

14 nuclear power plants, specific emphasis on dose assessments;

15 , on the occupational exposure implications of NRC-initiated

16 plant backfits; the evaluation of the potential for

17 deregulation of the disposal of certain classes of

13 low-level wastes that might be de minimis. They are

19 working on methods for improving the accuracy of the

20 prediction of doses to workers and regulatory

21 considerations involved in extending the operating life of

22 nuclear power plants.

23 We have heard so much recently about going from

24 40 years to 70 or 100. Well, they are right on top of it.

9 25 Next we heard from this Committee on Interagency

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 Radiation Research and Policy Coordination, Dr. Alvin Young.

2 The chairman of the committee was here as well as the

3 director of the research activities within that agency,

4 which is Dr. Randy Catwell of the National Bureau of

5 Standards.

6 They are coordinating research on radiation

7 protection that's under way among the various federal

8 agencies. I guess I should say they are attempting to

9 coordinate it. I think they are moving forward quite well.

10 Thay are meeting frequently. They have a budget of about

11 $1 million a year, which comes from the contributions from

12 each of the federal agencies that are participating in that

13 activity, except for one. OMB participates but does not

14 contribute.

15 Some of the topics that they are working on:

16 The health effects of high-level radiation. They are

17 I working on de minimis, quality factors for neutron

1P 3exposures, the use of SI units and the overall assessment
19 of U.S. population dose from radiation. That's an effort

20 they are doing cooperatively with the NCRP. And in this

21 effort, they are looking at the total U.S. population, the

22 total rad exposure they receive, and they are delineating

23 exactly where it comes from, the contribution from each of

24 the sources, natural background as well as artificial. And,

AS 25 in terms of perspective and education of the public, I

AcE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 think this would be very helpful.

2 MR. MARK: This will include indoor radon?

3 MR. MOELLER: Yes, sir. It will include indoor

4 radon.

5 Their report, which they gave us copies of,

6 listed some eight or so what the.' consider the more

7 important radiation protection problems in the U.S. Let me

8 just name a couple of them: Rad waste was one; de minimist

9 radiation education and awareness; radiation measurement

10 recording and controll rad protection standards; radiation

11i risk assessment; and then radon exposures of the population.

12 That was listed as number 2. Then they have a footnote,

13 though, which I don't like to quote which says these items

14 are not listed in order of priority.

15 SLastly, the EPA standards for low-level waste,

16 we heard a report from both Dr. Shelley Meyers, who is

17 director of the EPA Office of Radiation Programs, and then

18 Flovd Galpin, one of his scientific supporting staff

19 members, on their current thinking on this subject. I was

20 pleased to hear this because we are trying to keep abreast

21 of what they are doing so that later we don't find

22 ourselves suddenly not knowing what has been done. We'll

23 know in this case if we can continue these meetings and

24 continue the interaction.

25 Let me ask at this point if any of the other

AcE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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0
1 subcommittee members who were there at the meetings have

2 any comments to add or questions before we move into the

3 formal presentations?

4 MR. SHEWMON You had a good memo on this

5 meeting, Max. When do we discuss that?

6 MR. CARBON: It's in the thing here. I don't

7 care. It's here if it needs discussing.

8 MR. MOELLER: I can summarize that. Max had

9 three points in his memo. One was to repeat the question

10 he raised at the subcommittee meeting concerning the

11 procedures used by the NRC staff in setting priorities for

12 research on high-level wastes. I thought that was an

13 accurate and, you know, important point. And it has been

14 incorporated into the reactor safety research draft report

15 which you will see later today. It's in Chuck Siess' -- in

16 the waste management chapter of that report.

17 ]His second point was concerning -- I hope I'm

18 taking them in order -- it was low-level waste and Max

19 raised the point as to why is the NRC going out and asking

20 for this $200,000 or whatever dollars they are spending for

21 a contractor to look at alternatives to shallow land burial?

22 1 think Max was asking not only why are they doing it, but

23 is the -- what will be the quality of the product that

24 results? Is it money well spent?

25 There, I think -- we are not going to be

ACETFEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 discussing that this morning -- at least the staff is not

2 going to be covering it.

3 MR. SHESIMON: The one that I think I was

4 interested in is the justification for voting -- how much

5 effort the committee should devote to low-level waste.

6 tIR. MOELLER: That's right. And he asked. That

7 was another primary question. Should the committee be

8 involved? Aitd, again, whatever the committee decides is

9 fine with me. I think the NRC staff, though, has no choice.

10 There is -- Congress has passed a law requiring them to

11 meet this one-year and this two-year deadline and they have

12 to do it.

13 If you want them to do it independently of the

1.4 |committee, they might do it. My own thinking is that we

15 | should, perhaps, specifically address that question to the

16 Commissioners and say: Do you want our involvement or not?

17 And that would settle it.

18 MR. SLESSs And will they pay for it?

19 MR. MOELLER: And are they willing to pay for it.

20 His third comment pertained to 10 CFR 20, in

21 questioning whether the revisions of the -- necessary

22 revisions of 10 CFR 20 might be done by patching up, or,

23 you know, minimum revisions of the existing document versus

24 an overhaul, a total overhaul of the document? We will --

* 25 that will be covered this morning. So, if it's all right,

ACE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 why don't we call upon the NRC staff.

2 We have with us, then, for the first

3 presentation, which should go no more than a total of 45

4 minutes, which will be roughly until 10 of 10:00, our first

5 presentation is on 10 CFR 20. We will have, then, two

6 additional briefer presentations, one on the international

7 cooperative programs that are under way on high-level waste

8 research, and the third one on international comparisons of

9 waste management codes, specifically the hydrologic code.

10 The first presentation will be by Robert

11 Alexander and Alan Brodsky.

12 MR. ETHERINGTON: On 'the Westinghouse long

13 burn-up study, was there any significant benefit with

14 regard -- you are going to have some burn-up over gamma

15 captured by things like strontium 90 and so on?

16 MR. MOELLER: What I would do, we'll give you a

17 copy of the report. It's not that thick. I cannot answer

18 your question. Can anyone else who was there answer? Paul?

19 MR. SHEWJMONo You get some benefit from burning

20 up the plutonium. It's the only way we are likely to do it.

21 I don't know if that's an end gamma or not.

22 MR. MOELLER: You meant you might burn out some

23 of the fission products -- strontium 90 to 91? Is that

24 what --

25 MR. ETHERINGTON: Yes.

ACE.FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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.
1 MR. MOELLER: I don't recall that he covered

2 that.

3 MR. ETHERINGTON: Well, it's not important.

4 MR. MICHELSON: As long as you are on that

5 subject, did they consider the increased fragility of the

6 fuels when you go to the very long burn-up and the effect

7 on contaminating pools, et cetera?

9 MR. MOELLERt Yes. He had consideration of that

9 factor.

10. MR. MICHELSON: You have to guess, of course,

11 what the problem is going to be to in the very long burn to

12 the clat -- it could be severe.

13 MR. SHEWMONt They have run a lot of it and have

14 not had a lot of problems.

15 |MR. mICHELSONs 60-, 70,000 megawatt days --

16 it's a very long burn.

17 MR. SHEWMON: Westinghouse has run a lot of

18 stuff like that, more than the other vendors had.

19 MR. MICHELSON: I was thinking of the boiling

20 water reactor.

21 MR. MOELLER: Okay. Bob Alexander has the floor.

22 Welcome. Go ahead.

23 MR. ALEXANDER: Thank you, Dr. Moeller. It's a

24 pleasure to address the ACRS this morning about our

25 proposed revision of 10 CFR 20, which is the Commission's

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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major standard on radiation protection, both for workers

and for members of the public.

I would like to make as objective a presentation

as possible, although r have to admit that we are seeking

ACRS support for our regulation. We are also seeking

recommendations from the ACRS which would help us improve

the document. And we hope to receive those from you.

I would like, then, to just mention the safety

improvements and other improvements that we see in the

proposed revision, and then for more detailed presentation

I'll call on the project manager for the major revision,

Dr. Alan Brodsky the first safety improvement I would like

to mention is the dose limit for external radiation to the

whole body is being reduced from a maximum of 12 reins per

year to a maximum of 5 reins per year. This is in

compliance with ICRP recommendations made several years ago

and being adopted around the world.

The 12 reins per year is certainly considered to

be, in these days, too much radiation for a person to

receive and 5 reins per year, in fact, is considered to be

an absolute maximum. The dose average -- average dose to

workers that the ICRP recommends is more on the order of a

half rem per year.

In our nuclear power industry, the average dose

is about .65 reins per year. We hope that this reduction in

ACETFEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 the limit per year will result in an associated reduction

2 in the average dose to workers in the nuclear power

3 industry.

4 Flexibility, when it's really needed for the

5 nuclear power industry, is retained by providing for

6 planned special exposures, whereby, under very special

7 conditions and with adequate reports to the staff, the 5

8 rems limit can be exceeded. £

9 The second safety improvement I would like to

10 mention is for the first time the Commission has proposed a

11 limit to protect the embryo fetus. Our policy --

12 MR. REED: You, of course, realize the move you

13 lower the limit, the more you probably increase the total

1: radiation to all individuals involved, in that you've got

15 to turn over people, you have to shuffle -- intermittent

16 work and so forth. Accumulated radiation goes up.

17 The fact that the industry was able to, let's

18 *say, have an average of .56 doesn't mean that it's in the

19 best interests of safety or quality work -- for total

20 exposure, to keep down the maximum allowable per person.

21 MR. ALEXANDER: Well, of course the collective

22 dose consideration we have been aware of for years and we

23 have looked very hard at that. We believe, based primarily

24 on data submitted to us by the industry, that no rise in

25 the collective dose would occur until the dose limit got

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 somewhat below 2.5 rems per year. That's because of the

2 rather conservative approach that the industry takes to

3 exposures anyhow. Most of them already have a limit of 5

4 rems per year that they impose.

5 Ste do not expect any increase in the collective

6 dose as a result of this reduction.

7 MR. REED: What, n ,. is going to be the limit?

8 The same as it has been, per quarter?

9 MR. ALEXANDER: The limit will remain at 3 reins

10 per quarter, but there will be a 5 rems per year limit

11 rather than 12. It will be 3 remis in any one quarter and 5

12 for the year.

13 , MR. REED: So, realli,# except for the endpoint,

14 there's no change in what is being practiced?

15 MR. ALEXANDER: We expect very little change as

16 a result of this regulation in the nuclear power industry.

17 Because, as I said, they are -- most of them operate under

18 a 5 rems per year limit or less already.

19 MR. REMICK: Am I correct in the last year there

20 have been no individuals over 5 rems?

21 MR. ALEXANDER: I think in the past year there

22 were no exposures more than 3 reis per quarter at any one

23 facility.

24 MR. REMICK: How about the 5 rems? WHere there

25 any exceeding 5 reis?

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 MR. ALEXANDER: Yes. Yes.

2 MR. CARBONs How many? Half a dozen?

3 OR. ALEXANDER: No, no. Much more than that. I

4 looked at that number recently. I should have brought it

5 with me. But let me go ahead and make a guess, even though

6 it's a little dangerous to do so. I think it does not

7 exceed 200. There's quite a number that exceed the 5 rems.

8 MR. KERR: Under the new proposal it would be

9 possible to go over 5, but this would involve a reporting

10 after the fact?

11 MR. ALEXANDER: Yes. It requires a decision at

12 a fairly high level of management at the plant. It

13 requires a documentation of the justification and a

14 notification to the regional office, so that the inspector

15 at his next inspection can ask to see the justification.

16 We don't think that any use will be made of this.

17 If you have ever been to one of those plants and looked at

18 the preparations that they do for an outage, with every

19 detail planned so carefully, it's inconceivable that a

20 planned special exposure would be undertaken.

21 MR. KERRs I can remember at least two cases in

22 which people with responsibility for plant operation had

23 gone into areas of fairly high radiation level because they

24 thought an emergency existed, recognizing at least the

25 possibility of overexposure. They made the decision,

ACE-FEDERAL REPORTERS, INC.
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1 certainly without having any committee meetings and

2 high-leve3l participation. I think in at least in one case,

3 and maybe both cases, the company was subsequently fined by

4 the NRC.

5 It would seem to me there still might be

6 i situations in which responsible persons would have to make

7 such a decision.

8 MR. ALEXANDER: Yes, the planned special

9 exposure does not apply to emergency conditions. It

10 applies to conditions where adequate planning and higher

11 level management approval can be obtained.

12 MR. KERR: What does apply to emergency

13 situations?

14 MR. ALEXANDER: We don't really apply

15 limitations to emergency conditions.

16 MR. SHEWMON: They may fine them after the fact,

17 but they don't have any plans; is that what you are saying?

18 It's totally undefined in your regulations?

19 MR. ALEXANDER: Yes. That's true, it is -- of

20 course it is true that under emergency conditions a

21 regulatory dose limit might be exceeded for good reason.

22 If that takes place then an overexposure in violation of

23 the regulations has occurred. That's certainly true.

24 The fact that it was an accident or emergency

25 doesn't relieve one from complying with the regulations.
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1 However, all of those limits are based on normal operating

2 conditions and we do not place any limitations on emergency

3 action.

4 MR. MARK: Has it ever happened that someone got

5 10 rem, or whatever, in an emergency situation, where the

6 staff has agreed that that was a reasonable thing to do and

7 no fine was appropriate?

8 MR. ALEXANDER: Dr. Mark, I don't know the

9 answer to that question. I've never, of course, worked in

10 the inspection and enforcement program. But I think it's

11 reasonable to assume that the conditions of the

12 overexposure would be taken into consideration in

13 determining the staff's action.

14 MR. MARK: I agree it would be reasonable. I

15 wasn't sure that it happened.

16 MR. ALEXANDER: Well, I'm sorry. I can't answer

17 that.

18 MR. CARBON: You speak of, I guess, the apparent

19 desire to get the average exposure from 650 millirems per

20 year --

21 MR. MARK: 9 rems.

22 MR. ALEXANDER: .65 rems per year is

23 approximately the average dose that workers in the nuclear

24 power industry receive now.

25 MR. CARBON: Considering the conservatism that
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1 seems to be built into setting the limits, this doesn't

2 really sound like a very high amount to begin with. Can

3 you put this in some sort of terms that I can grasp. What

4 is the significance in reducing from 650 to whatever you

5 hope to achieve? How much do you hope to push this down?

6 How important is it?

7 ~MR. ALEXANDER: Well, what is being striven for,

8 not only in this country but elsewhere, is to achieve the

9 recommendation of the International Commission on

10 Radiological Protection, that the radiation risk to workers

11 be no more than 1 times 10 to the minus 4 per year, or 1 in

12 10,000 per year -- that is death, fatalities. Well,

13 fatalities and serious genetic effects for the first two

14 generations; those two are lumped together. Fatal cancer,

15 then -- and serious genetic effects that the worker would

16 3 experience himself, or his grandchildren -- children. 1

17 times 10 to the minus 4, or 1 out of 10,000 per year is the

18 criterion that's used. And that is associated

19 approximately with the average dose, average dose of .5

20 rems per year.

21 So that at an average dose of .65 rems per year,

22 the ratio of .65 over 5 is above the ICRP's criteria of 1

23 in 10,000 per year. That's a somewhat arbitrary figure of

24 theirs, based on risks observed in what are considered to

* 25 be the safer industries. We would like our -- this
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1 industry that we regulate to be considered a very safe

2 industry. We feel that at .65 it is a safe industry, but

3 the 1 in 10,000 is the goal that we would like to achieve.

4 MR. ETHERINGTON: Do you have a number for death

5 from all other causes?

6 MR. ALEXANDER: Sir?

7 MR. ETHERINGTON: Do you have a number for the

8 number of fatalities from all other causes?

9 MR. ALEXANDER: Yes, I do. Such information is

10 difficult to. et for the nuclear power industry alone

11 because the Department of Labor statistics cover utilities

e 12 and other -- even other service industries in general

13 without singling out the nuclear power industry. But from

14 information that I have been able to gather, the overall

15 risk to workers at the nuclear power plants already would

16 j be something on the order of 1 times 10 to the minus 4

17 without the radiation. Perhaps a little more.

18 MR. WARD: Harold, could you talk in the

19 direction of the microphone, please?

20 MR. ETHERINGTON: Yes. I've finished, anyway.

21 BR. CARBON: The nuclear power plants really are

22 very, very safe places at which to work. How does this

23 compare with industry in general? How does it compare with

24 the teamsters? Obviously driving a truck on the highways

25 isn't as safe --
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1 MR. WARD: Max, I'm sorry, but I think the

2 reporter is having trouble hearing you, too.

3 MR. ALEXANDER: We have published information of

4 that nature in our Regulatory Guide 8.29. 1 don't have it

5 with me, but of course I do remember. I can give you a

6 general answer that even that -- even with the radiation

7 risk in the nuclear power industry, that overall annual

8 risk is considerably lower than many of the occupations --

9 more dangerous occupations.

10 But our criterion, as I mentioned, is to make

11 the radiation risk comparable with the safer industries.

12 So the fact that thesce workers are already far below mining

1 3 and quarrying and agriculture and some of the more

14 dangerous industries -- we would like to lower the average

15 radiation dose.

16 MR. KERR: Can you achieve something significant,

17 in your view, by going from 0.65 to 0.5?

13 MR. ALEXANDER: Would you repeat that?

19 MR. KERR: I say, in your view, would you

20 receive a significant increase in safety by going from an

21 average of 0.65 to an average of 0.5?

22 MR. ALEXANDER: The way we look at it, it would

23 be the ratio of 0.65 over 0.5.

24 MR. REED: I don't know that you got the full.

h 25 significance of what I said.
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1 MR. ALEXANDER: Could I try again?

2 MR. REED: Let me try to say it again. If you

3 cause more worker turnover in the, shall we say, repair of

4 a steam generator -- that is, the throughput becomes

5 greater, in my opinion, the quality of the work goes down

6 and the total exposure goes up.

7 Now, when you push down the quality of the work

8 because you just can't move lots of bodies, and pretty soon

9 you are moving warm bodies rather than quality bodies

10 through a highly skilled work activity -- when you push the

11 volume of bodies through, you are bound to have quality

12 deterioration.

13 Now, when you have quality deterioration, you

14 can run up the -- not your kind of radiation safety risks,

15 but you can run up the safety risk at the facility. It

16 might even involve public safety, by leakage or tube

17 failure or things like that.

18 Quite frankly, I would not like to see the

19 workplace radiation exposures go down because I think they

20 will be negative in their Impact on the total overall

21 safety for the public and they will increase the total

22 exposure for the work force.

23 MR. ALEXANDER: Well, we of course have looked

24 very hard at that question for a number of years, including

25 plant safety considerations. And we have coordinated very
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1 carefully with the nuclear power industry itself.

2 We'll find out during the public comment period

3 how they feel about that in a more comprehensive manner,

4 but the information we have today is that the problem --

5 what we are proposing in 10 CFR 20 will not create or

6 exacerbate either the plant safety problems or the

X collective dose in the nuclear power industry.

8 MR. REED: I think I would take a different

9 position. I would like to point out that I just read two

10 reports on two different facilities, one facility where

11 they had 280 people in the maintenance organization and the

12 other facility where they had 60 maintenance people in that

13 rmaintenance organization.

14 The 280-man group -- maybe they are paying more

15 attention to getting the radiation exposure per individual

16 down -- the 280-man group is reported by the NRC staff as

17 being very poor. The thing is not going well, the turnover

18 is high and the maintenance thing is bad. Yet the 60-man

19 group is doing fine.

20 You have to look at those kind of reports if you

21 are interested in the overall nuclear plant safety issue.

22 MR. ALEXANDER: I feel like we have. The

23 highest exposure people are people who work for service

24 companies like Westinghouse and General Electric,

25 Combustion Engineering, Babcock & Wilcox, highly skilled
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I people who go from plant to plant.

2 A few years ago, the average dose of one of

3 those crews -- I think the one with the larger number you

4 mentioned -- was 6 rems per year. We expressed

5 dissatisfaction at that, and that dose is now -- average

6 dose is about cut in half now for that group, down to about

7 3 rems per year.

8 There are two ways that that can be done,

9 essentially. One is to reduce the dose rates or the

10 working times, in which case true safety improvement occurs.

11 Another way is to add additional workers, in which case the

12. risk is just spread out among additional workers.

13 This reduction that I mentioned, we checked into

14 that and found out that about 235 helpers had been added to

15 the crew, and the collective dose had gone up almost by a

16 factor of two. Of course, that isn't the way to do it.

17 Vie feel we are very much aware of this problem.

18 I feel like we are on top of it. We feel that since the

19 plants are already operating -- because of their own

20 radiation liability problems -- at limits at 5 rems per

21 year or less, that this reduction to a maximum of 5 rems

22 will not exacerbate the problems that you are worried about.

23 MR. REED: I'm not concerned about 5. It's

24 there: It is in the workplace. All you did was do away

25 with the ends, and I don't think that's what your problem
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1 is.

2 But the thing that bothers me is there's always

3 this tightening of the screw without looking at how strong

4 the bolt is. You know? If you keep tightening the nut,

5 the bolt is going to break. So you have to look at the

6 other side of the issue, what you do to accumulate an

7 exposure in total..and what you do to the quality of the

8 work.

9 MR. ALEXANDER: Well, I agree with you. But I

10 think, sir, that the problem that you are raising is

11 associated with regulatory implementation of the

12 occupational ALARA concept as opposed to the limit. And I

13 would certainly agree with everything you said with respect

14 to regulatory implementation of the ALARA concept. I think

15 the recommendation we are making with respect to upper

16 limits is sound and will not be harmful.

17 MR. REED: In other words, it's based on

18 accumulated good statistics that this is in the best

19 interests of people, that the radiation exposure be, per

20 person, be inched down. You have the background; the

21 International Committee has facts?

22 MR. ALEXANDER: Yes, sir. This recommendation

23 has been made by the International Commission on

24 Radiological Protection and it is being adopted, actually,

* 25 throughout the world.
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1 1 believe -- I don't know about behind the Iron

2 Curtain, but in the western world I believe the first

3 country to adopt these recommendations was Great Britain.

4 Their recommendations went into effect the first of this

5 year.

6 In the occupational ALARA area, I think there is

7 more concern, and I expect a lot of public comments on that.

8 lie are recommending that the occupational ALARA concept be

9 made mandatory, whereas to date it has been exhortatory --

10 we have exhorted the individual to apply the occupational

11 ALARA concept which says you should reduce doses as far below

12 the limits as is reasonable, considering cost, all types of

13 cost.

14 We are changing that to a mandatory requirement

15 that these plants have occupational -- written occupational

16 ALARA programs that we can inspect against. And there are

17 those who say that that will have a harmful effect because

18 there's no lower limit. That makes it possible for the

19 Government to keep pressing lower and lower and lower, no

20 matter how safe a plant already is.

21 I think we do have a problem there.

22 MR. KERR: It seems to me it also effectively

23 eliminates ALARA because you now have written technical

24 specifications in effect for a specific dose rate, perhaps

25 different for each plant, but it's no longer a question of
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MR. ALEXANDER: As far as the 5 rems per year,

it is a regulatory limit and it doesn't matter how much it

costs. You have to comply with it. I'm talking about

ALARA, even though the dose is far below --

MR. KERR: I am, too, and I'm referring back to

Appendix I, which, as far as I know, if one meets these

criteria, the numerical criteria for exposure with the

public, you are considered to be in compliance with "as low

as reasonably achieveable" for each missions from plants.

The same thing will occur if you become more specific and

more mandatory. 0

MR. ALEXANDER: I don't think so. May I try to

justify that answer?

MR. KERR: Yes, you may.

MR. ALEXANDER: In the case of protection of the

public from radioactive material and effluents, the EPA and

the NRC and others --

MR. KERR: You don't have to explain Appendix I

to me. I think I know how it came into existence. I

simply referred to it as an example of how ALARA was

determined -- which to me is no longer ALARA. You are

going to tell me how your proposal is different, I think.

I am interested in that.
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1 MR. ALEXANDER: Simply for the record, may I say

2 that the limits in Appendix I in 40 CFR 190, in the Clean

3 Air Act, are based on technology -- available technology

4 considerations.

5 In the applications of the occupational ALARA

6 concept, the use of available technology is not the

7 principal consideration. The principal consideration is,

8 in the case of nuclear power plants, the design and age of

9 the plant. what is reasonable at one plant may be

10 completely out of reason in terms of cost, for another.

11 MR. KERR: I guess I didn't make my comment

12 specific enough to be clear. My point was that for each

13 plant there probably will be numerical goals. As you point

14 out, they are likely to be different for each plant. It

15 seems to me that once you put down numerical guidelines,

16 you go into the technical specifications. You no longer

17 have something which is an effort to achieve. It now

18 becomes a regulation for that plant.

19 MR. ALEXANDER: I don't anticipate ALARA numbers

20 being placed in any technical specifications. What will be

21 required is that the -- each plant have an occupational

22 ALARA program. They might have all kinds of goals in their

23 individual program and whatever goals they have written

24 there will become regulatory limits, as far as their

25 inspector is concerned. And, so, as far as the individual
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1 plants setting a limits that may very well be done. But

2 the Federal Government will not be setting numbers for

3 these plants the way it has for effluent control.

4 MR. KERR: So when the Federal Government forces

5 a plant to set a limit, that's not the Federal Government

6 setting the limit it's the plant doing it voluntarily?

7 MR. ALEXANDER: Not voluntarily, involuntarily,

8 but picking their own number.

9 MR. WARD: Mr. Reed?

10 MR. REED: I guess what you said is ALARA may

11 now become mandatory rather than the way it has been in the

12 past. Again, it seems to me that the ACRS, as a body, and

13 I in particular, are interested in the overall, total best

14 safety that we can achieve in the operation of nuclear

15 piles important for power. Okay.

16 1 I think perhaps you are pursuing your discipline

17 and looking at your discipline. This body wants to look at

18 the total.

19 Now, there are other bodies in the regulatory,

20 that pursue their discipline. Security is an example. I

21 have had a lot of problems with the way security has been

22 pursuing its discipline, as aggressively, I guess, as they

23 should. But we find situations where safety is harmed by

24 the pursuit of discipline. The Davis-Besse incident is an

25 example where they felt it was vital to saving something
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1 that was locked up and could not be made available for use.

2 What I'm worried about, in pursuit of your

3 discipline, that you may lock up some safety and put it

4 away.

5 ALARA made mandatory -- I understand what that

6 means -- it means that now inspectors can go to the

7 facilities and issue citations and fines can be collected.

8 It puts that whole process into operation. And what that

9 will mean, because this is the'way utilities respond, is

10 they will immediately pump up their ALARA program to try to

11 prevent a citation which looks bad in the newspaper and so

12 on and so forth -- they'll pump it up rcore.

13 But will that mean that getting a crew ready to

14 do a job that's quite important, the ALARA aspects will

15 take precedence over the time aspects,'when a stitch in

16 time might save nine lives?

17 I'm not sure that you are considering these

18 kinds CL things in the total safety issue.

19 MR. ALEXANDERs Most of these programs have

20 Britain ALARA criteria. What would happen is that those

21 written documents, which were composed by plant management,

22 would become mandatory documents against which the

23 inspector could inspect and cite.

24 We think that it is very possible that what

i 25 would happen at some of these plants is exactly as you say,
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1 particularly after a plant manager finds that he has been

-2 fined for exceeding one of his own limits. He may very

3 well call his own people in and Rays Let's make sure that

4 doesn't happen again.

5 MR. REED: And slow down the repair work; yes.

6 MR. ALEXANDER: If that happens, that would be a

7 relaxation of controls and as a relaxation of controls

8 would have no effect on the availability of highly skilled

9 workers, the plant safety problems that you are envisioning

10 I think would be relaxed rather than exacerbated.

11 MR. REED: I didn't follow you at all. I talked

12 about two different things. I talked about quality and the

0t 13 dose, accumulating dose. That's one issue. ALARA is a

14 second issue.

15 ALARA will affect the timeliness, on a mandatory

16 basis, the timeliness of repair. I didn't say dose --

17 accumulated dose or anything like that. It will affect the

18 timeliness of repair and will slow down the process, when

19 it becomes mandatory, because of the threat of fine which

20 utilities take very seriously.

21 MR. ALEXANDER: This is just my opinion. I

22 think what would happen is if a plant has, say, a limit of,

23 say, 10 man-rems for a particular operation in a pump or

24 something like that in their book --

25 MR. REED: You are not getting my point on ALARA.
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1 ALARA means that you must really plan to make the exposure

2 for that piece of work -- plan in advance and so on and so

.3 forth -- make the exposure for that piece, that work, as

4 low as reasonably achieveable. That is what it means.

5 What I'm saying is if you make this mandatory

6 and citable and fineable, then you will slow down the work

7 because the planning must be better. It will be subject to

a review and study. The threat is there and therefore the

9 timeliness of achievement will slow down.

10 MR. ALEXANDER: I think I understand exactly

11 what you are saying, but I don't agree. And let me say why.

12 Consider this: Plants already have, in general,

13 ' occupational ALARA programs in effect. I feel that as a

14 result of this regulation that those plans will not be

15 tightened. If they are not tightened, then work in the

16 plant will continue just as it has in the past, without

17 change.

18 If any changes are made in those plans it will

19 be to relax them. if they are relaxed in order to avoid

20 citations from an inspector -- you see, if they are relaxed

21 in order to avoid citations from an inspector, any effects

22 on work going on on the floor of the plant would be -- the

23 restrictions would be removed, not tightened.

24 MR. REED: We are not communicating.

25 MR. SHEWMON: May I suggest this is all settled
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1 and clear now and go on to the next topic?

2 MR. MOELLER: We'd better move along, if we can.

3 1 know we are interrupting you, Bob, but you still have

4 Alan to speak.

5 MR. ALEXANDER: I think the exchange is good.

6 It will help -- one thing like these questions that you are

7 raising will help us handle the public comments.

8 The second safety improvement that I see --

9 MR. WARD: Carson was waiting in line with a

10 comment.

11 MR. MARK: No, it's merely a very simple

12 question. I am sure you get data from the UK, France,

13 Germany, Japan, you mentioned the Iron Curtain. Do you get

14 Aany credible data from Russia?

15 |MR. ALEXANDER: Nothing.

16 MR. MARK: It would perhaps be a question you

17 might wonder about. They are certainly members of the ICRP,

18 and it would be a kind of fascinating bit of information,

19 were i't possible to smoke out.

20 MR. ALEXANDER: At the ACRS recommendation, at

21 least of Dr. Moeller's subcommittee we contacted with

22 Brookhaven National Laboratory to get all of the nuclear

23 power plant occupational dose data they could. A very

24 extensive, comprehensive effort was made which has been

25 published and I have provided copies of that to Dr. Moeller
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1 which indicate the occupational experience at a large

2 number of countries, but we were able to get nothing from

3 Russia.

4 For the first time we are proposing a limit to

5 protect the embryo fetus, with informed consent. We have a

6 regulatory guide out for the past 10 or 11 years>, which

7 tells -- we have the operator in his training program, and

8 copies of an appendix to the regulatory guide, male and

9 female, explaining the risks as we understand them to the

OI embryo and fetus, and then it's left up to the mother to

11 make her own decision.

12 One of the reasons we take that approach is

1 3 because there's conflicting legislation in that area. Most

1 of the steps that can be taken to protect the embryo and

15 l fetus involve either invasion of privacy or equal

16 employment opportunity or both. So the informed consent

17 has been the position we've taken in the past.

18 The new guidance for the President's signature

19 in the area of occupational radiation protection has been

20 developed by the effective agencies under EPA leadership

21 and has been approved by all of these agencies and has been

22 submitted to the Office of Management and Budget for their

23 comments and approval. It's expected to go to the

24 Prcsident for signature within a month.

25 A 500 millirem limit for the embryo fetus is
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1 specified in that guidance. This would be to a woman who

2 declares herself to be pregnant. And our regulation is

3 tracking this recommendation in the new guidance to federal

4 agencies.

5 The way it will work is if a woman goes to her

6 employer and says: I'm pregnant; then, at that moment the

7 dose limit for the embryo fetus that she is carrying will

8 go into effect and it will be 500 millirems for the entire

9 gestation period.

10 If she does nct declare the pregnancy and on her

11 own volition decides to accept the risk to the embryo fetus,

12 that will continue to be her choice, as in the past.

13 MR. KERR: What about a situation in which she

14 discovers later on that she should have done this and says

15 1 she was not properly informed about the risks and

16 consequences? Is that dealt with in the regulations at all?

17 MR. ALEXANDER: We have a regulatory guide which

18 provides information on this subject.. Commissioner

19 Bernthal, during our briefing to the Commission on the

20 subject, raised the question that you are mentioning and

21 told the staff that we should consider making mandatory a

22 presentation to the worker of this risk information, and

23 that is under consideration. It will be resolved by the

24 staff following the public comment period.

A 25 MR. KERR: The fact that you make a presentation
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1 mandatory doesn't mean that the person receiving it

2 understands it. Are you going to make understanding

3 mandatory?

4 MR. ALEXANDER: Can't do that.

5 MR. KERRs You could write into the regulation

6 something that says that the presentation is prima facie

7 evidence, or something or other, of understanding. Perhaps

8 that doesn't have any legal significance --

9 MR. SIESS: Arc you speaking as a teacher or a

10 lawyer?

11 MR. KERR: I'm speaking as a lawyer.

12 I would foresee, given this new legislation,

13 people who might, later claim, particularly if they have

14 children that are born with some sort of genetic defect,

15 who would claim that sure they knew about this, they just

16 didn't understand the implications, otherwise they would

17-, have declared themselves pregnant.

8la MR. ALEXANDER: I guess in response to that line

19 of questioning --

20 MR. SIESS: Win a $1 million lawsuit.

i1 MR. ALEXANDER: In making decisions about

22 imposing regulation protection decisions on our licensees,

23 we do not take into consideration the radiation liability

24 question. That is considered to be a problem, if any,

l 25 between the employer and the worker and we always make our
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1 decisions based on control of the risk in the workplace.

2 MR. REED: The limit, you said, was half a rem?

3 MR. ALEXANDERs Yes.

4 MR. REED: Which is what you are trying to

5 achieve for the average worker in the workplace. So, what

6 else is new? It's the same thing. Isn't that what you

7 just said earlier?

a MR. ALEXANDER: The difference would be that,

9 whereas we would like to achieve that average among the

10 workers -- average -- there are two differences. One is .5

11 for workers in general is an average, it would be -- the

12 distribution of doses includes far below and far above 5;

13 and that is the desire of the staff. What we are talking

14 about here is the regulatory limit so that we are not

15 talking about an average and we are not talking about an

16 I excitation, but we are talking about a limit so that it

17 would be violated if an embryo got more than that dose.

18 MR. REED: It seems to me that half a rem is set

19 fairly high, based on the rate of uncertainties,

20 possibilities of litigation and all sorts of things. The

21 other question I asked, does the NRC open itself now up to

22 litigation in case a child -- what, one in 10 births have

23 some sort of problem? Does the NRC now -- let's say a

24 licensee goes by the book. Does the NRC become a

e 25 co-litigant?
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1 MR. ALEXANDERs I don't know. I'm concerned

2 about that. I have raised that question with ELD. I do

3 not have an answer at this time. But that's a very

4 critical point.

5 Let me say this, in answer to that question. If

6 the answer should be yes, so that protection of the

7 government against radiation liability charges should be

8 considered in our regulations, then there would be drastic

9 changes in those regulations. Those regulations are

10 designed to control hazards in the workplace, and many

11 changes would be required to protect this agency against

12 legal charges.

13 MR. KERR: I thought f heard you just say about

14 five minutes ago that what you are really interested in was

1i3 protection of the individuals. You weren't concerned about

16 litigation.

17 Now I'm hearing that if litigation is something

18 that might damage the government, then you become less

19 concerned -- have a lower priority on worker protection,

20 perhaps, with some concern about litigation.

21 MR. ALEXANDER: What I'm saying is if we were

22 required to protect the government against litigation, that

23 radiation liability considerations would impose more

24 restrictive limits than those necessary for control.

25 Your comment that 500 millirems sounds pretty
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1 high, I think, will be shared by many of our commenters.

2 A 1 rem exposure, or twice what we are proposing

3 to impose, could result in a .6 per thousand risk of

4 childhood cancer and 4 per thousand risk of severe

5 retardation. I think that some people would consider that

6 to be high. But the 500 is an NCRP recommendation. The

7 ICRP recommends a number more than twice that high,

8 something above 1 rem for the gestation period. The NCRP,

9 here in our country, recommends 500 millirems, and that's

i0 the number that is being adopted.

11 MR. REED: Well, I have a feeling that any

12 utility, responsible utility will certainly not want to

13 flirt with 500. So I'm surprised it's that --

14 MR. ALEXANDER: That, of course, is where the

15 job discrimination enters the picture.

16 MR. CARBON: Dr. Alexander, is this 500 millirem

17 in line with the fact that we're pretty sure they have not

18 yet found any genetic defects from Hiroshima or Nagasaki --

19 does this fit together with that?

20 MR. ALEXANDER: Childhood cancer, and the

21 microcephaly, the small head size and severe retardation,

22 are the controlling factors for the limit for the embryo

23 fetus. Since no genetic effects have been observed among

24 the survivors in Japan, genetic effects don't really

25 influence the 500 millirems number.
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MR. WARD: Well, let's see, there are no genetic

effects observed but there are -- I don't know if I'm using

the right terms -- there are congenital effects observed in

the Japanese victims; isn't that right? Fetus damage was

clinically observed?

M-R. ALEXANDER: Yes. That's where the 4 in 1000

severe retardation per rem comes from, from the Japanese

survivors.

But what I'm saying is, from observations --

that is the effect of irradiation in the womb at the time

the bombs were exploded. None of those effects are

attributed to or have been found among children who were

conceived after the explosion.

MR. WARD: So those were the number -- .6 and .4

were associated with an acute dose of 1 rem, not with a

nine-month dose of 1 rem; is that right?

MR. ALEXANDER: I think primarily an acute dose.

MR. WARD: Yes.

MR. ALEXANDER: The third one I want to mention,

and I personally feel very strongly about this one, is that

the new part 20 would reduce intake limits for alpha

emitters, some by large factors.

For example, uranium oxide, which is the form

which uranium is worked with in the preparation, primarily

in our fuel fabrication plants; that limit would be reduced
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l by a factor of 5, in compliance with new ICRP regulations.

2 The meaning there is that the ICRP feels, since

3 what you are trying to protect from in your limits for

4 airborne uranium and for other alpha emitters is cancer, so

5 the ICRP obviously feels that these compounds are a factor

6 of 5 more carcinogenic than was previously thought back in

7 the late 5O0s, when those limits were originally

8 established.

9 So I think that it is necessary to reduce the

10 intake limits for these alpha emitters and the new part 20

11 will do that.

12 MR. MARK: It used to be said that the limit was

13 not radiological at all but was chemical poisoning.

14 MR. ALEXANDER: That's true, Dr. Mark, that's

15 why I was careful to talk about uranium oxides, which are

16 not considered to be sufficiently soluble so that kidney

17 damage is the controlling factor.

18 In uranium mills, where they work with yellow

19 cake, and people who are exposed, as in the recent accident,

20 to U02F2 when UF6 gas is released and hydrolyzed, where

21 retention in the lung is very short, chemical toxicity to

22 the kidney becomes a controlling factor.

23 In that connection I would like to mention that

24 the NRC is very carefully investigating recommendations

25 from the University of Rochester that the intake limits for
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1 soluble compounds also be reduced by a factor of 5.

2 These factors are very large factors for someone

3 trying to run a mill or fuel fabrication plant or a

4 conversion plant. These could have serious economic

5 effects. gut we feel that, based on evidence that we have

6 about the efficiency of alpha radioactivity in causing

7 cancer, based on the fact that these oxides are now known

8 to remain in the lung much longer than was assumed when the

9 original limits were promulgated, and based on the fact

10 that some of the transfer fractions from one compartment of

11 the body to another are now known to be different, that.

12 reducing these limits is justified and necessary.

13 MR. KERR:. How close are we getting to the alpha

14 dose to which one would be exposed in a house that had a

15 fairly high radon concentration?

16 MR. ALEXANDER: I believe you are asking about

17 the exposure levels workers endure now?

18 MR. KERR: Yes. Compared to exposure in a house

19 that had a comparatively high radon level, say? I'm trying

20 to get some idea about how much above background we are

21 going.

22 There is a radon background with which one has

23 to deal in most houses and it varies. Are we getting

24 anywhere near that background, in the new rules?

25 MR. ALEXANDER: We think that the maximum
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1 routine exposures to uranium

2 MR. KERR: No, I'm talking about alpha emitters,

3 not uranium per se. In this case, radon.

4 MR. ALEXANDER: The highest exposures we have in

5 our licensed operators is at the uranium fuel plants and

6 uranium mills, from the information we have, that probably

7 conditions very, very rarely, if ever, exceed 25 percent of

B the present limits.

9 Now, 25 percent of the present limits --

10 MR. KERR: If we go down by a factor of 5, then

11 we are below chronic exposure?

12 MR. ALEXANDER: It should have some effect on

13 some of the licensees. Those that are already below a

14 factor of 5, that will already be below our limits, will

15 not have the cushion that they like to operate with. I

16 think they'll take action also.

17 MR. KERR: So we are in effect reducing the

18 exposures below what one might see in one's household

19 because of radon?

20 MR. ALEXANDER: Radon, I was just looking at

21 that recently -- I'm not an expert on radon exposures, but

22 based on information that has been published, I believe

23 that in the average home, from what we know about the

24 average home, that the risk of lung cancer is on the order

25 of 1 to 2 times 10 to the minus 4, lifetime -- not per year,
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1 but lifetimes that's for the average -- where the average

2 concentration is about 1.5 picocuries per liter in the home.

3 And we know in many homes radon levels are far above that,

4 up to 2000 picocuries. And in the homes we have, the risk

5 would be up to 1 third, in getting lung cancer in a home

6 like that.

7 For some homes the worker is better off in the

8 workplace than he would be at home.

9 11R. KERR: I'm trying to get an idea -- and I

10 guess t'm not making my question clear. Given the reduced

11 level, what's the relationship now between the risk of

12 cancer from radon exposure compared to the risk of cancer

13 using the new levels, if one were operating right up to tin -

14 limit? Are they comparable? Is the radon exposure still

15 down by a factor of a lot? I don't need exact numbers.

16 I'm just trying to get some general feeling.

17 PR. ALEXANDER: I think I can -- I'll try again

i from some notes I have in my briefcase, to answer teat

19 question.

20 You are asking me to compare the risk for a

21 uranium worker to --

22 MR. KERR: Who is exposed to the maximum under

23 the new rule, to, say, an exposure that one would get in an

24 average household, to radon.

25 MR. ALEXANDERt Okay. I can do that. With
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1 certain assumptions, as health facilities are prone to make,

2 the risk from compliance with our radon limit, if a person

3 were to actually be exposed for a working lifetime -- I

4 used 40 years -- and came out with about 2 percent for lung

5 cancer incidence. That's the full working level of 12

6 months per year.

7 MR. MARK: I wonder if you could say that

8 differently. The radon exposure is in the range of one or

9 two picocuries pier liter. That's what happens.

10 MR. ALEXANDER: The'average, yes.

11 MR. MARK: What is your limit for alpha activity

12 under the new.regulations?

13 MR. ALEXANDER: 30 picocuries per liter is the

14 concentration.

15 MR. MARK: 30.

16 3I MR. ALEXANDER: So, to complete my answer, then,

17 2 percent for lifetime lung cancer incidence for a person

la exposed at the maximum for 40 years that part 20 would

19 Allow; and for lifetime exposure, for living in a home at

20 the average radon concentration in an American home, is

21 about 1.5 times 10 to the minus 4, or about .02 percent.

22 MR. SIESS: A factor of 10.

23 MR. ALEXANDER: So I guess there's two orders of

24 magnitude exactly, difference, if you accept my estimates.

25 I'm sure glad I did this on the subway this morning.
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1 MR. KERR: Thank you.

2 I want to mention one more reduction, that is

3 for the extremities, the hands and feet. I think

4 particularly the hands, because these workers have their

5 hands right on contaminated materials.

6 That limit is being reduced by one-third as a

7 result of recommendations from the rCRP. We have been

8 allowing 75. We have been allowing 75 rems per year. That

9 has been reduced to 50 rems per year.

10 So, those are the safety features of part 20

11 that I consider to be important. Now, I don't know how

12 much time we have left for Dr. Brodsky's presentation of

13 details.

14 MR. MOELLER: What we have agreed to do, Bob, is

15 I to continue this discussion because of the obvious interest

16 on the part of the committee -- continue this until 10:30.

17 But that includes Alan's presentation. We must terminate

18 at that time. So we have about 28 more minutes.

19 Dr. Carbon has a question.

20 MR. CARBON: Yes. When will we come to the

21 point of the discussion of whether these four safety

22 features could be incorporated in the existing part 20, or

23 whether we need a new part 20 and a new rulemaking?

24 MR. ALEXANDER: The answer is obvious. Wle could

25 incorporate these safety features that I mentioned with a
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1 number of changes to the existing part 20.

2 MR. CARBON: Will you be discussing, then, one

3 of you, the need for the modified part 20 in the new

4 rulemaking?

5 MR. ALEXANDER: SWell, I should try to answer

6 that. I think basically you are asking: Why did the staff

7 decide to start from scratch and rewrite part 20 as opposed

8 to just making those changes necessary to comply with the

9 new ICRP recommendations and the new guidance to the

10 federal agencies of the president.

11 MR. CARBON: Yes. And the fact that rewriting

12 and the new rulemaking and so on, if I understand correctly,

13 your figures indicate are going to cost something like $30

14 million, $35 million, primarily to the nuclear power

15 industry?

16 MR. ALEXANDER: Yes.' The cost we estimated was

17 $33 million for the first year and then $8 million per year

18 thereafter for compliance with this regulation.

19 The reason the complete overhaul was undertaken

20 was because of, in addition to resolving these rather major

21 problems I have mentioned, there are just hundreds of

22 little things that we have learned over the past 25 or 30

23 years that we wanted to attend to.

24 If you do attend to all of those you do have a

i 25 major rewrite on your hands. If you take that approach, a
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1 comprehansive fix of part 20 rather than a piecemeal

2 approach -- it just wouldn't turn out to be a piecemeal

3 approach. You'd have the complete revision anyhow.

4 But it is possible, of course, to overlook many

5 of the problems that we consider to be significant enough

6 to change but that we could live with without changing.

7 That's why I say that it is feasible to do a patch on part

8 20 and just teke care of the safety issues and perhaps one

9 or two others that do appear in the federal guidance, which

10 is the Commission's policy, to comply with the federal

11 guidance. That is a question of policy and we'll be very

12 sensiti e to the public comments to see if there is a

13 demand for that approach, and I think we'll be very

14 open-minded about that if there is a widespread desire to

15 J go about it that way.

16 MR. CARBON: But to achieve the safety that you

17 feel needed, these four points then could be put in the

13 current part 20, at essentially no.cost, I gather? And the

new part 20 and so on will involve rulemaking and the added

20 things will not really contribute to safety as such?

21 MR. ALEXANDER: Well, not nearly as much.

22 Certainly not nearly as much.

23 If you took out the four items I have mentioned

24 it would be difficult to make a safety argument at all for

0 25 part 20. But I believe you said that, if I heard you right,
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1 you were indicating that most of the cost would be

2 associated with things other than the four safety items? I

3 don't think that's true.

4 MR. CARBON: Most of the cost would be

5 associated with the new part 20 and the plans to comply

6 with it? But, if I understand correctly, your figures

7 indicate that to accommodate the new part 20 is going to

8 cost the $33 million figure, whereas if you go at it in the

9 direction of simply putting these four changes into the

10 current part 20, that particular $33 million would not be

11 expended; is that correct?

12 MR. ALEXANDER: No. I think you'd shave off

13 some of that $33 million, but I believe most of it might

14 still be there. The reason I say that is, according to my

15 information, the two big items of cost here are changing

16 computer software in the control systems at the plants, as

17 set up. It turns out to be very expensive.

18 When we come in with new limits they say that

19 they have to change their computer software and a large

20 amount of the cost comes there.

21 Other costs are going to be, high costs are

22 going to be associated, I think, with the reduced intake

23 limits for alpha emitters. Those changes are still here.

24 So, I'm sure that the $33 million would come

i 25 down some but it probably would not come down enough to
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1 alter conclusions that a person might arrive at about the

2 cost effectiveness of the regulations.

3 MR. CARBON: I'm not sure how to interpret your

4 last sentence. Are you saying that if we put these four

5 changes into the current part 20, that perhaps we would

6 encounter a cost of $20 million instead of $33 million?

7 Just to get some kind of--

8 MR. ALEXANDER: Yes.

a ttR. CARBON: Because this is quite different

10 from what I understood at our subcommittee meeting.

11R. ALEXANDER: Is it? is that the things I

'.7 said at the subcommittee meeting?

13 MR. CARBON: I don't know. But I came from the

14 subcommittee meeting with the definite understanding that

15 to go through the new rulemaking, the new part 20, and all

16 1 the changes associated with that, would cost $33 million
17 more than simply putting these four changes into the

13 present part 20.

19 MR. ALEXANDER: If that impression was left I

20 have to apologize. The $33 million, and $8 million per

21 year are based on all of the changes that are being

22 recommended for part 20.

23 MR. KERR: You said the two big items were

24 software -- what was the other one?

25 MR. ALEXANDER: Reduction in the intake limits
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1 for alpha emitters. Those are the two big ones.

2 We have these covered item by item in the

3 regulatory analysis which has been supplied to the

4 committee.

5 MR. CARBON: I don't see that -- perhaps I

6 misunderstood.

7 I would comment to the committee, then, that the

8 notice sent today does not check with what Dr. Alexander is

9 saying at the moment.

10 MR. ?IOELLER: Bob, one other quick one. If you

11 took the band-aid approach versus the complete rewrite,

12 which you have done, how different is it in terms of public

13 comment and so forth? Can you do the band-aid approach

14 without public comment? You cannot?

15 MR. ALEXANDER: No. Any change we make in part

16 20 would have associated with it a public comment period.

17 MR. MOELLERs Okay. Forest has a question.

18 MR. REMICK: How many total licensees would be

19 affected by a change in part 20?

20 ilR. ALEXANDER: All of the licensees of the

21 Commission and eventually all of the licensees of the

22 agreement states would be affected.

23 MR. REMICK% How many are those, roughly?

24 MR. ALEXANDER: You are talking probably 21,000

25 licensees all together.
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1 MR. REMICKi That's what makes me question this

2 $33 million. I haven't gone through your impact statement

3 but I would get -- just takes one licennee, and reading the

4 new part 20, just to read that you would probably come

5 pretty close to $20 or $30 millions if you assume every one

6 of those 20- or 21,000 read that draft and decide to make

7 comments, you have consumed somewhere around $20 or $30

8 million. If you take the manpower just to read it,

9 comprehend it, a typical licensee -- the number of people,

10 health personnel, administrative personnel and so forth --

11 the $33 million to me just seems unreasonably low.

12 I'm not against the idea of changing part 20.

13 It just seems inconceivable to me such a small cost for

14 21,000 licensees, and presumably every one of them will be

15 affected in some way.

16 MR. ALEXANDERe They will all be subject to it

17 I but many of them won't be affected. Many of them are small

1Id operations thAt wouldn't be affected.

19 MR. KERR: He's assuming they won't read it.

20 MR. REMICKt They are going to have to read it

21 and modify some of the procedures.

22 MR. ALEXANDER: Actually, what we want to do,

23 Dr. Remick, as the IRS, every year, when they change our

24 taxes on us, they put on the cover sheet what important

25 changes are made so you know whether or not you have to
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1 read the whole thing or not. We plan to do something like

2 that so that most of our licensees, when they would get

3 this new document, most of them could look at this summary

4 and just set it aside and says I just have a gauge over

5 here. I'm not affected by this'.

6 MR. REMICK: But there's a lot of them if the

7 health physics staff didn't read this I wouldn't think

8 they'd be a very professional health physics staff.

9 MR. ALEXANDER: There are a lot of them that

10 will, but that may measure in the hundreds as opposed to

11 the thousands.

12 MR. MOELLER: Will there be a lot of benefits on

13 education so we should put that on the plus side? It's

14 good for those people to have something new to read and

15 learn.

16 MR. REMICK: I'm not against the concept, I just

17 think it's an underestimation.

18 MR. ALEXANDER: The science of cost estimation

19 is a very interesting one. The staff people that you

20 assign to do these things, after a year or two of working

21 on it, become very much caught up in it and they really

22 want to see that regulation go through. So at the time

23 they do their cost estimates they tend to minimize them.

24 On the other hand, the fellow out in the public

25 who is going to have to implement these and pay for them,
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1 when he does his cost analysis, he's very likely to up them

2 a little bit. In fact he's very likely to up them about an

3 order of magnitude.

4 So, somewhere in between the staff's cost and

5 the effective licensee cost is the truth, and actually we

6 never know what that is.

7 MR. CARBON: Does something like this proposed

8 change go through CRGR?

9 MR. ALEXANDER: Oh, yes. You bet.

10 MR. CARBON: Have they approved it as being

11 cost-effective?

A 12 MR. ALEXANDER: No, sir. The approval of the

13 CRGR -- as a matter of fact, the recommendation of the

14 st3ff was not justified on a cost/benefit ratio. It was

15 justified on a scientific updating rationale.

16 lie feel, the staff really feels, that the places

17 we have licensed are safe places to work in. tie do not

12 feel a strong need to revise these regulations to provide

19 additional safety, even though we are not entirely

20 satisfied in every case. But the principal justification

21 for this change is scientific updating. Most regulations

22 are based on concepts that existed prior to 1957 that are

23 ;just no longer scientifically valid.

24 MR. CARBON: But you do feel that the current

25 situation is safe?
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1 MR. ALEXANDER: Yes. For example, in the

2 nuclear power industry, where more than half of the

3 collective dose received by -- in our licensed operations

4. occurs, the 0.65 rems per year is a number that to me would

5 be perfectly acceptable without change. The reason we

6 would like to see it get down to .5 is because of ICRP

7 recommendation:;.

8 MR. KERR: What is scientific about going from

9 .65 to .5; I don't understand that? Because the ICRP, when

10 it comes to the .5, is not scientific. ICRP is very

11 scientific when it tries to decide what is the appropriate

12 biological effect of radiation. But when they make a

13 recommendation on an appropriate level they are using value

14 judgments such as you or I. They may have a better basis

15 for it but it's not based on logic, it's just a judgment

16 call.

17 M MR. ALEXANDER: That's very, very true. 10 to

18 the minus 4 criterion is a judgment call, pure and simple.

19 It is not scientifically based; it is a judgment call and

20 everything springs from that, so I have to agree with what

21 you said.

22 MR. KERR: So let's not call it scientific, in

23 the sense that some new science has led to this. It may be

24 a good thing to do, but because a group has gotten it

25 together and made a value judgment that this is what it
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1 thinks ought to be.

2 MR. ALEXANDER: Well, health physicists have

3 been accused of always suffering from what is called

4 monomania. Monomania is a mental disease, a disorder in

5 which the victim is only wrong on one point, but that one

6 point is the basis for everything else he does and it's all

7 perfectly logical.

8 MR. MOELLER: Have you covered all your --

9 MR. WARD: I think that's rampant throughout

10 many of our activities.

11 MR. CARBON: One more question. I'm still

12 concerned about the cost effectiveness and so on. The

13 ALARA principle, $1000 per man-rem turns out to be

14 something like $10 million per life, say. That's late in a

15 person's lifetime. And it's generally accepted that that

16 surely is conservative, and maybe it's $30 or $40 million

17 per life -- how does this compare with that? How does this

18 fit in with the ALARA $1000?

19 MR. ALEXANDER: I haven't looked at that

20 specifically, but I think I can give you an answer that

21 will be acceptable to you. I believe, if you were to

22 examine this rule change, particularly on the basis of

23 dollars per man-rem criteria, that is dollars per man-rem

24 saved criterion, by this regulation, that the regulation

0 25 could not be justified by the number achieved. It would be
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1 a very small number -- I mean a very large number and could

2 not be justified on that basis. That's the primary reason

3 why we have not tried to justify it on that basis.

4 The number of man-rems saved would be small.

5 The cost would be large, and a very, very high cost/benefit

6 ratio, and we are not trying to justify our proposal on

7 that basis and I do not believe it could be justified.

8 Thank you very much. I'm sure that no one is as

9 happy about the time we've consumed as Dr. Brodsky, who has

10 the remaining time, but he has some viewgraphs now and can

11 get into the details of what we are proposing. There are

12 only a few minutes left.

13 MR. MOELLER: Excuse me, I do not want this to

14 run past 10:30, so keep that in mind.

MR. BRODSKY: It's a pleasure to be speaking to

16 this distinguished group of people. I am particularly

17 j happy that I had the opportunity to see Bob Alexander go

18 through an oral examination. I don't think any of my 125

19 graduate students did as well as Bob Alexander in his

20 examination.

21 MR. ALEXANDER: Do I get an honorary degree?

22 MR. BRODSKY: You, I think, should get an

23 honorary degree. Answered every question.

24 In the remaining time available -- as you can

25 see, this is a complex subject: all I can do is give you a
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1 broad brush and we'll do that with the help of Bob

2 Alexander's own slides. That way he keeps me on track.

3 First of all, the name of the branch has been

4 changed recently, Health Effects and Occupational Radiation

5 Protections Office, to Radiation Risk Assessment and

6 Management Branch. So we now go back again to cutting

7 3across the occupational and environmental borders in the

8 assessment of risk and the management of risk.

4 }The reasons for revising part 20 Bob covered in

10 context; the items on here update the present part 20. It

11 was promulgated in '57 and revised finally in '61. There

12 ! had been an earlier part which was quickly revised because

13 i of changes in the NCRP recommendations which brought 15

14 rems down to 5 average, by the S(N minus 18) formula

1; 1 allowing up to 12 a year.

26 Bob has mentioned we have now proposed to get in

1, ~'Line with the OSHA recommendation, 1977 -- and keep the 5

18 I.rem per year as a limit each year, not allow people to

19 average, but allow people to get up to 3 rem in the quarter.

20 There is actually some comment that we should

21 have done this back in 1961. and we went back and forth

22 with this. lie almost made it simpler back in 1961.

23 (Slide.)

24 It's sometimes hard to make things simple.

*25 Needed improvements in the present part 20. Well, Bob has
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1 mentioned this pretty well already. Thank you, Bob.

2 5(N minus 18) rule, and also we are now providing explicit

3 dose limits for members of the public.

4 One item of confusion -- and we almost purposely

5 confused the public in the 1961 part 20 -- was the

6 admonition that: Thou shalt not either expose anyone to

7 more than 2 millirem in any one hour, or 100 millirem in

8 any consecutive seven days. It was not written in the best

9 English, it should have been written neither nor -- you

10 4 have to recognize that larger levels for practical purposes

11 X in a generic regulation, knowing that people are not going

12 to stand still for any one year right next to your wall.

-3 It's not clear still, but we intend that nobody

14 in tle public should get more than .5 rem in a year. I

15 1 think everybody's designs go along with this, we can live

16 ! with that pretty well. And there's providing the cutoff on

17 ti.- collective dose rems -- I don't think I did mention

18 that. That's an important consideration in this regulation

1'9 we want to call to your attention, and we want comments on

20 - how snould we handle this 'de minimis" concept, so-called,

21 that we have been talking about for the last five years in

22 therms of de minimis.

23 So far, in this regulation the only thing that

24 has been put in there is a proposed 1 millirem cutoff in

25 the calculation of the population -- collective doses when
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you are calculating doses -- environmental doses to the

populations at large. There are no de minimis cutoff

levels in regard to occupational exposure except that --

unless you consider some of the action levels in there

about which you are required to provide personal monitoring

is at 10 percent of the permitted dose limits, and when you

Are required to do evaluations of your internal doses,

perhaps at 30 percent of your limits of intake for one year.

I have five more minutes left. I'm going to try

to hit what occurs to me as the highlights as we go along.

That's about all we can do.

(Slide.)

rhis slide basically says -- the main thing in

this slide is that we are dealing with the formulation --

in the rCRP 26, which makes things complex, and also in

ICRP 30, used the concept to calculate the ALIs, the limits

to some degree. Basically what we are doing now in the new

proposed regulation is adopting the formalism of ICRP 30,

insofar as requiring people to add up the external doses,

whole body dose and add up the fractional amounts of the

annual limits of intake of each radionuclide to which they

may be exposed and keep the total fraction less than 1.

In cases where external radiation may be

nonuniform, to certain parts of the body, there are

weighting factors that can be used in the ICRP 26, to
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1 calculate an effective whole body dose. And I believe the

2 way our proposed regulations read, one could interpret, now,

3 that kind of weighting to be done in estimating the

4 external effect of exposures, also.

5 So all this makes the calculation of dose a

6 little bit more complicated but, again, logically it

7 relates your limit to both external and internal exposure

8 of the same individual to some estimated risk, estimated by

9' these bodies that have studied the radiobiological

10 3 literature of the last few decades.

1; Some people think, well, that that is a benefit,

12 a regulation that you can trace back through logic back to

13 some estimate of risk by some independent international

14 bodies of experts. Tough people, like you, but including

15 people in the fields of radiobiology and medicine.

16 MR. MOELLER: I think, Allen, in view of the

17 J time, we do have your handout and we -- the committee

18 members can look at that. There was, or there were many

19 1 members of the committee at the subcommittee meeting. In

20 v view of the time, I think that we better wrap it up at this

21 point, and let me do so by thanking both you and Bob for

22 coining down and for giving us your time and the opportunity

23 to interact and to really address what were the major

24 questions and concerns of the committee.

2 5 Thank you.
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MR. BRODSKY% Thank you. I think you picked a

good point there.

?¶R. HOELLER: That's it, Mr. Chairman.

MR. WARD: Thank you very much. Let's take a

15-minute break.

(Recess.)

MR. WARD: Let's go to the report of the Reactor

Operations Subcommittee, the Perry Nuclear Power Station.

Jesse?

MR. EBERSOLE: I'm just going to -- I want to

briefly say that the subcommittee heard the presentation

substantially the way you heard it today, in its entirety

yesterday; and because of the general interest in it we are

having it at the full committee meeting.

Our impression was that the earthquake at Perry

p.-. Juced no effect whatsoever on the plant except some

unexpected acceleration in containment -- essentially, in

its final analysis it has been extremely carefully

investigated, and in fact nothing has happened to be

concerned about.

I'ma going to just simply turn it over to the

participants here. I believe Mr. Stefano is the lead

presenter and we'll go through 'it much the same way we did

yesterday, but in far less time.

MR. STEFANO: Thank you, gentlemen. My name is
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1 John Stefano, I'm the project manager for Perry.

2 MR. WARD: Would you mind coming over here?

3 MR. STEFANO: I'm John Stefano, the project

4 manager for NRC at Perry. We would like to begin this

5 presentation to you by having the vice-president of the

6 nuclear group from Cleveland Electric, Mr. Murray Edelman,

7 start off by summarizing and giving you a briefing as to

8 what their report contains.

9 3 I assume that all of you gentlemen have a copy

10 of the report; is that true?

11 iMR. SHEWMON: What report?

12 |MR. WARD: The answer is we don't.

13 MR. STEFANO: You do not. There were 30 copies

14 8 yesterday left here, and I guess these reports develop feet.

15 We do have extra copies which I can give out right now if

16 you desire, sir.

17 MR. KERR: There were some in brown and some --

MR. WARD: Obviously we don't. We need copies.

ii MR. STEFANO: Do you need them now or after the

20 presentation?

21 MR. WARD: Do you have additional copies? We'd

22 be delighted to have them.

23 Who needs one? Raise your hand. Thank you.

24 MR. STEFANO: With your permission, gentlemen, I

25 would like to introduce to you Mr. Murray Edelman,
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1 vice-president, nuclear group, Cleveland Electric, and we

2 will brief you on our action when he is finished.

3 MR. EDELMANs Good morning, my name is Murray

4 Edelman; I'm vice-president of the nuclear group for the

5 Cleveland Electric Company in charge of the Perry plant.

6 What I would like to do this morning is present

7 an overview and introduction of the technical presentation

8 we made to the NRC staff and their consultants at the Perry

9 site on the 11th, a slightly abbreviated version that we

10 |gave to the subcommittee last night.

11 (Slide.)

12 What I have on the board is an agenda. I gave

13 the introduction and overviews we had our pldnt supervisor

14 in charge of the plant review status. lie had Dick Holt of

15 Western Geophysics talk about the geology of the plant, and

16 Dr. Chen talk about the seismic design.

1,7 For brevity I will cover the first three items

and then turn it over to Dr. Chen to talk about the seismic

19 design.

20 The event took place at Perry on January 31, at

21 about 11:45, registered about 4.96 on the Richter scale.

22 Even though we are not an operating nuclear plant, although

23 we are 10 days away from fuel load, we implemented our

24 emergency procedures and activated all centers, Technical

25 Support Center, notified the state, county and NRC and
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1 evacuated the prime area of the site., specifically for

2 safety, to account for all the people who were in the plant.

3 It demonstrated that our emergency plan and procedures work;

4 everyone was accounted for. And we then did a plant

5 walkdown with our operating people, allowing us after

6 several hours to downgrade the emergency and eventually,

7 with the consent of the NRC and the state, terminated the

8 emergency, at which point in time we went into the recovery

9 mode.

10 During -- following, several hours later, we did

1i numerous plant walkdowns with a number of our people and

12 j determined there was no damage to the plant. We

13 | immediately called in our consultant team, composed of

14 recognized experts in the areas of geology and seismology

15 from Gilbert Commonwealth Geophysics, the two instrument

16 people that provide our instrumentation to the plant,

17 Dr. Hall, Dr. Stevenson and a number of other consultants.

18 lie also did close examination of the nearby field

19 conditions to compare them to our PSAR.

20 We did note that during the recording of our

21 instruments we had high frequencies at the -- high

22 acceleration and high frequencies, which Dr. Chen will

23 cover, but this high frequency acceleration we considered

24 after extensive engineering review as a nonengineering

B 25 problem because they are low energy, very short duration
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1 and low velocity. We are also aware that the phenomena of

2 high frequency accelerations is a generic subject that the

3 NRC staff has addressed at other sites.

4 We also analyzed and reviewed the plant systems,

5 structures and equipment, considering the conservatism

6 built into this equipment and determined that there was no

7 damage, as well as physical inspection to the equipment.

8 At the time of the event we had a number of our

9 safety systems in operation.

10 (Slide.)

11 We were ongoing testing with diesel generators;

12 a number of our systems were energized and were in the

13 operational mode. We were preparing that afternoon to run

14 one of our response time tests in our diesel generators.

15 The start-up sources were the upper pole and they were not

16 moved, and we had detailed reports on a number of systems

17 energized. All these systems worked before, during and

18 1 after the earthquake.

19 We saw no change in the status of our control

20 room or our control room paper, annunciators didn't come on,

21 relays didn't trip. We looked over all -- about 47,000

22 relays were energized and none of the safety systems did

23 trip. Two items did, our instrument air compressor trio,

24 which was a nonsafety system, on vibration; we lost the

S 25 heating boiler for the plant, tripped, and it came back on.
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1 And those are the only two actual items that tripped. Yes,

2 sir?

3 MR. SHEWMONt There is an older scale, I think,

4 called a Mercalli, which talks about did old chimneys fall

5 down, did things fall off tables, did people realize what

6 was going on because they could feel something? Would you

7 say something of what people noticed?

8 MR. EDELMAN: Yes, I'll talk about that in a

9 little later slide. We did record as a Mercalli 6,

10 compared to our design of 7, but vill get to that later.

11 (Slide.)

12 After we terminated the emergency we went into

13 our procedures -- into the recovery organization, where I

14 become the recovery manager. We did additional walkdowns

15 with 65 of our engineers and technicians that Friday night

16 6 and walked through the plant, identified anything that was

17 not right including any chipped paint, broken light bulbs,

18 anything in the plant that may or may not have been caused

19 because of the earthquake, and went back and analyzed all

20 those things. We did additional site surveys. lie normally

21 take survey settlement measurements once a month. We went

22 out and did it once again then, saw no differences there.

23 We looked at our cooling tower, there were no problems.

24 There were still about 20 items we were clearing

25 up, what we called seismic clearance violations the plant
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1 identified in the final walkthrough. We went back and

2 looked at all those and nothing moved, changed or was

3 impacted by those. We studied all our energized electrical

4 equipment and none of that was a problem.

5 The NRC staff arrived in several days. First

6 they came on Saturday with an augmented inspection team

7 from Region 3, and a confirmatory action letter which we

8 agreed to Friday night. They came and' inspected the plant

9 in detail Saturday and Sunday. Based on their inspections

10 we were released by Monday to go back and continue our

11 testing activities. The NRC then sent additional teams in

12 from both Washington and Chicago to look at equipment

13 qualifications, walkdown systems, and checked it; and based

14 on their preliminary results, again confirmed our results:

15 3 there was no damage to any plant systems or structures in

16 1 the plant.

17 (Slide.)

18 What I have on the board now are -- on the slide

19 now is the USGS recordings for the actual earthquake: time,

20 11:47: where it was located; how deep based on 64 stations

21 worldwide; it was about a 4.96 on the Richter scale;

22 located at Geauga County, about 11 miles from the plant

23 site.

24 (Slide.)

25 This is a map of the plant site on top with a
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1 5-mile radius and a 10-mile radius. You can see the

2 epicenter occurred here, magnitude of about 4.9. There

3 have been several aftershocks recorded with our

4 instrumentations. We had EPRI, a number of people come out

5 and put instrumentations out that same day in the field.

6 They have been recorded about 3 miles west of the epicenter.

7 The highest recording was about 2.4, and we have not

8 recorded any indications of the aftershocks at any of our

9 plant instrumentation.

10 (Slide.)

11 Now I'm going to sound like a geologist but I'm

12 really not, I'm a mechanical engineer. The Perry site is

e 13 located on the undifferentiated Paleozoic sedimentary-rocks,

14 which I know as shale. It's about two kilometers deep.

15 Below that is the Precambrian rock. This is kind of a

16 skewed slide but shows the focus of the epicenter, about

17 30,000 feet below surface. The initial PSAR found glacial

18 anomalies in the site where we had foldings of the glacial

19 scale which, when we excavated, got back to horizontal

20 bedding planes. That was fully investigated. This, based

21 on our analysis, did not break the surface, it occurred in

22 the Paleozoic rock.

23 The conclusions of our geologists and

24 seismologists, which -- I have to say I'm not one of those

25 -- the tectonic province approach we used in our PSAR and
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1 FSAR stage is still valid. There is no fault and there is

2 no tectonic structure. Our safe shutdown earthquake, in

3 response to your question, is a Mercalli 7. What the

4 geologists and seismologists are calling this in terms of

S what they have seen is a 6 at the most.

6 We have a site-specific spectrum of 5 plus or

7 minus a half on the Richter scale versus the 4.96 we saw on

8 this earthquake. The staff also asked us to use a

9 site-specific earthquake of 5.5 plus or minus a third on

10 the Richter scale for our analysis of our plant.

11 | le did have exceedance in one area that Dr. Chen

12 will cover in detail, short duration, high frequency of

13 about 20 hertz. It was above the designed spectrum out of

14 Reg Guide 160, of the 84 percent smoothing curve, and

15 Dr. Chen will discuss that in detail with you now.

16 (Slide.)

17 I would like to turn the meeting over to

18i Dr. Chen and I will come up at the end of his presentation

19 and present our brief overview of conclusions which are

20 presented in our detailed report.

21 DR. CHEN: Good morning, my name is Chang Chen.

22 I'm the manager of surface -- chief structural engineer of

23 Gilbert Commonwealth, Inc.

24 Before we go into the detailed comparison of the

25 recorded event versus the design, I would like to summarize
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1 the nature of the recorded event, in comparison with the

2 design earthquake. This recorded 1986 Ohio earthquake has

3 short duration, high frequencies and low velocity, low

4 displacement and low energy.

5 (Slide.)

6 The design earthquake we used for the Perry

7 power plant design has broad band frequency content, high

8 velocity, high displacement, and high energy.

9 (Slide.)

10 Now, I show you how did we reach this conclusion.

11 The way we did it was to compare the recorded time history

12 versus the time history we used in design.

13 The first comparison is in the north-south

14 direction of the reactor building, foundation.

15 (Slide.)

16 3 The time history at the top is the one we used

17 in the design. The one at the bottom is recorded. Same

18 elevation, same direction.

19 As you can see, the design time history is about

20 22 seconds. Yes?

21 MR. SHEWMON: Did you say this is the motion of

22 the mat itself?

23 DR. CHEN: Yes, sir. The record is on the top

24 of the mat so what we compare with here is also the

25 calculated response at the top of the mati so it's a 1:1
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correspondence.

The design event has a-strong-motion phase of

about 22 seconds. The recorded event at the bottom, with

the strong-motion part of the record, less than 1 second

duration. Also, you can see the one at the top has

multiple frequency content and the one at the bottom has

high frequency content, especially around two hertz.

, A similar comparison, I will just go through

them very quickly --

(Slide.)

This is in the east-west direction of the

foundation mat. The recorded event is much -- not only

shorter but also the acceleration is much slower.

(Slide.)

The next is a comparison in the vertical

direction, with the same conclusion. Vertical direction of

the foundation mat.

(Slide.)

The next is at the upper elevation of the

containment vessel, elevation 686, in the north south

direction.

I

(Slide.)

This one also shows some similarity, except with

slightly higher acceleration here. And that is in the 20

hertz region, and we will come back to a discussion of that
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1 later.

2 (Slide.)

3 The next one is still at the same elevation, the

4 east-west direction. In this direction the design time

5 history, acceleration, exceeds the recorded acceleration.

6 MR. SHEWMON: Sir?

7 DR. CHEN: Yes, sir?

8 MR. SHEWMON: Is it to be expected that if the

9 epicenter is south of the plant, that the main acceleration

10 will be in the north-south direction?

11 DR. CHEN: That is correct. But it also depends

12 on the nature of the focal mechanism. What we recorded on

13 the site is really a combination of three parameters. One

14 is the source mechanism, another one is traveling path, and

15 the third one is the local soil condition. So, as to

16 whether north-south should be stronger than east-west or

17 not depends on the focal mechanism. But based on the

18 record here, we do derive the kind of conclusion that

19 north-south is stronger than east-west.

20 MR. SHEWMONz Okay.

21 DR. CHEN: This one is the same elevation on the

22 containment vessel in the vertical direction.

23 (Slide.)

24 The acceleration is similar but the duration is

e 25 much shorter.
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1 Just because of this comparison we reached a

2 conclusion, as we showed earlier, that this is a short

3 duration, high frequency, low displacement and small

4 displacement, small velocity earthquake.

5 (Slide.)

6 We'll show you the Perry design basis. We used

7 broad band frequency response spectra, which correspond to

8 a smoothed, 84 percent percentile, typical -- and the

9 composite time history we use has long duration and high

10 energy.

11 |(Slide.)

12 The next one, everybody has seen this 100 times.

13 I'll just show you briefly, the 160 spectrum.

14 (Slide.)

15 The next one will show you briefly the location

16 of those instruments, the types of the instruments.

17 (Slide.)

18 The two at the top are the Kinemetrics, SMF-3,

19 trisxial time/history recorder. They are located at a

20 foundation mat at the reactor building and elevation 686 of

21 the containment vessel.

22 These two instruments recorded those time

23 histories which we just compared it with earlier, and the

24 three at the bottom are the Engdahl instruments, which

d 25 record the peak acceleration.
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1 The fourth one from the top was In the middle of

2 calibration, that's why there was no record.

3 We have four more instruments on the next

4 viewgraph.

5 (Slide.)

They are also Engdahl instruments. that record

the response spectrum at four different locations. Each

8 |response spectra recorded two discrete frequency points.

9 }(Slide.)

10 The next one shows you briefly the location of

11i those instruments in the plane view. They are in the

12 1 reactor building and in the aux building.

13 | (Slide.)

14 The next one shows you the location of the

5i elevation. This -- those six time/history comparisons

16 which we just saw were from this one and this one, one at

17 the foundation mat and the other one at an elevation 686 of

id the containment vessel. The rest were just the Engdahl

'9 j recorder.

20 (Slide.)

21 Now we make some detailed, ZPA comparisons.

22 That's zero period acceleration.

23 (Slide.)

24 The summary of the comparison I8 as follows:

25 The recorded ZPA value varied from far below OBE values to
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1 74 percent of SSE values, except at containment vessel

2 elevation 686, also only in the north-south direction. not

3 even east-west or vertical direction.

4 But at this location, this high acceleration, at

5 20 hertz, corresponding to very small relative displacement,

6 and correspondingly with low stress, The reason for that

was because of high frequency acceleration.

(Slide.)

Now we see the detailed comparison in the

10 ) following table. This table has five columns. It

11 indicates the five locations with available ZPA readings.

12 The first column is at the foundation mat of the aux

13 building; second column in at the foundation mat of the

14 reactor building: and the third one is at the top of the

is recirculation pump. The fourth column is elevation 630,

16 inside the reactor building, and the fifth column is the

one which we mentioned earlier, the containment vessel 686.

1e Now we'll look at this horizontally. The first

19 row here is the north/south component; the second row is

20 I east-west; the third row is vertical direction.

21 The first one is recorded: the second one is SSE:

22 the third one is OBE.

23 In the design we assumed three components input

24 simultaneously and the result is the so-called square root

25 of the sum of squares. This is the bottom line comparison.
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1 If you look at the first column, here the recorded value is

2 somewhat close to OBE value. In the second column, the

3 recorded value is somewhere between SSE and OBE. In the

4 third column, the recorded value is way below OBE value.

5 And the fourth column, the SRSS value is not available

6 because the vertical ZPA could not be determined. But if

we look at the individual components in the north-south and

8 east-west, the recorded values are also way below OBE

9 values.

10 Now, let's look at the last column. At

11 elevation 686 of the containment vessel, the SS -- SRSS

12 value in this row is somewhat, I would say, less than 4

13 percent higher than the SSE value. Now let's concentrate

14 on this location. This exceedance is, again, in the

15 north-south direction.

16 (Slide.)

17 Let's concentrate at this location. By looking

18 into the relative displacement, again, it's north-south,

11) east-west, vertical, and SRSS. The first column is the

20 displacement at the foundation level; second column is at

21 elevation 686.

22 Now let's look at the third column, the bottom

23 line numbers we want to look at. It's the relative

24 displacement which is corresponding to the distortion of

25 the shale as well as to induce the stress.
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1 If we look at a comparison of the recorded value

2 versus SSE and OBE, the recorded value is corresponding to.

3 less than one-half of OBE value.

4 From this -- we think this high acceleration,

5 high frequency is of no engineering significance because of

6 the small displacement.

7 In addition to the ZPA comparison, we also went

8 one step further to compare the response spectra.

9 (Slide.)

10 The conclusion of the comparison is as follows:

11 The Perry design response spectra are far above the

12 recorded spectra in the frequency range below 14 hertz.

13 For certain recorded response spectra, the

14 design spectra was exceeded in the frequency range of 20

15 hertz. However, those exceedances correspond to a small

16 displacement.

17 For example, at the top of the map the maximum

18 calculated -- or from the recorded data -- displacement is

19 then than 3/100 inch. Because of this we considered that

20 as having no engineering significance, and also the

21 recorded velocity spectra show much less energy than our

22 design spectra.

23 MR. OKRENT: Before you take that off, the term

24 "no engineering significance" has no qualifications on it.

25 Have you systematically -- and I mean systematically and
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1 comprehensively-- considered each and every item that

2 could bear either directly on safety or bear indirectly,

3 because it would lead to a transient that could cause a

4 later trip, and judged that there are no things of some

5 degree of criticalness, that have some unique electronic

6 characteristics, that might not have been mounted such that

7 this kind of motion could cause jiggling that could cause

8 damage? I'm trying to understand what the -- how I should

9 really interpret your term "no engineering significance."

10 I'm not talking about the containment building, now. You

11 understand?

12 DR. CHEN: Yes, sir. I think I can answer your

13 question in'two ways. 0

14 1 suppose you are more concerned about the

15 active components -- concerned about their function. And

16 another one was what does this small displacement mean?

17 Usually when we install equipment like piping

18 systems, there's always a gap somewhere like 1/16 of an

19 inch. When we say "no engineering significance," this kind,

20 of displacement was not high enough to close the gap.

21 MR. OKRENT: I doubt that piping is affected.

22 DR. CHEN: Okay.

23 14R. OKRENT: I'm thinking, really, of smaller

24 things that in fact might -- well, for examDle, let me just

* 25 mention something I heard Bob Kennedy say on Wednesday of
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I last week. He said that batteries are usually qualified

2 and tested in the laboratory with shims between components,

3 but it is not uncommon for him to visit an actual plant and

4 find that the shims are not there. So the situation could

5 be different than the qualification.

6 DR. CHEN: Yes.

7 MR. OKRENT: I don't know that it's batteries

8 that are of interest, but I'm trying to understand if,

9 instead of your being in a position of trying to assure us

10 there's just no engineering significance, you were given

11 the job by the chairman of the board: Tell me the one

12 thing for which there is most likely to have been

13 engineering significance --

14 DR. CHEN: Okay.

15 MR. OKRENT: -- what would you say?

1! DR. CHEN: Okay. Let me try to answer your

17 question about a battery rack first.

18 Even if Bob Kennedy's observation is on some

19 plant, it doesn't mean it is applicable to Perry. There

20 were so many numerous inspections on Perry by CEI engineers

21 and by us and also on inspections by NRC who didn't see

22 this kind of anomaly.

23 MR. OKRENT: Excuse me. From now on, on

24 batteries, people have heard enough about it. I hope they

25 have gone back and checked.
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1 DR. CHEN: This is the first time I heard it.

2 Okay?

3 MR. OKRENT: I don't know what there is that's

4 the equivalent of the battery.

5 DR. CHEN: Well, some of this discussion was

6 discussed last night. I think everybody here more or less

7 agreed for this kind of small displacement, high frequency,

8 high acceleration earthquake, anybody having any concern,

9 it would be most probably with some type of active

10 component. For example, really -- Professor Siess -- he's

11 not here. He just left. For example, what is the nature

12 of the relay and would a relay be sensitive to thWs type of

13 high frequency, high acceleration relay. Oh, he just came

14 back.

1s The answer to Professor Siess' question last

16 night is: Nobody knows what was the natural frequency of

17 relays. Fortunately this morning we just found some

18 relevant data. It came from Dr. Arnold Leave, NRC staff.

19 He pointed out in the NUREG CR 3558, in the

20 study performed by NRC, there is natural frequency

21 information on relays here. It happened to be page F-16 of

22 this report. It indicates here the natural frequency of

23 the relays to be 5 to 10 hertz.

24 From here we believe we really have no concern

25 here because -- I should have shown you the spectrum
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1 comparison, later on, to show you when the natural

2 frequency is from 5 to 10 hertz, you don't really have this

3 type of concern.

4 MR. WARD: Dr. Chen, let me interrupt you for a

5 moment here. I think this is a line of questioning which

6 eventually we may want to pursue, but we really just have a

7 very few more minutes to spend with this.

8 lie want you to wrap up. We want to hear again

9 from Mr. Edelman and again from the staff.

10 I want to call the committee's attention to the

11 fact that we do have a request from two Congressmen in Ohio

12 for the ACRS to make an independent review of the seismic

13 data and its implications regarding -- the seismic data

14 from this event and its implications. So, if we are going

15 to react to this request, I think this type of questioning

16 and review is going to be necessary. But we intend in

17 today's presentation for you just to give us a quick

18 picture of the situation.

19 DR. CHEN: Okay. Let me continue.

20 MR. OKRENT: Is there any chance of him

21 answering the question, what would be his most suspect

22 component? If he has an answer.

23 DR. CHEN: Me?

2 4 MR. OKRENT: Yes.

25 DR. CHEN: Yes. I think my opinion is the same
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1 as the majority of the people in this room. If I have any

2 concern at all it's those active components like relays.

3 And fortunately we found some information about the natural

4 frequency of the relays. Okay?

5 MR. CHARD: That's good. Thank you. Can you

6 wrap up in just a minute?

7 DR. CHEN: I'll just show you one more slide And

8 1 can wrap up.

9 (Slide.)

10 This is the comparison of the spectrum here. As

11 we see, the design spectrum exceeds the recorded spectrum

12 below 14 hertz and the relay frequencies from 5 to 10,

13 which is in this region, which is far exceeded by the

14 design spectrum.

15 For this reason, we still think -- reached the

16 same conclusion, of no engineering significance. The only

17 exceedance is the 20 hertz peak. But if you look at 20

18 hertz here, the displacement value is about .02 inch. In

19 other words, it's 2/100 of an inch. That's why we say it

20 is not significant.

21 With this I would like to make the conclusion

22 here, again, the 1986 Ohio earthquake is short duration,

23 high frequency, small displacement, low energy in

24 comparison with our design time history. This Ohio 1986

25 earthquake has no engineering significance.
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1 Thank you.'

2 MR. WARD: Thank you very much, Dr. Chen.

3 Mr. Edelman?

4 MR. EDELMAN: I'll see if I can briefly

5 summarize what we have gone through.

6 (Slide.)

7 We are the first utility to run a proof test on

8 our seismic design and we've shown our plant did withstand

9 this earthquake. We have not changed any of our

10 conclusions that were presented in our FSAR, or our PSAR

11 with respect to the magnitude and the energy of the

e1i earthquake used in our design. As has been said a number

13 of times, it's a short duration, high frequency earthquake.

14 In addition to that we have a number of other conservatisms

15 built into the overall design.

16 In addition, we at CEI are monitoring this on an

17 industry basis and dealing with EPRI on the seismicity

18 group. They were at the plant. Their team looked at the

19 plant and reviewed it and are reviewing it along with the

20 staff and the NRC. We have provided copies to you and with

21 the staff. I'll turn the meeting over to John Stefano.

22 MR. WARD: Thank you very much. John?

23 MR. STEFANO: Gentlemen, what I'm really going

24 to do right now in a very few brief minutes is to try to

25 give you a feel of what the NRC staff's schedule is for
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1 addressing this matter. I'm not going to repeat anything

2 that Mr. Edelman said.

3 1 guess the only thing I can say is I personally

4 was at the plant site, I personally walked down the plant

5 atong with other members of NRR and also with the regional

6 staff and I can confirm personally that we saw no

7 significant damage to this plant, at least didn't observe

8 anything.

9 In terms of what our actions are, we have just

10 received this report which you have gotten a copy of. We

11 really don't have any feeling as to what that means yet or

12 any position to give you at this point in time. As I said,

13 we are just starting that.

14 Basically what we are going to be doing is

15 characterizing, as we state here, the earthquake, comparing

16 it against the assumptions used in the design. We are also

17 going to be looking at the structural design, the equipment

18 and components as I have outlined them here.

19 In terms of our scheduled actions, we are

20 convening a meeting among the NRR staff and their

21 consultants next Friday, a week from tomorrow, the 21st, at

22 which point in time we. should have a pretty good feel as to

23 where we are in terms of our conclusions on the safety of

24 the plant and the significance of this earthquake on the

* 25 plant design. I
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1 At the present time, we are hoping, at that

2 point in time, to develop a draft SSER, which we are going

3 to be submitting to the ACRS and are going to be seeking

4 your comments and opinions on that before we finalize that.

5 My schedule at the present time, and everything

6 beyond the 21st, is strictly just a target at this point.

7 I'm not even sure we can meet those.

8 lie are looking at the 7th as a final SSER issue

9 date. So we are looking at a firm time frame here --

10 rather, I'm sorry -- a real quick time frame. And we would

11 appreciate your assistance in this regard.

*12| We have or are in the process, tomorrow, of

13 f responding to the Congressional delegation who have written

14 you and those are specifically Congressmen Eckert and

15 j Seiberling from Ohio and also Congressman Markey. Those

IA qletters should be hand-carried to the chairman, probably

17 tomorrow morning as our goal.

18 I can tell you that I have gotten some

19 preliminary input back from the staff on reviewing this

20 report that's before you. I know there are going to be

21 many, many questions. One of the questions that has come

22 up is the computer code used in doing this analysis

23 compared to what was used in documenting the analysis in

24 the FSAR. I am told by the utility this morning -- we

0 25 haven't checked this out -- that they have really updated
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1 what they did in the FSAR as a result of an independent

2 design inspection which was done of the structural as-built

3 design; that we had an IE team and consultants go out and

4 do an independent design review of the plant beginning late

5 in '83, concluded around the middle of '84. They have

6 gctten a good write-off on that from that time.

7 The-analysis -- the code that they used, that is

8 the code that they used to confirm the as-built design of

9 the plant. We will be getting a copy of that code, I

10 understand, and that will be cleared up as to how they used

11 that, whatever they staff needs in that regard, to complete

12 our assessment.

13 With that, gentlemen, I really don't have

14 anything more to report at this time. Are there any

15 cuestions?

16 Z MR. REMICK: What does the 'licensing target"

17 mean?

18 MR. STEFANO: Let me explain one thing here.

19 Wnat I mean by a licensing target is issuance of a

20 low-power operating license.

21 Part of what we are going to try to do on the 21st,

22 -we recognize there's great interest from a generic

23 standpoint on what happened at Perry and what this report

24 says. One of the things we are going to try to do is

25 separate out those things with the kind of information we
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1 need to make an assessment on adequacy of plant design.

2 Assuming all of these things go well and we have

3 no complications -- and at this point in time we don't have

4 a whole mass of questions which is going to hold back on

5 our completing our reviews -- that's the target, I think,

6 as the earliest we can see of licensing this plant.

7 MR. REMICK: They have a license which enabled

8 them to load fuel currently?

9 MR. STEFANO: Yes, sir -- no, no. They have a

±0 license to store the fuel and move the fuel to the upper

11 fuel pool, not to load the fuel.

12 This license will operate them to load fuel and

13 operate up to 5 percent. Are there any other questions?

14 MR. WARD: Thank you, Mr. Stefano.

15 J MR. STEFANO: Thank you.

16 J MR. WARD: Jesse, let me make one comment. We

17 do have the letter from the two Congressmen. I think the

18 4ACRS will need to respond to these. The request is really

19 asking us to make a substantial review of the situation.

20 We'll assign that to the Extreme External Phenomena

21 Subcommittee. I think at this meeting we need to write a

22 bread-and-butter letter, at least, back to these

23 Congressmen.

24 Dave, I'd ask you to take a look at the letter

* 25 so that you can make sure -- I mean if we are going to
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1 commit to some sort of schedule or something in the

2 bread-and-butter letter, you need to agree with it.

3 MR. STEFANO: Bob Bernero I think has a comment

4 on that.

5 MR. BERNERO: Can I interject, I'm Bob Bernero,

6 division of Boiling Water Reactor Licensing. I had the

7 benefit of conversation with both of the Congressmen last

8 week. I briefed them on information we had available at

9 the time. And it was coincident that at the same time that

10 they were writing their letter to the committee, I had

11 already spoken to Dr. Okrent and was taking steps to get

12 this on the agenda. And I explained to the Congressmen

13 that, in my view, it has the character of a unique but in

14 some ways routine licensing matter, because we feel

15 compelled to generate. a.supplementary safety evaluation

16 report. And we would, because of the nature or character

17 of the thing, solicit the ACRS' reaction or advice on that

is supplementary, safety evaluation report, either through the

19 conventional Subcommittee for the Plant License or, because

20 of this one, through the Extreme Natural Phenomena.

21 I think, if I can speak for the two Cong&,ssmen,

22 r think they are prepared'to get their response either way,

23 either as a direct ACRS report or as access to, what shall

24 I call it, a conventional ACRS comment on licensing matters.

25 MR. SHEWMON: When you say a "conventional
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1 comment on licensing matters," we have written our Perry

2 letter, haven't we?

3 MR. BERNEROs Oh, yes. Quite a long time ago.

4 I can't remember the date.

5 MR. STEFANO: July '82.

6 MR. WARD: Response to the SSER.

7 .tR. BERNERO: It will be a supplementary letter,

8 responding to the SSER.

9 MR. SHEWMON: But we had an earthquake which

10 everybody agrees was less than the OBE. The plant

11 performed the way we would expect it to have performed when

12 subjected to this. I hope we don't make too much of a

13 production out of writing a letter, saying those things.

14 MR. WARD: Well, I think both of the points you

15 made are probably true but a little presumptive, I think.

16 MR. SHEWMON: We can send one more. Time to

17 walk through -- there's apparently three times there

18 already, or maybe four.

19 MR. SIESS: I want to go see those cracks.

20 MR. WARD: We are stuck with this specific.

21 request. The committee is going to have to deal with that.

22 MR. SHEWMON: We don't have to make a production

23 about it.

24 MR. OKRENT: In view of the weather in Pprry

25 this time of year, can the subcommittee meet in Tahiti?
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1 (Laughter.)s

2 MR. SHEWMONt I was there last week, the weather

3 is not bad. A little brisk.

4 MR. STEFANO: Would the chairman care to see the

5 letter we are going to send tomorrow?

6 MR. WARD: Oh, yes.

7 MR. KERR: But not before lunch.

8 MR. WARD: Before we adjourn, Mr. Ebersole has

9 one comment.

10 MR. EBERSOLE: In order to keep the committee up

11 to date it was a report sent to me a little while ago.

1' "Oconee earthquake: At 6:36 EST this morning

13 a minor earthquake of magnitude 3.5/Mblg occurred about 15

14 ¶ kilometers northwest of the Oconee plant. It was felt at

15 the Oconee station. There was no damage and no alarms at

16 1 the plant. The strong-motion instruments in the switchyard

17 and powerhouse deck did not trigger. The utility notified

13 the response center at about 7:30 this morning and declared

19 an unusual event. They declared it over at 10:30 a.m.

20 This event may be associated with the Keoween and Jocassee

21 reservoir',, which have been the site of the

22 reservoi:-induced seismicity contact. Signed Robert

23 Rothman, 492-9434."

24 MR. SHEWMON: You said 3.5?

25 MR. EBERSOLE: Yes.
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MR. WARD: Let's recess and come back at 1:30.

(Whereupon, at 12s40 p.m., the meeting was

recessed, to reconvene at 1:30 p.m., this same day.)
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1 AFTERNOON SESSION (3:40 p.m.)

2 MR. WARD: Our next topic is the report of the

3 ACRS Subcommittee regarding protection against criticality

4- during defueling of T111-2. Dr, Kerr?

5 MR. KERR: Mr. Chairman, on the 29th of January

6 the Subcommittee on Core Performance met with

representatives of GPU Nuclear and the NRC to review

8 measures being proposed fdr preventing criticality during

9 the defueling of the TMI-2 core. This review was taken at

10 the specific request of the Commission, if you'll remember.

11 The report of the Subcommittee meeting is in tab

12 2, under tab 6. The Licensee and Staff described what the

13 Licensee representative represented to us, described a

14 number of analytical studies of critical system

1; calculational methods and the application of these methods

16 to the TMI core and the defueling operation of' the core

17 that is being proposed.

18 Based on these calculations, and on.a

19 conservative evaluation of the results, Licensee concluded

20 that by maintaining a sufficient and readily achieveable

21 level of boron concentration in the water in the vessel,

22 criticality can be avoided during defueling process.

23 The NRC staff has-reviewed the Licensee's work

24 and agrees with GPU's conclusions.

25 The Subcommittee concluded that the study had
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I been appropriate and saw no reason to question the

2 Licensee's conclusions.

3 We asked for a presentation which would include

4 some television-type pictures, taken within the vessel,

5 which I think we have not yet seen. And, although I think

6 this has little bearing on the question at issue, it seems

7 to me it is of enough general interest that I believe it is

8 part of the presentation.

9 I have no further comments. There were other

10 m'mbers of the Subcommittee present. Do any of you have

11 comments?

12 MR. REED: We are talking 5000 ppm boron?

13 MR. KERR: We are talking about what they

14 proposed. To my memory, I thought it was about 4300 ppm,

15 but that will be part of the presentation.

16 MR. REED: Still well within the soluble range?

17 MR. KERR: We were assured that it was, yes.

18 Any other questions? Comments? Then I shall turn things

19 over to Mr. Standerfer.

20 MR. STANDERFER: Mr. Chairman, committee members,

21 I'm Frank Standerfer from GPU, director of the TMI-2

22 cleanup.

23 tie appreciated the opportunity to meet with your

24 Subcommittee and again appreciate the opportunity to meet

25 with the full committee today. It will give us a chance to
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0
1 give you a status report on the defueling and cleanup and

2 more specifically discuss our program to assure

3 subcriticality of the damaged core during defueling.

4 With me today are members of the GPU Nuclear and

5 Bechtel staffs. We have an integrated team reporting to me

6 made up of Bechtel and GPU people, primarily, and we are

7 supported by Dr. Westphal of the Oak Ridge National

8 Laboratory who played a key role in the analytical process

9 which formed the basis for our program, and Dr. Bill

10 Stratton, a member of our TMI-2 safety advisory board, who

11 is also here today and did perform an independent

12 assessment of our programmatic approach to the maintenance

13 of subcriticality during defueling.

14 A number of important milestones in the TMI-2

15 program have been accomplished since the head was removed

16 from the reactor vessel in July of 1984. The reactor

17 vessel plenum was removed in May of 1985. A system for

18 removing the damaged fuel debris was designed, tested and

19 installed over the open reactor vessel and defueling

20 operations commenced on October 30, 1985.

21 Throughout this period, considerable progress

22 has been made in obtaining and further understanding the

23 conditions of the damaged core and in planning an increased

24 effort to decontaminate the TMI-2 buildings and systems.

25 At this point I would like to show about a
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six-minute videotape, to show you what the condition of the

core looks like and some of the early defueling steps.

(Videotape shown.)

MR. SHEWMON: (During viewing of tape.) What's

the diameter of a canister?

MR. STANDERFER: 14 inches.

(Tape continues.)

MR. STANDERFER: There was a question about

canisters. There are three types of canisters the fuel was

put into.

The fuel canisters would have a small insert,

about the size of a fuel element. All the canisters have.

So that's the type of canister you saw load here which will

take fuel element or fuel element-shaped pieces.

There's a second type canister, which is a

canister associated with the vacuum system which is called

a knock-out canister, and debris is sucked through that and

falls out in there. That has boron carbide poison rods in

it..

The third type of canister is the filter

canister in our water purification system, which also has

poison rods in it.

tie have added a new type of canister since we

started fueling, in that a number of these end fittings

were welded together or so deformed we couldn't get them
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1 into the mouth of the fuel canister. We built some

2 canisters which have no internal in them. We are allowed

3 to put end fittings in those canisters as long as we put no

4 fuel in those canisters and th6se end fittings will

5 probably be cut in half and loaded later.

6 MR. SHEVMON: Will you drain the waters from

7 these, weld them and ship them to a depositor?

8 MR. STANDERFER: The fuel canisters have a head,-

9 a bolt-on head with an 0 ring. They have relief valves.

10 MR. SHEWMON: They have what valves?

11 MR. STANDERFER: Re1ief valves.

12 The knock-out canisters and the filter canisters

13 have welded on heads with a pipe, joint-type connections.

14 The canisters will be dewatered prior to

15 shipment, weighed, and there will be a small amount of

16 water in the bottom of the shipment but they are basically

17 filled with argon, and there are catalysts in the top and

1 bottom to recombine any hydrogen formed.

19 MR. SHEWMON: What's the activity level up at

20 the place where those suited men were working?

21 MR. STANDERFER: We were shooting for a general

22 radiation level of about 15 mr per hour, running today 3 to

23 4 mr at that location. They walk through a higher dose

24 area getting to that location. That's the lowest dose area

* 25 in the building, and exit back through higher areas, up to
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1 30 or 40 mr.

2 We have now defueled about 20,000 man-hours, and

3 the overall average for the -- for that defueling in the

4 shtfts are between, in a 3 and 4 hour shift, is 8.3 mr per

5 hour.

6 ?IR. MOELLER: A suggestion on that, the bulk of

7 the data I receive, say as an ACRS member, in terms of the

8 defueling and your decontamination operations at TMI-2,

9 comes through the NRC weekly information reports which, you

10 know, has a section on TMI-2.

11 MR. STANDERFER: Yes.

12 MR. MOELLERt And one of the problems with that

13 that I find; which Dr. Shewmon's questions raise, is that

14 it will say the current dose rate on such a such a floor at

15 such and such an elevation is 6 to 7 mr per hour, and it

16 never says this compares to the number three months ago or

17 last week or anything, so one never knows whether the rate

18 at which things -- the rate at which things Are improving.

19 It would really help if a table could be put in there

20 showing the change.

21 MR. STANDERFER: We briefed the NRC Commission

22 on the 7th of February -- 7th of November, '84, and again

23 in January, on the 14th of January '85. And both of those

24 presentations included bar charts that showed the radiation

25 and the 347 level, both '83, '84, '85, projected '86 at 305
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I level, and we did include the defueling platform.

2 Just to review that, the basement has not been

3 entered by people and has radiation levels between 10 and

4 1000 R/hour, so we use robots.

5 On the 305 level, which is the level of the

6 outside ground, the radiation levels in '83 were as high as

7 300 to 400 mr/hour. That has been decreased each year so

8 it now averages about 80 mr/hour, although there are hot

9 spots. That's the average. Those are gotten by people who

.10 work on those levels. That's not a composite of rad-con

11 measurements, it's the average working on that level. The

12 347 level, the next level higher, started at levels around

13 i50 mr/hour -- I'm trying to pull these out of my memory --

14 and the average is now around 45 mr/hour, at that location.

15 At this defueling platform it's running less

16 than 10 mr/hour.

1-7 MR. MOELLER: Thank you.

18 1 MR. STANDERFER: We continue to expect our

19 decontamination efforts to continue to bring those numbers

20 down.

21 MR. MARK: Without decontamination, what's the

22 sort of half-life of the radiation?

23 MR. STANDERFER: jell, it's cesium, which is 30

24 years. There's considerable strontium present also, so we

25 often wear respirators and often have people clothed in
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1 wetsuits, depending on what they want to do because the

2 surface contamination levels with strontium are very high.

3 MR. REED: Does this kind of activity come under

4 the new proposed NCR 20 rules and the targets for new

5 proposed?

6 MR. MOELLER: Yes. And, although this is cleanup,

7 it's considered -- I'm fairly certain of this -- as a

8 routine. I mean you are complying with all the --

9 MR. STANDERFER: Yes.

10 MR. REED:, Are you familiar with the new

11 proposed rules out for comments?

12 fIR. STANDERFER: I an not personally familiar

13 with them. I have a member of my licensing staff that I'm

14 sure is.

15 MR. REED: It seems to me that the development

16 to do this kind of work takes quite a long time and the

17 more experienced the person becomes in fishing and

18 retrieving, the better you are -- the more you would like

19 to keep him in that activity without disallowing him for

20 radiation exposure.

21 MR. STANDERFER: We do not expect any of these

22 workers to be restricted throughout the year within our

23 guidelines of no more than 1 rem per quarter. So --

24 MR. KERR: Gentlemen, I'm not opposed to this

025 line of investigation and the Subcommittee has heard this
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1 presentation, and it's okay with me, but if you want to

2 hear about the criticalities of the situation, it seems we

3 pcobably should go to tho presentation.

4 MR. STANDERFERs It is interesting work, I know.

5 As indicated, we started defueling three months

6 ago. That effort has been gaining momentum as we've

7 1.oirned how to use the tools and modify the tools. Almost

8 every tool has had to be modified to make it more

9 functional. We expect to start shipping fuel off the site,

10 that's delivering fuel to the Department of Energy -- who

11 will ship fuel to Idaho, this spring, in may. lie expect to

12 complete end reactor defueling by mid-1987, about a year

13 and a half from nbw, and complete decontamination in July

14 of 1988, and complete the cleanup in September of 1988.

15 1 That was the schedule laid out two years ago and we still

16 are tracking on that schedule.

17 Our budget project planning, schedule and

la planning are generally consistent with the information

19 provided to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission over the last

20 three years.

21 Throughout the TMI-2 cleanup, we have continued

22 to utilize the technical advisory group, which is a group

23 funded by the Department of Energy and sponsored by GPU

24 Nuclear, DOE, EPRI, and the NRC, and has members from DOE

25 National Labs and consultants. It meets monthly for two
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1 days at TMI to render its best judgment and advice on major

2 technical program areas, and to a large degree, to help the

3 Department of Energy direct their research program.

4 Further, our safety advisory board continues to

5 meet on a quarterly basis to review all effects of the

6 project -- all aspects of the project from the standpoint

7 of public and worker safety.

8 We are taking all practical steps to go forward

9 with the cleanup as quickly as practical, and consistent

10 with safety to the public and workers.

11 The programmatic approach to criticality safety

12 in defueling the T11I-2 reactor vessel has a two-fold

13 purpose: First, the soluble poison concentration was

14 established, that will assure subcriticality for all

15 credible fuel configurations. Then, controls are put in

16 place to maintain the poison concentration above this

17 minimum level. We will describe that in much more detail

13 in the next two speakers' comments.

19 With that, I would like to introduce Dan

20 Wllliams, who will give the next presentation.

21 (Slide.)

22 MR. WILLIAMS: I'm Dan Williams. My

23 presentation today will be a summary of the criticality

24 analyses which were done to support the TMI-2 defueling.

25 Specifically I will summarize the analysis performed for
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1 the reactor coolant system, which established the boron

2 concentration at 4350 ppm. As part of that discussion I

3 will also summarize the benchmarking exercise which was

4 done for that analysis. I will then summarize an analysis

5 which was done as part of the canister design program.

6 A few years ago, when GPUN Nuclear was

7 considering how to address the issue of criticality for the

8 remainder of defueling, a number of approaches were

9 considered. The approach selected was termed the infinite

10 poison approach, infinite ih the sense that a high boron

11 concentration would be defined which would keep all

12 credible core configurations subcritical.

13 In taking that approach there were a number of

14 advantages. For one, we eliminated the need, or

15 possibility, I should say, of frequent boron concentration

16 increases. Additionally, it eliminated the need to have

17 detailed information on the physical configuration of the

18 core, and it also offered minimal effects on the operation -

19 or defueling. There would be minimal restrictions.

20 1 would first like to give an idea of what we

21 knew about the core at the time this analysis was performed.

22 (Slide.)

23 Mr. Standerfer gave you an update as to what we

24 know today, and also showed a videotape. But at the time

25 this analysis was performed, we didn't have that
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2 There were a few things that we did know. le

3 knew, for instance, that the core obviously had been

4 damaged and the top portion was mixing and collapsed to

5 about half of its original height.

6 t We knew, also, there was probably some fuel in

7 the 'lower head. That was about it.

8 h So, to develop the model for our infinite poison

9 approach, we relied on the results of previous analyses.

10 We knew some things about general physics that would help

11 tus, and we also knew that putting the fuel in a circular

12 1 geometry, a circle geometry, would tend to increase K.'

13 We also knew, for instance, that putting the

14 highest enrichment fuel in the center of our model would

15 increase K.

16 Now, the model actually selected was termed the

17 lenticular model, and this is what we ended up with. As

is you can see, it doesn't really resemble the vessel I showed

19 X you earlier, but it does incorporate the conservatism,

20 namely putting the highest enrichment fuel that was

21 initially'charged in the reactor in the center; that

22 surrounded by the remaining batches, 1 and 2 fuel; and then

23 surrounded by steel which we knew would reduce leakage.

24 To give some physical bearing on our design

25 basis model compared with the vessel, we have that model
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I shown again.

2 (Slide.)

3 The reactor vessel is overlaid.

4 You can see, for instance, that the fuel

5 material does come into the area which is really occupied

6 by some of the vessel internals, but in our model that

7 material was ignored. It would tend to decouple, but it

8 was ignored.

9 I also point out that these analyses, our

10 lenticular model specifically, was analyzed by Oak Ridge

11 National Laboratory, Dr. Westphal, and he is with us today.

12 (Slide.)

13 | I would now like to move on and review i few of

14 the conservatisms associated with our model, the first

is 2being the configuration of the fuel, placing the highest

16 enrichment fuel in the center, having a geometry that does

17 tend to minimize leakage but at the same time not going to

is an unrealistic fuel. Our plan does conform with the

19 configuration of the vessel.

20 Credit was taken -- our burn-up was limited to

21 the batch refuel only and credit was taken only for the

22 isotopes. I discussed the fact of the steel reflecter

23 already.

24 As far as the poison material, it was ignored in

25 our analysis. We knew control rod material was there
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I somewhere, but it was ignored.

2 The fuel-to-moderator ratio was optimized.

3 Unlike undamaged cores where we know the physical

4 arrangement of the fuel in terms of the amount of fuel per

5 unit of moderator, we did not know that in this case so we

6 chose to optimize, which meant we took the volume of fuel

7 and water that would maximize K infinity.

8 Additionally, we had done analyses which

9 indicated K would vary inversely with temperature, so the

10 analysis assumed the fuel and moderator temperature was at

11 50 degrees, which is the lowest temperature allowed by the

12 TMI-2 tech specs.

13 In doing this analysis we had, I guess, two

14 concerns. One was to develop a conservative model. But we

15 also had a concern with regard to the bias of the Keno code.

16 Keno had been benchmarked earlier but those benchmarks were

17 primarily for solutions, for highly enriched fuel, and, for

18 | the most part, were for arrangements that had little boron.

19 So, to address this issue we developed a

20 benchmarking program. That effort was headed by Dr.

21 Raymond Murray, who could not be with us today.

22 (Slide.)

23 In doing that, we establi..ed a set of criteria

24 that we would use to select our experiments. The first was
* 25 a dry lattice and that is not dry to the extent all water
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1 was removed but we knew the fuel at TMT-2 was closely

2 packed so we wanted criticals that had little moderation.

3 Additionally, we wanted criticals that had boron

4 concentrations in the range of 5000 ppm, which is close to

5 the TMI-2 situation.

6 lie were after critical systems, because that

7 would minimize concern with the actual experiment in terms

8 of really saying what decay effect it was. And, since we

9 are out to determine bias for our analysis, we did want to

10 have experiments that themselves had a larger error

11 associated with them.

12 The low enrichment, we wanted something in the

13 range of 3 percent, like the TMI-2 core. And, ideally we

14 wanted to incorporate several organizations as opposed to

15 depending on one, just so there would not be a common mode

16 error in the experiments. And also see if there were any

17 trends that we could examine.

18 As a result of this criteria, we then went

19 through an extensive literature search. We examined

20 publications put out by the National Criticality

21 Information Service as part of Lawrence Livermore.

22 Additionally looked at such publications as the

23 Transactions of the American Nuclear Society, and based on

24 that we came up with 10 experiments that fell into our

25 criteria. These lO experiments were spread across three
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1 organizations -- two, I should say. They fell into three

2 groups to evaluate.

3 (Slide.)

4 These experiments -- I think you can see this at

5 this point in your handout -- but what we used was the

6 moderating ratio, to compare our experiments against. And

7 you can see the open circles are representing the range for

8 the TMI core, of course damaged versus undamaged. The

9 closed are the experiments. This was more to demonstrate

10 that we have selected experiments that we feel came into

11 the range of the TMI-2 fuel.

12 These experiments, as with the lenticular model,

13 were analyzed by Dr. Westphal, and because of the limited

14 number of the experiments, namely 10, we did not apply any

15 |statistical methods to the results but, instead, decided to

16 conservatively go with worst case.

17 I have the results plotted here on a bar chart.

18 (Slide.)

19 What you can see is most of them do fall -- unity

20 is here. Most of the results did come within about a 1

21 percent delta of critical.

22 We decided to go with the worst case here;

23 there's only one of the 10 that fell into that category.

24 But from those results decided to apply a K effective --

0 25 excuse me, a bias of 2.5 percent.
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l That 2.5 percent was to not only account for the

2 code uncertainty, but also the standard deviation, which

3 was typically about a quarter.

4 (Slide.)

5 Now, moving onto results of this analysis, what

6 are shown here are the results for the lenticular model as

7 a function of boron concentration. The numbers with the

8 2-1/2 percent delta K uncertainty add, at 4350 ppm, we have

9 a K effective of 99, which was our criteria. Granted our

10 criteria is somewhat high, it could be lower, but what we

11 felt was, qiven the highly conservative model, that that,

12 coupled with a K effective of .99 as a criteria, would

13 establish a safe boron concentration.

14 I would also like to point out that the

15 administrative procedure for the plant calls for a boron

16 concentration of at least 4950. You can see from that, it

17 would be up -- down in the .98 range, almost. The plant

18 today is in excess of 5200 ppm, which says even for our

19 conservative model we would be below .97.

20 MR. MARK: Are those K infinity?

21 MR. WILLIAMS: No. These are actually K

22 effective for the model.

23 MR. MARK: For a 14-inch?

24 MR. WILLIAMS: No, sir. This is for our

25 lenticular model.
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1 MR. MARKs Okay. The one you showed us.

2 MR. WILLIAMS: For geometry, it's roughly 12

3 foot -- diameter, I should say.

4 In summarizing this portion of the analysis for

5 the record, we can say we havel'decided to go with soluble

6 neutron poison as a method for ensuring subcriticality. We

7 believe this offers a number of advantages.

8 One, it's something that we are familiar with.

9 It's available, also tryable, and that will be discussed

10 later by me. It's compatible with plant chemistry, and

11 also offers operational flexibility.

12 (Slide.)

13 What I mean by that is we wanted to have a

14 situation where we could let the defueling operators go in

15 and remove fuel without putting restrictions on, one, how

16 they remove it; or what they have to work around. Soluble

17 poison offers that.

is We believe that our model balances all credible

19 configurations and as long as we keep a boron concentration

20 of 4350, K effective will not exceed .99. I also would

21 like to point out that that .99 is for our design basis

22 model. WXe believe that in reality, the system today is

23 highly subcritical.

24 That concludes my presentation on the reactor

25 cooling system. I would now like to move on to the
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1 canister analysis.

2 MR. KERR: Let me ask a few questions.

3 MR. REMICK: I have one question, the criteria

4 of K effective being .99. How did you arrive at that

5 versus some other number? I think that's what one luses in

6 spent fuel pools, .99, but why here?

7 MR. WILLIAMS: I guess the first thing that got

8 us going on that was the tech specs for recovery at TMI-2,

9 where the criteria was to remain subcritical.

10 Typically for operating reactors, subcritical

11 was .99. That was our starting point then from -- that we

12 felt, well, we do want to have some degree of conservatism,

13 all right? And we figured the criterion, coupled with,

14 like I say, this highly conservative model, would give us

15 the boron concentration. And even considering

.16 realistically the boron concentration only, still coupled

17 with our model, we are even lower; say, less than .97.

18 MR. ETHERINGTON: How do you feel your boron

19 concentration penetration is --

20 MR. WILLTAMSt That's a good question and that

21 will be addressed as part of a later presentation by

22 Dr. Krief, if you could hold that question until then. Is

23 that it on this portion?

24 MR. KERR: Yes, sir. Please proceed.

* 25 (Slide.)
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1 As Mr. Standerfer was saying earlier, we have

2 three canisters that we are using for the defueling program.

3 First is the fuel canister. That was the one you saw being

4 loaded, with an end fitting, in the film. This is loaded

5 manually. This head is removed. The system is kept

6 subcritical by a boron shroud around the perimeter of the

7 loading volume. It is used to load all fuel degrees.

8 Sized to take things as large up to a fuel assembly.

9 The second canister is a knock-out canister.

10 This is used with our vacuum system as you saw in the video.

11 Again, the shutdown mechanisms here are the five control

12 rods -- shouldn't say control rods -- the poison tubes that

13 go pretty much the length of the canister.

14 The third is the filter canister. This is used

15 as part of the vacuum system, but also with the water cleanup

16 system. It will contain primarily fine -- fine material.

17 And, again, it has one poison tube that is centered,

18 approximately 2 inches in diameter.

19 MR. M0ELLER: To help me, on the filter canister,

20 in other words, when you use the vacuum machine it

21 automatically goes through this?

22 MR. WILLIAMS: When it's part of the vacuum

23 sysLem, the first canister is a knock-out canister where

24 the larger degree, pellet-sized material will be knocked

25 out by centrifugal force. What we'll get out are the finer
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I material that can go along, say, suspended in the flow.

2 That will be trapped in the filter canister.

3 MR. MOELLER: Thank you.

4 MR. REMICK: What considerations determine the

5 diameter of the knock-out canister and filter canister?

6 MR. WILLIAMS: I think the first thing which

7 drove the size of these was the desire to be able to load

8 fuel assemblies. Okay?

9 From the fabrication point of view the shells

10 for all of these canisters are the same. All right? I

11 jguess, also, as part of this -- which is kind of out of my

12 | area -- was the thermal hydraulics, okay? -- of getting

13 the fuel material to fall out of the flow stream when

14 operational-.

15 MR. REMICK: But basically they are the same

1o size as the fuel canister?

17 MR. WILLIAMS: Yes. The shells for all of the

13 canisters are the same.

19 (Slide.)

20 I will now discuss some of the conservatisms

21 associated with the canister analysis. I also point out

22 these cainist-:rs were designed by &01; and the analyses, too,

23 were performed by them.

24 The first is the fact that we only use the batch

0 25 3 fuel; the fuel configuration -- you saw the video scene.
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I The damaged fuel -- however, these analyses assumed that

2 you still had stacked pellets and that was for all three

3 canisters.

4 The third was the omission of any structural

5 material, some of which we know will get into the canisters.

a?- did not take credit for the soluble boron present in the

7 reactor coolant system, but instead assumed the moderator

8 was unborated water in these analyses. And, with the RCS,

9 we did go through and determine what the optimum moderation

10 was for our fuel.

llThe canisters do have a weight restriction from

M 12 a loading perspective. However, in the analysis that

13 restriction was ignored and we put optimized fuel into all

14 of them.

15 As with the RCR analysis, we did go with a

1lo minimum temperature of 50 degrees.

17 The 95/95 confidence really applies to the

13 fabrication of the poison. We wanted to make sure that the

19 poison did meet the specs defined in the analysis.

20 MR. REMICK: What kind of assumptions are

21 eventually grouping these canisters somewhere dijwn t '. road

22 and being put together? Is there any requirement that they

23 be a certain distance from one another or anything else?

24 MR. WILLIAMS: We do have a requirement at TMI-2,

25 in terms of the loading into the racks, and that dimension
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1 is a minimum of 17.3. However, I'll point out that was

2 developed, again, ignoring the presence of borated water.

3 It's assumed they were unborated.

4 MR. MOELLER: Can you say again what it meant

5 "accountable for the fixed poison only,' your item 4 or so?

6 11R. WILLIAMS: What I meant was, when the

7 ; canisters are at the plant, they will be loaded at, for

8 instance, a reactor coolant system which is borated,

9 soluble boron at 4250; when they are stored in the pool,

io that, too, is borated. But we did not take any credit for

11 that and just. assumed the moderator was unborated water.

12 MR. MOELLER: When you say "fixed poison,"

13 that's the poison in the wall of the fuel canister?

14 MR. WILLIAMS: In the :-,ll and the poison tujbes

15 in the others.

16 MR. REMICK: Ycu mentioned the 17 inches in the

17 pool. How about shipment? Is there any chance of

18 reflooding with unborated water and you have to worry about

19 canisters --

20 MR. WILLIAMS: Yes. And that was addressed.

21 However I don't plan to address that here today. The

22 shipping end of things.

23 MR. STANDERFER: The Department of Energy is

24 buying the shipping casks, licensing them, and they take

25 responsibility. They will be stored in poison racks in
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1 pools in Idaho and we weren't going to cover that, although

2 they have done fairly extensive analysis to assure they

3 meet all normal regulations.

4 MR. REMICK: NRC is going to license the

5 canisters?

6 MR. STANDERFER: Yes, they are in the final

7 stages of licensing those two canisters.

8 MR. WILLIAMS: But they did address the question.

9 (Slide.)

10 Okay. The criteria that we apply to the

11 canister program was a K effective of 0.95. For the fuel

12 canister we had a standard configuration that was shown in

13 the picture. K was, and again this is the maximum K, of

14 0.857. And for the array, with the 17.3 inch spacing, was

15 roughly 0.88. This is a minimum. The nominal is closer to

16 la.

17 When I say the K effective, that's the

18 calculated factor coming out of Keno, plus the two-signal

19 standard variations, in addition to a code bias of 2

20 percent for single canisters and 2.3 for arrays of the

21 filter canister.

22 (Slide.)

23 Again, I'll just point out the maximum number

24 which was for a damaged condition and a K of 0.892. The

25 damaged condition here was to cover, say, combining
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1 horizontal and vertical, that was to cover all possible

2 drop orientations.

3 (Slide.)

4 Last is the knock-out canister, where the worst

5 case was for the array that had a K effective of 0.915.

6 M1R. ETHERINGTON: These numbers are for the

7 poison?

8 MR. WILLIAMS: Yes, they are. For the fixed

9 poison.

(Slide.)

11 rn summarizing, we can say that single canisters

Af * 12 are designed such that K effective is less than 0.95. If

13 they are moderated with unborated water. For canisters

14 stored in the racks at TMI-2 where the minimum spacing is

15 I 13.3, again with unborated water, the K effective in all

16 3 cases was less than 0.95.

17 Also, as part of defueling, these canisters will

18 be handled with shields. We had a concern as far as, given

19 the shields which are there to reduce dose but would also

20 minimize neutron leakage, we wanted to make sure we would

21 not exceed our K effective criterion for these canisters.

22 (Slide.)

23 Just to briefly give you a perspective of what

24 these shields look like, I know this is a little busy, but

0 25 the canister would be here, we have a couple of shields
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1 which are laminated steel and lead. in this particular one

2 the lead thickness ranges from about 2 inches to about 6

3 here. This is our canister transfer shield which is used

4 in containment and to also place canisters in racks in the

5 handling building.

6 MR. MOELLER: How much does a shield weigh?

7 MR. WILLIAMS: I'm not sure of that number.

8 MR. MOELLER: How long are the canisters? You

9 gave us the diameters.

10 MR. WILLIAMS: The canisters are roughly 150

11 inches in length.

12 The other shield which is used is termed the

13 transfer cask. This is used to take single canisters from

14 the spent fuel pool over to the tipping cask. it has a

15 thickness of 4.5 inches of lead in the center, sandwiched

16 between two one-inch steel plates.

17 MR. SHEWMON: They weigh a lot.

18 (Slide.)

19 MR. WILLIAMS: Using the canister that was most

20 reactive, as you can see even with uncertainties the K

21 effective, the worst case being with a fuel transfer cask,

0 22 the worst case was 0.95.

23 In summarizing, I'll say that we have defined a

24 boron concentration of 4350. That will keep the reactor

* 25 coolant system subcritical for all credible configurations
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I on the defueling process.

2 Additionally we have designed canisters that

3 will maintain the fuel in them at a K of less than 0.95 for

4 all credible circumstances.

5 MR. REMICK: Going back to your assumptions, you

6 might have answered this and I might have missed it, but

7 you indicated that you assumed an optimum moderator-to-fuel

8 ratio.

9 M1R. WILLIAMS: Yes.

10 MR. REMICK: But the fuel in what configuration?

11 Is this homogeneous? Assuming they were still.in rods?

12 What's the most conservative assumption?

13 MR. WILLIAMS: What we did, in the case of

14 canisters, we did assume that the fuel is still in rod form,

15 stacked pellets. So, it was optimum moderation given you

16 had, you know, rods of fuel. And the reactor coolant, the

17 lenticular model, our concern there, we wanted to be

13 conservative but at the same time show some realism; in

19 which case we knew the fuel was primarily in a rubble

20 fashion, closely packed. So we had a lattice structure

21 that had -- call it dodecahedron -- 12 spherical balls;

22 okay? But, again, they were arranged -- how am I going to

23 say it -- in an optimum fashion in terms of the quantity of

24 borated water between those clumps of fuel.

* tMR. REMICK: To assume this was a homogeneous
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I mixture, that would be, I assume, your least conservative

2 assumption?

3 MR. WILLIAMS: Yes. Yes.

4 MR. REMICK: So you took the least conservative

5 either in the shape of rods or in some in-between stages?

6 MR. WILLIAMS: Yes. We did work with discrete

7 clumps of fuel.

8 MR. KERR: Another question?

9 MR. WILLIAMS: I will now turn the discussion

10 over to Dr: Knief, who will talk about the operational

11 aspect of maintaining subcriticality.

12 MR. KNIEFs While Dan was talking, I was

13 provided with at least a partial answer to one of the

14 questions. We actually have three separate bells that we

15 3 use for transfer of the shipping casks. One of them weighs

16 I about eight tons and the other weighs about 10 tons. The

17 other weighs about one tons is that right, Jim?

18 M MR. BURNS: I'm Jim Burns, manager, licensing,

19 TMI-2. There's three shields. The one in the reactor

20 building is a little -- there are two similar shields, one

21 in the reactor building and one in the fuel handling

22 building. One was about 10 tons, the other weighs about

23 eight tons.

24 The transfer cask to transfer the fuel from the

25 fuel pool to truck bay to the basement of the cask weighs
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1 about 17.5 tons.

2 (Slide.)

3 MR. KNIEF: Having examined the analytical

4 aspects, it's now appropriate to take a look at some of the

5 facets of operational criticality safety during TMI-2

6 defueling.

7 (Slide.)

8 With the poison concept that Dan was talking

9 about firmly established, and 4350 ppm of soluble boron

10 designated as a minimum level, the prospect for boron

11 dilution from the current level of something in excess of

12 ' our administrative limit of 50/50 ppm, the boron dilution

13 becomes a key operational concern and, in fact, the subject

14 has been addressed in some detail from the following three

15 1 perspectives.

16 First of all, prevention, that is using

17 available methods to prevent unborated, or at least

18 underborated water from entering the reactor vessel.

19 Secondly, we looked at it in terms of detection,

20 or using redundant means to identify system changes that

21 might signify the onset of dilution.

22 And then finally we looked at a termination

23 phase which would, essentially, include preplanning to

24 respond to an event which might lead to boron dilution.

25 Each of the aspects will now be considered in
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1 just a little bit more detail.

2 (Slide.)

3 The approach to dilution prevention has been

4 based largely on a detailed hazards analysis, looking at

5 some of the complexities that we have in the TMI-2 system

6 as it exists right now, and then taking into account that,

7 while, yes, we want to isolate the level in terms of

8 potential boron dilution, we still have a need to conduct

9 ongoing operations, including processing of water to reduce

10 the levels of radioactivity. And, so, we took our approach

11 by focusing on isolation of potential inlet points when

12 they were not being used for some other purpose, and using

13 a double-barrier concept, whereby at least two barriers to

14 flow are present in each identified pathway, we proceeded

15 to use some methods, including the following that are shown

16 t here.

17 One of the most direct methods, of course, would

18 merely be to close existing valves in the system.

19 A somewhat more positive preventative measure

20 would be to 'remove spool pieces or, equivalently,

21 essentially remove pieces of pipe so that flow is not

22 possible between two particular locations.

23 And, then, finally there are a number of places

24 where we can take advantage of differential heights, which

25 would prevent flow from going from one source of water to
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1 an inlet that happened to be located at a higher level.

2 MR. EBERSOLE: I would like to ask a question.

3 There's been an incident at one of the plants recently

4 where workmen elected to go in and do some pipefitting and

5 heavy maintenance and they used the valve isolation concept.

6 However, they did not recognize that that valve could be --

7 it was still energized. And by spurious operation, someone

8 unfortunately opened the pipe on the far side and they had

9 a terrible flooding event; the reason being that they did

10| not deenergize, disconnect or remove the guts of the valve

11 1operating system. Have you taken steps to prevent such

12 from happening?

13 MR. KNIEF: I don't know. Did you hear the

14 question, Adam? Adam Miller is our manager of operations.

15 He may be in a little better --

16 MR. EBERSOLE: I pointed out what happened to

17 them. It would be worse for you.

18 iMR. KERR: Would you identify yourself and use

19 the mike, please?

20 MR. MILLER: My name is Adam Miller, manager of

21 plant operations at TMI-2.

22 In cases where it's practical those valves have

23 been deactivated and appropriately tagged.

24 MR. EBERSOLE: What do you mean "deactivated"?

S 25 MR. MILLER: Deenergized or locked closed.
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1 MR. EBERSOLE: These were deenergized but they

2 still had the handles on them.

3 MR. MILLER: Some of them, also a locking

4 technique with a chain and lock.

5 MR. EBERSOLE: Whatever it takes. That's all.

6 I just wanted to comment on what happened to them.

7 MR. KNIEF: Then the intent is that the

8 isolation would be maintained by administrative control,

9 some of which were just mentioned in Adam's comments.

10 (Slide.)

11 In addition, then, we have rather extensive

12 checklists and do require a periodic verification that,

13 indeed, the double barriers are maintained in the manner

14 intended to be able to facilitate our dilution prevention.

15 (Slide.)

16 Dilution detection is based on redundant

17 monitoring. When water processing is not in progress,

13 water-level monitoring turns out to be one of the easiest

19 and one of the most direct ways to monitor against

20 potential dilution of the system. And, in fact, we have,

21 then, redundant level sensors and have readouts both in the

22 control room and locally, in the vicinity of the operations.

23 When routine processing is under way, as you

24 might imagine, we would expect there to be some normal

25 level fluctuation, and at that point monitoring boron
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1 concentration becomes our primary method, although we use

2 some of that -- in fact, with boronometers, we do that

3 continuously, even during the static conditions.

4 Right now we have a boronometer which samples

5 the water, essentially continuously. It is located in the

6 vicinity of the top of the vessel and has both control room

7 and local readouts.

8 In addition, a second boronometer is planned for

9 the defueling water cleanup system, or DWCSP which is

10 presently under construction.

11 gIn addition to this, we have the ability, and

12 routinely make use of grab samples, which can be taken

13 either in the central region of the vessel above the core

14 debris area, or we can also sample in the annulus, between

d5 the core form and the reactor vessel.

16 MR. REMICK: Is there any need for temperature

17 control because of the precipitation? At these

18 concentrations you might.

19 MR. KNIEF: I don't know. Does anybody have a

20 nandle on that? The normal temperature right now is in the

21 80 to 85 degree range. The total heat load is only about

22 12 kilowatts, so don't -- we don't experience significant

23 temperature increase.

24 MR. BURNS: This is Jim Burns, manager of

25 licensing, again. When we raised the boron concentration
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1 from 3500 up to the range of 4350, we changed our technical

2 specification requirements to put an upper limit of 6000

3 ppm boron on the reactor vessel.

4 In doing that we did some experiments with

5 borated water -- the type of system we have, we have boric

6 acid with a cesium hydroxide buffer to maintain pH around

7 7.5. In that range we lowered the water temperature to

8 freezing, basically, and the boron did not precipitate out

9 at 6000 ppm, so there's no concern with boron

10 concentrations.

11 MR. SHEWMON: Do you know whether that's an

12 equilibrium value or whether it was one that just happened

13 to work at the rate at which you happened to cool the

14 solution?

15 MR. BURNS: I really can't answer that question.

16 1 don't know the specifics on the analysis that was taken.

17 But, B&W helped us perform that operation and looking, just

18 doing that operation, also experimental course that B&W had

19 -- they maintained we could maintain boron in solution at

20 that concentration at the temperature range we have at

21 TMI-2. tie also have a lower temperature range on the

22 system at 50 degrees, so we are pretty positive that that

23 temperature will keep boron in solution.

24 MR. KNIEF: The dilution termination strategy is

25 to isolate the vessel inlets prior to any event which could
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1 drop the concentration to 4350 ppm or lower; that having

2 been established through our calculations as the minimum

3 value.

4 (Slide.)

5 In fact, this whole idea of termination serves

6 as one of the important bases for setting 50/50 ppm as the

7 administrative limit and then also establishing a sampling

8 and process matrix so that the processing and sampling

9 rates would allow for a timely response; that is, the more

10 |water we are processing the more frequently we do the

11 sampling. This is somewhat independent of the fact that we

12 now have the boronometer present to essentially do

13 continuous sampling.

14 In addition, then, procedures have been

15 developed with the idea of supporting this termination.

16 Procedure actions, then, include securing

17 operations, which encompass activities such as shutting off

18 pumps, closing valves, and so forth, much of which can be

19 done in the control room.

20 If you take a look at any operations that are

21 involved in moving water around, and any that were to be

22 happening at such a time that the boron samples would

23 indicate a potential problem, the first step would b*t to

24 shut everything down and then reexamine the situation. Do

25 additional checks on boron concentration, review the valves
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1 and the valve lineups, close additional valves as

2 appropriate. The most important ones, it turns out, can be

3 closed from the control room.

4 And then, finally, we have the ability to make

5 up with borated water if we decide that that's necessary.

6 Are there questions related to boron dilution before I move

7 on?

8 (Slide.)

9 The other subject that bears some relationship

10 to operations is that of neutron monitoring. There are our

11 nuclear instruments, which are BF-3 detectors. They are

12 located outside of the vessel on the inside of the

13 surrounding concrete shield wall. Their operability for

14 detection of neutrons has been verified by some tests that

15 we ran, one within a year or two after the accident, and

16 then again we did a check just within the last three or

17 four months. In fact, just prior to defueling operation.

18 And then, in addition we have procedural

19 requirements to take these instruments into account and, in

20 fact, have requirements to take action if we were to see a

21 sustained increase in the level indicated by these

22 detectors.

23 MR. REMICK: Are those instruments indicating on

24 scale?

25 MR. KNIEF: Yes, they are indicating a little
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over one count per second with the circuitry that we have

with it. We've taken a look at the pulses, and this is

definitely controlling -- pulse shape versus other types of

radiation.

MR. REMICK: This is without any external source?

MR. KNIEF: That's correct. The neutron source

that we are relying on, in fact, is the one that comes

right now from spontaneous fission, and alpha, n reaction.

(Slide.)

I have Got this backwards. The n, gamma turns

out to be essentially negligible because we have don't have

any that give off radiation in excess of 2.5, so you'll

make that correction in your notes. Switch things around.

It makes a lot more sense. (Indicating.)

MR. REMICK: On the discussion early on whether

you need neutron detectors, why was that discussed if these

treatments were working?

MR. KNIEFe Let me proceed just a little bit

further. lie come to that,

One of the issues that we've taken a look at is

whether or not we can do subcritical multiplication

measurements with what we have in place or whether we could

do meaningful measurements in some other way.

And, in looking at this we immediately identify

that we have some rather severe limitations. First of all,
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1 we have an unknown geometry; other than the general

2 boundaries of the core region we know very little about the

3 internal geometry.

4 We have a very high boron concentration, which

5 makes it extremely difficult for neutrons to get out. And

6 then we have a very low neutron source. In fact, these two

7 turn out to be roughly the same. We've got some

8 spontaneous fission from plutonium isotopes. The alpha, n

9 is primarily from oxygen.

10 r e e did some evaluation. In fact Tony Baratta,

11 from Penn State, has done some calculations for us looking

12 at the response of the neutron detectors to various changes

13 in boron concentration in the core and then also to

14 geometry changes. And the conclusion that he came to is

15 that these detectors would -- really don't see any of that.

16 We'd have to postulate some extremely great changes, like

17 almost deborating completely, before being able to see that.

18 Part of the problem is that the spontaneous

19 fission and alpha, n source are located in the lower vessel

20 head with the fuel that is accumulated down there. Those

21 neutrons only need to go through the vessel to get out and

22 be detected.

23 The neutrons that are produced in the core need

24 to travel through the core former, and then an annular of

0 25 now borated water and then out through the vessel. So it's
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1 about 100 to 1000 times more likely to see the neutrons

2 that are in the lower head region.

3 The conclusion, then, from these calculations,

4 is that we would not see anything useful on these detectors,

5 in terms of -- well, in terms of boron concentration change

6 or approach to critical.

7 However, we are convinced that if the system

8 were to go critical and the neutron population go up, then

9 -- many orders of magnitude -- that these detectors would

10 be available for that purpose, although, as you have seen

11 earlier, we certainly have taken every measure that we

12 could to make sure that wu never. have to use them for that

13 purpose.

14 MR. MARK: Roughly what is the DOT calculation?

15 It's not Department of Transportation?

16 MR. KNIEF: True. Does the acronym mean

17 something?

18 FROM THE FLOOR: Discrete Ordinance Transport.

19 MR. KNIEF: Discrete Ordinance Transport. It's

20 a transport code that is for modeling neutronic systems.

21 MR. KERR: I think it's a two-dimensional

22 conversion.

23 MR. M4ARK: It's generally used irrespective of

24 code; it's not just from Penn State?

25 MR. KERRs Especially with specs.
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I MR. REMICK: That decreases your confidence; is

2 that right?

3 (Laughter.)

4 HR. KNIEF: One other thing we have done in this

5 area, we have taken advantage of several workshops, one

6 held in 1983 by the Department of Energy, focusing on TMI-2,

7 getting together a number of experts in the field looking

8 at the prospects of doing subcritical reactivity. And then,

9 in addition, another workshop was held -- I don't know

10 fortuitously or otherwise -- in August of 1985. And we had

11 an opportunity, then, to sort of take a final look at the

12 state of the art and to have a chance to talk to some of

13 the practitioners.

14 The conclusions that we drew from each of these

15 sessions seemed to be essentially the same as we had come

16 to here.

17 MR. REMICK: Basically you have no neutron

18 detectors to detect a change in neutron density. You see

19 criticality, of course, assuming this doesn't work -- was

20 any thought given to another neutron detector put in the

21 core, let's say?

22 MR. KNIEF: We did consider putting neutron

23 detectors either in the vicinity of the core or perhaps

24 right next to the bore barrel, and we decided that would

25 not provide us any information that would be usable to us
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1 in defueling activities. We had some difficulty being able

2 to interpret the data that we got from it, primarily

3 because we still have these same problems of unknown

4 geometry, high boron concentration, and low neutron source.

5 Had we been able to put neutron sources in the

6 core converiently without hampering operations, then this

7 might have had some more appeal despite the limitations.

8 MR. KERR: Have you thought about getting class

9 1 seismically qualified, QA experimental neutron setups?

10 MR. REMICK: No. I'm thinking of a nice little

11 swimming pool where you put a tube down, put a detector

12 down, do it simply with confidence.

13 MR. KNIEF: That is exactly what Bob Long aid t,

14 as former professors, thought of.

15 Are there any other questions?

16 (Slide.)

17 Then, just as a wrap-up of our entire

18 presentation, our approach to criticality safety is

19 essentially that of bounding poison concentration in the

20 reactor vessel; of a combination of geometry and poisons in

21 the canister. There, with that I think rather substantial

22 conservatism of considering them to be filled with

23 unborated water. And then these being translated over to

24 operating constraints where we have done all we can to

251 maintain the poison concentration and also to monitor, to
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1 assure that, indeed, we have maintained that poison.

2 MR. KERR: Are there further questions? Thank

3 you.

4 MR. KERR: Would the staff be willing to comment

5 on your review?

6 MR. TRAVERS: I'm Bill Travers and I'm director

7 of TMI-2 cleanup directorate. As Dr. Kerr mentioned at the

8 beginning of the meeting, and something I'll reiterate, the

9 NRC Staff has taken a very detailed look at the entire

10 measure of the steps that are employed currently and

11 successfully, I might.add, to prevent against criticality.

12 And we agree that they are reasonably conservative and

13 bound the issue at hand.

14 MR. KERR: Thank you.

15 MR. TRAVERS: We have looked at essentially all

1o II the things you've already heard about.

17 MR. WARD: Thank you very much. We'll turn to

18 our next topic, then, agenda item 7. It's the report of

19 the subcommittee on the San Onofre Unit 1 incident.

20 MR. EBERSOLE: Topic 7 here is schedule for 5:45

21 p.m., but I doubt it will take that long because we found

22 in the course of our Subcommittee yesterday -- that we were

23 by no means in a position to do the things that were stated

24 to be the purpose of the February 12th meeting. That was --

25 that is all of them -- to develop an understanding of the
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I event, possible site-specific and generic implications.

2 lie did develop an understanding of the event to

3 degree, to be briefed by the staff at Southern California

4 Edison, to be briefed on the staff actions and

5 recommendations. In that context we are almost midstream

6 in this investigation and I call your attention to what is

7 the most substantial action I can point out. It's a memr

8 from Vic Stello to Denton, Taylor and Martin, subject "staff

9 action resulting from the investigation of the November 21

10 San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station Unit 1 event, NUREG

11 1190, which we can get to you. I suggest you not use the

12 draft because the pictures in there are not good.

13 And then the third purpose was to develop the

14 recommended course of action for ACRS to be presented at

15 this meeting. That cannot be done because we simply don't

16 have enough information yet. You might even notice that we

17 don't even have -- is Ron here?

18 MR. MOELLER: He's in the hall. Everyone has

19 gone back to work, so to speak, on the San Onofre job. We

20 did have a numbe.; of members at the meeting yesterday, but

21 I can just, in a very few moments, tell you what the

22 framework of the event was.

23 Through some curious electrical arrangements

24 resulting in some problems with the electrical system, the

25 feeds to the two springs of the main feedwater pumps such
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I that one pump had access to a power supply that the other

2 one -- quite different from the other one. They normally

3 lined up to an off-site power source, which is a prudent

4 design rather than putting the-z on turbine output.

5 They got it into this configuration and then the

6 original electrical fault showed itself by actual failure

7 of the transformer and this caused -- I forget whether it

8 was east or west; it doesn't matter -- one of the main feed

9 pumps to suddenly go dead.

10 But the other one kept on running, and at that

11 point they discovered a shocking fact that had been

12 materializing, apparently inside the last year, not any

13 longer and perhaps shorter than that.

14 They had five swing-type reversible-check valves

15 on the main feed lines which, in essence, didn't have any

16 guts. And this automatically led to the water shocking --

17 and I mean shocking event -- of water flowing backwards in

13 the line with the dead pump, leading to splits in the

19 heater shells and a natural ferocious water hammer which

20 led, then, to subsequent evolutions that finally culminated

21 in a second water shock due to condensation knock sometime

22 later in the event.

23 But the crux of the whole thing is this: TIey

24 had a highly unanticipated failure coincidentally, or

25 rather over a time interval for which it was designed, with
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1 5 swing jacks. They were gone. And they had a transient

2 which in ordinary circumstances would have amounted to

3 virtually nothing but in these specific circumstances

4 resulted in the waterhammer and damage to the equipment.

5 MR. SHEWIMON: Were the check valves not there in

6 the first place or not functioning?

7 MR. EBERSOLE: As far as I'm concerned, this

8 bears heavily on the considerations at the Palo Verde plant,

9 and one type of failure of aux feedwater not currently in

*10 the PRAs, or other anticipated failures which would kill

11 the aux feedwater system.

12 These valves had been -- this is an old plant,

13 had been running since '67, I think, or thereabouts. It

14 had in recent months pulled back 10 or 15 percent on power

15 because of troubles with the steam generators. That

16 resulted in a curious effect on the check valves, in that

17 they no longer were held driven up against the stops in

18 their pipes, or their bodies against the stop, but rather

19 they fell down a few degrees and began to flap. And that

20 reduction in flow, and the momentum applied to the valves,

21 caused an oscillatory action to begin to beat the retaining

22 bolts and nuts on the back end of the disc, against the

23 stop, the pipes, and eventually apparently hammered and

24 banged around to the point where the nuts came off and, in

0 25 essence, the discs came off, and they had no guts in the
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1 valves and no evident signals came out of the system to

2 tell them that it was the case.

3 Apparently they simply degenerated these valves

4 due to this part-flow condition, as i result of this, the

5 cycle.

6 MR. SHEWMON: The valve flapper should have been

7 rurning around the system someplace?

8 MR. EBERSOLE: It fell down or lodged up.

9 Didn't go back into the control valves.

10 MR. KERR: There were some that moved away from

11 the position.

2 - MR. EBERSOLE: They did not do what they could

13 have done, which was run downstream and eventually take out

14 the valves that were used to stop the flow. They didn't do

15 that. They could have.

16 W Se asked the representatives there what were the

17 ultimate implications of this in the context that they

18 stood a fair chance of never having recovered aux feedwater

19 as well as main feedwater and in the context of could they

20 feed/bleed -- which, of course, Palo Verde could not -- and

21 they assured us they had it in their pocket if they had to

22 use it and I found out they couldntt.

23 I'm sure we have a generic problem now unearthed

24 in check valve design, dynamics of check valves --

0 25 MR. SHEWMON: This check valve is presumably a
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flapper that comes against some seat?

MR. EBERSOLE: It comes up

strikes a mechanical stop with a bolt

fasten the disc to the swing hinge.

MR. SHEWMON: But it comes

in the pipe?

in the pipe and

that is used to

against a restriction

MR. EBERSOLE:' Comes into the socket.

MR. SHEWMON: Their thesis might be that no

matter how this thing comes through it can't go through

that constriction, because it is big enough -- it is bigger

than the diameter of the constriction-so it has to stay on

one side.

MR. EBERSOLE: Unless it breaks up as a result

of severe impact. That would be the case for a

hypothetical pipe break on the downstream side of it -- on

the upstream side of it.

MR. KERR: None of'these did break up?

MR. EBERSOLE: None of these loads were ever

carried by the valve. That's just continued cyclic action.

MR. SHEWMON: That's presumably a rock product

that wouldn't break up.

MR. EBERSOLE: You can't tell, Paul. We in fact

learned there are not in the specs any spec on the function

of these valves' closure if you have an abrupt upstream

break from them. That's been an issue for some time, 10,
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15 years.

OIR. SHEWMON: You don't know if it's white cast

iron or stainless steel?

MR. KERR: He said there were no specifications

on the behavior. He didn't say there were none on the

material.

MR. EBERSOLE: None on the velocity of impact.

MR. WARD: Jesse, are you going to have any

presentation by the staff or anything?

MR. EBERSOLE: Where is Ron Herndon? He offered

to come.|

Okay, I'm it.

MR. WARD: Forest, are you going to have any

presentation? Okay. We are finished with the record today,

then.

(Whereupon, at 5:07 p.m., the record was

concluded.)
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February 13, 1986
STATEMENT OF GPU NUCLEAR CORPORATION

ON TMI-2 CLEANUP
BEFORE THE ADVISORY COMWITTEE ON REACTOR SAFETY

Mr. Chairman and Committee Members:

I am Frank Standerfer, Vice President-Director of TMI-2. I appreciate

the opportunity to meet with you today to provide a status report on the

TMI-2 Cleanup and, more specifically, to discuss our program to ensure

sub-criticality of the damaged core during defueling.

with me today are members of the GPU Nuclear and Bechtel staffs who

have olayed key roles in the development and implementation of our

criticalitv Prevention program. They are supported by Dr. Westphal of the

Oak - ae Naticnal Laboratories who played a key role in the analytical

processes which formed the basis of our program. Dr. Willim Stratton,

Member of the GPUN TMI-2 Safety Advisory Board (SAB) who also is here

today, oerformed an independent assessment of our programmatic approach to

the maintenance of subl-criticality during defueling.

. rumber of imccrtant milestones in the TMI-2 program have been

acocrnolshed since the head was removed from the reactor vessel in

July l98-. The reactcr vessel plenum has been removed. A system f{

removing damaged fuel debris has been designed, tested and installed over

the open reactor vessel. Defueling operations commenced October 30, 1985.

Throughout this period, considerable progress has been made in obtaining



further understanding of the conditions of the damaged core and in planning

an increased effort to decontaminate the TMI-2 buildings and systems.

SHOW VIDEOTAPE

As indicated, we are three months into Defueling Operations. That

effort is gaining momentum and we expect to ship the first fuel off site

under our contract with the DOE this Spring. We expect to complete

in-reactcr vessel defueling by mid 1987, complete decontamination by July

1928, and complete the Cleanup Project in September 1988. Our budget,

project manning, schedule and planning are generally consistent with the

information provided to the Nuclear Pegulatory Commission in November 1984.

Throughout the TMI-2 Cleanup Project, we have continued to utilize the

Technical assistance and Advisory Group (TAAG), which is funded by DOE and

directed by GPUN, DOE, and NRC. It meets monthly for two days at TMI to

-render its best judgment and advice on the major technical program areas in

wthat Is, to a large degree, a Research and Development Program. Further,

our Safety Advisory Board (SAB) continues to meet on a quarterly basis to

review all aspects of the Project from the standpoint of public and worker

safety.



We are taking all practical steps to go forward with the TMI-2 Cleanup as

quickly as practicable, consistent with the safety of the public and workers.

The programmatic approach to criticality safety in defueling the TMT-2

reactor vessel has been two-fold. First, a soluble poison concentration was

determined that will assure sub-criticality for all credible fuel

configurations. Then controls were put in place to maintain the poison

roncentratiOn above this established minimum value.

Majcr Darti-.ipants in the criticality safety analysis efforts have included

not only the integrated TMI-2 project organization of GPU Nuclear and Bechtel,

but also Oak Ridge National Laboratory, a private consultant (Dr. Raymond

Murr3y). Ea-cock and Wilcox, and Pennsylvania State University. Reviews by

the Safety Advisory Board (SAB) and the Technical Advisory and Assistance

Group IT:AG) have teen supplemented by efforts of our own long-standing

General Office Review Board (GORB). Interactions with the NRC Staff have

provided additional review which in some cases have included independent

Ccnfir*at::ary C3lculations.

Cu.ing the presentations to follow, members of the TMI-2 Project Staff

42.1 discus3 our overa'l program for preventing criticality while the damage

core remains in the reactor vessel and during transfer to the fuel pool for

preparation and shipment. The scope of our presentation does not include the

fuel shipping program which is the responsibility of the Department of

Ene.-;. hc damaged core packaged in canisters will be turned over to the

Department of Energy at TMI for shipment to the Idaho National Engineering

Laboratory for long term storage and disposition.



At this time, I would like to introduce Mr. Daniel Williams who will

provide an overview of the analytical methods applied to prevention of -

criticality. He will be followed by Dr. Ronald Knief who will summarize some

of the operational aspects of criticality control. Since the two speakers

each are presenting some material covered by others at the earlier

subcommittee meeting, they may direct some of your questions to appropriate

subject matter experts.



PRESENTATION TO THE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON REACTOR SAFEGUARDS

OVERVIEW OF THE TMI-2 CRITICALITY EVALUATIONS TO SUPPORT

DEFUEL ING

PRESENTED D.S. WILLI-WS

FEBRUARY 13, 1986
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TECHNICAL ISSUES

FUEL COMPOSITION

"FUSED" MASSES

REFLECTION (STEEL)

FUEL BURLUP

COMPUTER CODE BENCHMARKING



RCS MODEL CONSERVATISMS

FUEL CONFIGURATION/ENRICHMENT

MINIMAL BURNUP CREDIT

STEEL REFLECTOR

NO STRUCTURAL OR SOLID POISON MATERIAL

OPTIMIZED FUEL TO MODERATOR RATIO

MINI.'fUM CREDIBLE FUEL AND MODERATOR TEMPERATURE

4.



CRITERIA FOR SELECTION OF
CRITICAL EXPERIMENTS

1. LATTICES DRY

2. BORON UP TO 5000 PPM

3. CRITICAL SYSTEMS

4. LOW EXPERIMENTAL UNCERTAINTY

5. LOW-ENRICHMENT UO2 FUEL

6. SEVERAL ORGANIZATIONS

7. TRENDS AVAILABLE

4



MODERATION AND ABSORPTION
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RCS ANALYSIS RESULTS

BORON
CONCENTRAT ION

(PPM)

CALC.

KEFF

4200 0.9688

CALC. KEFF + 2.5X aK
CODE UNCERTAINTY

- 0.9938

0.9896

0.9770

4350 0.9646

4750 0.9520

<0.970 (ESTIMATED)5000



RCS CRITICALITY CONTROL SUMMARY

*SOLUBLE NEUTRON POISON CHOSEN FOR:

* FAMiLIARITY

* AVAILABILITY

' \'ERIFIABILITY

* COMPATIBILITY WITH PLANT CHEMISTRY

* OPERATIONAL FLEXIBILITY

*REQUIRED CONCENTRATION DEVELOPED BASED ON HIGHLY CONSERVATIVE

MODEL - BOUNDS ALL CREDIBLE FUEL CONFIGURATIONS

*REn}UIRED BORON CONCENTRATION - 4350 PPM

ENSURES KEFF '. 0.99
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CANISTER MODEL CONSERVATISMS

1. BATCH 3 FUEL ONLY

2. FUEL CONFIGURATION

3. OMITTED STRUCTURAL MATERIAL

4. CREDIT FOR FIXED POISON ONLY

5. OrT I iAL MIODERATION

6. NO WEIGHT RESTRICTIONS ON FUEL QUANTITY

7. 50OF TEMPERATURE

8. 95/95 CCOF1DEcNCE.Or B-10 CONTENT OF FIXED POISON



RESULTS OF KENO CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS FOR THE FUEL CANISTER

DESCRIPTION

FUEL CANISTER

SINGLE, STANDARD CONFIGURATION

17.3" ARRAY, STANDARD CONFIGURATION
a

MAXIMUM KEFF

0.857

0.877



RESULTS OF KENO CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS FOR THE FILTER CANISTER

DESCRI PTION

FILTER CANISTFR

SIGLE, RUPTURED FILTERS

17.3" ARRAY, RUPTURED FILTERS

COMB I NED HOR I ZONTAL/VERT I CAL

DROP, RUPTURED, WITHOUT SCREENS

MAXIMUM K FF

0.839

0.867

0 .892

I



RESULTS OF KENO CRITICALITY CALCULATIONS FOR THE KNOCKOUT CANISTER

DESCRIPTION MAXIMUM KEFF

KNOCKOUT CANISTER

SINGLE, STANDARD CONFIGURATION 0.873

17.3" ARRAY, STANDARD CONFIGURATION 0.915

COMB1NED HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL 0.887

DROP, SINGLE



S
CANISTER SUMARY

* SINGLE CANISTERS (DAMAGED OR UNDAMAGED) IN UNSORATED WATER -

Y v 0.95 1
i

* CANISTER IN STORAGE RACKS WITH MINIMUM CENTER-TO-CENTER

SPACING OF 17.3" - KEFF ' 0.95

S



Transfer Shield todel

12" thick
1 '. Steel for Trolly

,2-1/16" CD~ 6" thick
Upper Lead

. iuuSield

PUzer
Canister
He a to

l Rf49o64
* Gap

2D CDDry Air

meiater
Canister

32-5,'8

II n

Water Reflector



Transfer Cask Hiodel

A

4.5S

r im steel

Ilead

IIs

i 0.5' liner

lead flange

7.0" wide, 4" thi-k
lead with O.S" liner
ad4ed in rev. 2
Analysis

Lower SotShiel~t
e /

10 steel liner



CTS/FTC RESULTS

CANISTER TRANSFER SHIELD

FUEL TRANSFER CASK

MAX. KEFF 3 0.909

MAX. KEFF 0.931 .
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DILUTION PREVENTION

Isolate Potential Inlet Points

Double Barrier Concept
Valves
Removed Spoolpieces
Differential Height

Administrative Confrols



DILUTION DETECTION

Water Level
Control Room
Local

Boron Concentration
Boronometers
Grab Samples

a

p



DILUTION TERMINATION

Isolate Prior to 4350 ppm
Sample/Process
Procedures

Procedure Actions
"Secure" Operations
Check Boron Concentration
Review Vaclves
Close Valves
Make-Up with Borated Water

V
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NEUTRON MONITORING
w

NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTS

BF3 Detectors

Ex-Vessel Location

Operability Verification

Procedurral Requirements

p



SUBCRITICAL MULTIPLICATION
MEASU REMENTS

Limitations
Unknown Geometry
High Boron Concentration
Low Neutron Source

Spont Fiss
alpha,n
n,gamma

Evaluation
DOT Calculations
Workshop

Conclusions
Not Sensitive to Boron Change
Don't See Approach-to-Critical
Criticality Would.Be Observed

V



Emma

SUAMMARY
m

CRITICALITY SAFETY APPROACH

Bounding Poison in Vessel

Geometry/Poison in Canisters

Operating Constraints
Maintain Poison
Monitor Poison

.



ff lNIT1E STATES A
a NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

I.NU WLASHNTN 0. C. 2061.

FEB 04 1; S

MEMORANDUM FOR: Harold R. Centon, Director, tlRR
James M. Taylore Director, 1E
John B. Martin, Regional Administrator, Region V

FROP! Victor Stella, Jr.
Acting Executive Director
of Operations fen,

SUBJECT: STAFF ACTIOKS RESULTING FROM THE INVESTIGATYN"'
OF THE NOVEMBER 21 SAN ONOFRE NUCLEAR GENERA:ING
STATION, UNIT I EVENT (NUREG41190)

An advance copy of the subject report was transmitted to you by memorandum
dated January 20, 1986 from the San Onofre Team Leader, Thomas T. Martin. The
repor: documents tho Team's efforts in identifying the circumstances and
causes of the November 21, 1985 event, together with findings and conclusions
which forn the basis for identifying follow-on actions.

You will note from. the report that the licensee has not completed
troubleshcoting end the determination of root causes for al equipment
failures or malfunctions. Cons tln tt ±enlts ublethootinq
or analysis activities ma filfor additional follow-on actions.
The 1aentfcation of6 *tions is a r1spo1ns5 ty of T the
n orm programt office. The responsibility for the followup and reporting on
the licensee's continued troubleshooting and detemrInation of root cause for

v equiprent failures is Region V.

The purpose of this memorandum Is to identify end assign responsibility for
generic and plant-specific actions resulting from the investigation of the San
Onofre event (documented in NUREG-ilSO). In this regard, you are requested to
review the enclosure which specifies staff actions resulting from the
inveetication of the San Onofre event. You art requested to determine the
actions necessary tn resolve each of the items in your area of responsibility
and. where appropriate, identify additional staff actions or revisions as our
review and understanding of this event are refined. Plant-spect.fic actions
required for plant restart should receive priority attention..

In view of the importance of this subject, I intend to closely monitor the
resolut1on of these items. By March 1. 1986, please Provie a written sum1ry
of the schedule and status of each item within your resibility llsted in

v the inclosure or thiat-you Nave fentilled. further, I request that you prepare
a _Wnten status report on the disposition of your Items (and anticipated
actions for uncompleted Items) within three to six months. Every effort should
be made to dispose of these items promptly.



-2

The enclosure is based on the Team's report and its presentation to the
CorTnision on January 22, 1986. Acccrdingly, it does not Include ll licensee
dct!ons, nor does ft cover NRC staff activities associated with normal event
folIowup such as authorization for restart, plant inspections, or possible
enforrement items. These items are expected to be defined and implemented In
a rou:ine manner. Overall lead res DonL ibiiil4.1o tsUac tS-Xc latting-ta-
facility restart is separate from ehis effort end rests with Reolon V.
Addi1t-onally. .°.V is responsible for coordinating and promptly comnmunlcating the
staff's renuirements which must be resolved before operations at San Onofre may
be re;umed.

__ 0
. - Y ctor Stello, r4

Acting Executive Director
for Operations

Enclosure:
As stated

cc w/enclosure:
J. CaYjS, HMSS
T. Uurley, RI
J. N. Grace, RI!
J. Keppler, RtIV
R. Ma!rtin, RIY
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STAFF ACTIONS 1PESULTING FROM THE INVESTIGATIONi

OF THE 1tOVEHBER 21 SONGSS. EVENT
a

(Reference: HUREG-1190)

l. Item: Adequacy of ftedwater check valves to perlorm safety function.
(References: Commission briefing. Sections 6.2.4, 6.4, 6.7. and Principal
Finding)

Action Responsible Office

nIplement and coordinate
the staff and industry actions
necessary to assure the reliability
of safety-related check valves.
Other offices to assist as
requested. Areas to be
evaluated include:

IE

Category

PIlant-sptcif ic
Generic

licensee's engineering
report on root cause
analysis and proposed
corrective actions

- Adequacy of check valve
design for this applica-
tion

adequacy of Inservice
Testing (IST) Program and
procedures to detect
degraded and failed valvtes

- adequacy of check valves
(and related testing
programs) In other systems
such as RHR system

Z. ftem: Completeness of resolved USI
(References: Finding numbers 1, 2,

A.1. *Watar Heiwer m.
3, 8 and 9)

Action Responsible Offfes Catectory

Gentri cAssesi the nted to re&
evalutte USJ A-l to
;pecifically address the
potential for and prevention
of condensation-induced water
harmers in feedwater piping
(assume the issue concerning
check valve integrity will 9e
resolved in item 1).

KRR



0 2 0

3. Item! Adequac: of San Onofre Unit I design.
'ComMMSt1on brefing. Finding numbers 11 and 13)

Action Responsible Office

NRR

Ctetgory

Plant-spec ficImplement and coordinate
the staff's actions to
re-evaluate the following
San Onofre design features:

- Manual loading of the
diesel generators follow-
ing a loss of power event

- manual actuation of steat
line isolation valves and
assurance of steam generator
aVAilabilitY to remove decay

heat

- lack of steam generator
blowdown status in control
room

- aadequacy of the licensee 's
desi n change to eliminate
spur10us SI indication on
loss of powr

4. Item: Adequacy of post-trip review.
(References: Sections 6.6 and 7.2.2.4 and Fnding

Action Responsible Office

Ila

number 17)

CateprI

Generic2. EvYluatC fnC require-
ments for ensuring that
sufficient event data
ire retrievable to
accurately reconstruct
the event following a
loss of offs1te power.

b. Evaluate the llcensee's
process for post-trip
review and evaluation,
Including the thoroughness
of review and oversight
provided by the onsite and
offsite nuclear safety review
groups.

Region V Plant-specific
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aS. Item: Adequacy of licensee's recrdkeepfng practices.
(References: Section 6.5 and Finding number 20)

Action Responsible Office

Evaluate the adequacy of
the licensetzs maintenance
records.

Region V Plant-specific

6. Item: Adequacy of operator training and/or procedures.
(References: Section 7 and Finding numbers 14, 15 and 16)

Action Responsible Office Ca Wary

- . Re'ieew the implementation
of the training program

. regarding operator wider-
standing and actions in the
area of electrical systems, and
invoking technical specificaion
sction tatemexts. I '

Region V Plant-specific

.I

7. Item: Adequacy of emergency notifications and KRC
(References: Section 7.3 and Finding numbr 22)

Action Responsible Office

response.

Categr=
a. Yerify the adequacy of

the licensee's procedures
and training for reporting
of events to NRC Operations
Center.

Region V Plant-speAc

b. Evaluate the ned for
changes In NRC policy or
guidance regarding: the
use of the ENS line; the
use of NRC personnel as
ENS coanun1cators; and
possible approaches to
Improve the ability to
determine the overall
plant statUs.

JE Ceneric
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8. Item: Significance of hcklog of license amendments.
(Reference: Comission briefing)

.

Action Resiponsible WIOff
NRR

WMte=or
Plant-specificEvaluate whether a backlog

of license amendnents And
technical specification
changes contributed to delays
in approving the l1canste's
IST program.

_ _. .

I



THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY
PO. BOX S= CLEVELANo, OHIO "101 TELEPONE (215) 622.08 0 ILLUMINATING SLO. - 55 PUBLIC SCUAME

Serwng The Pest Location in the Nation

MURRAY R. EDELMAN
VICE PRISI0ENT
NuCLAR

February 12, 1986
PY-CEI/NRR-0437 L

Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Docket Nos. 50-440; 50-441
Seismic Event Evaluation Report

Dear Mr. Denton:

-My letter to you dated February 5, 1986, committed to provide a
report on our response and activities related to the earthquake
which occurred in the vicinity of the Perry Nuclear Power
Plant. Enclosed is the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
(CEI) report titled "January 31, 1986 Earthquake-Seismic Event
Evaluation" for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant. This document
has been prepared by CEI and our consultants following a thor-
ough and detailed assessment of the plant response to the
January 31, 1986 earthquake.

This report demonstrates the appropriateness of the seismic de-
sign for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant. Although this recent
event provides an additional "data point" for historical
seismic event activity, it will not alter any of the design
criteria or licensing basis.



Mr. Harold R. Denton
February 12, 1986
Page 2

We believe that this report provides the information necessary
to support the staff's review and we are available to meet with
your staff as necessary. Should you or your staff have any
questions please feel free to call.

Very truly yours,

Murray R. Edelman
Vice President
Nuclear Group

MRE:L

cc: Jay Silberg, Esquire
John Stefano
J. Grobe
D. Eisenhut
R. Bernero
W. Butler
G. Lainas
J. Keppler
C. Norelius
C. Paperiello
R. Knop
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NRR STAFF PRESENTATION TO THE
ACRS

SUBJECT: PERRY EARTHQUAKE

DATE: January 31.1986

PRESENTER: JOHN J. STEFANO

PRESENTER'S TITLE/BRANCH/DIV:

PRESENTER'S NRC TEL. NO.: 492

PROJECT MANAGER/PD#4/DBL/NRR

-9473

SUBCOMMITTEE: OPERATIONS /



° RESULTS OF INDEPENDENT NRC WALKDOWN OF PLANT - CONFIRMS

CEI FINDINGS OF NO SIGNIFICANT PLANT DAMAGE

o NRC ASSESSMENT OF EVENT IN EARLY STAGE OF REVIEW -

ACTIONS PLANNED ARE:

- CHARACTERIZING EARTHQUAKE TO REAFFIRM SEISMOLOGIC/

GEOLOGIC ASSUMPTIONS USED FOR PLANT DESIGN BASIS AS

DESCRIBED IN FSAR/SER

- STRUCTURAL DESIGN REVIEW:

A

o COMPARISON OF MEASURED/PREDICTED RESPONSES

O EFFECT/IMPACT OF SHORT DURATION/HI FREQUENCY

* EXCEEDANCE OF DESIGN BASIS SPECTRA ON STRUCTURES

- PIPING/EQUIPMENT DESIGN REVIEW:

0 COMPARISON OF MEASURED/DESIGN BASIS SEISMIC LOADS

° EFFECT AND QUANTITATIVE ASSESSMENT OF IMPACT OF

SHORT DURATION/HI FREQUENCY EXCEEDANCE ON PLANT

PIPING/EQUI!PMENT

° SCHEDULED ACTIONS

- NRC STAFF/CONSULTANTS PRELIM. FINDINGS/DATA NEEDS

2/21/86

° PERRY SPECIFIC DESIGN BASIS

° OTHER RECOMMENDED GENERIC ACTIVITIES

- SSER ISSUED 3/7/86

- PERRY 1 LICENSING TARGET 3/14/86



PERRY POWER PLANT
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SEISMIC EVENT EVALUATION
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose and scope of this report in to provide the results of The

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company seismic event evaluation for

the Perry Nuclear Pover Plant. The discussions contained herein

provide the basis for CEI's conclusions that the January 31, 1986

earthquake in the vicinity of the Perry site:

1) did not adversely effect the plant structures, systems or

components,

2) was within the design capability of the Perry Nuclear Power

Plant, and

3) does not change the licensing basis or conclusions regarding

the site geology, seismology or design basis earthquake.

This evaluation report addresses the key issues related to the

January 31 earthquake including the immediate response to the event,

and the plant status and impact assessments following the earthquake.

Detailed evaluations of the geological and seismological Implications

of this event and an analysis of the plant seismic design basis

capabilities are presented. In addition, a description is provided

of the confirmatory programs to monitor post seismic event activity,

to continue the evaluations to identify any earthquake related

effects, and to participate in generic industry studies.



2.0 SEISMIC EVENT OVERVIEW

Event

At approximately 11:48 a.m. on January 31, 1986, an earthquake

occurred, which was located about 10 miles south of the Perry site

and had a Richter magnitude of approximately 5.0. CEI implemented

the Perry emergency plan in response to the seismic event as

described in the attached chronology. A site area emergency was

declared as a precautionary measure for site personnel accountability

and for informational notification to local officials. Timely

notifications were made and plant staff responded professionally and

successfully implemented the plant procedures for this type of an

event.

Plant Response and Assessments

Immediately following the earthquake, plant operations personnel were

dispatched into the plant to survey for any major damage. The

initial reports indicated no damage. Subsequently, a team of

approximately 65 engineers and technicins iwas organized to perform a

detailed walkdown of all plant areas. These inspections found no

damage to any systems, structures or components. The hairline cracks

in concrete walls that were observed have been reviewed and found to

be typical of reinforced concrete structures which have not

experienced seismic events. Numerous safety-related systems in

operation or standby readiness continued to operate without incident.

Earthquake Analysis

Based on United States Geological Survey (USGS) recorded data, the

earthquake of January 31, 1986 was centered about 10 miles south of

the Perry Site and had a Richter magnitude of 4.96. This is a lesser

magnitude than the earthquakes for which the Perry Plant has been

analyzed and had substantially lower total energy content than the



Perry design response spectra. The J.iuary 31 earthquake is

consistent with the previously established geology and historical

seismicity of the region, as described in the Final Safety Analysis

Report. The earthquake does not change the conclusions of the FSAR

on the geology and seismicity of the site area.

Seismic Design Evaluation

Acceleration data taken from the in-plant seismic recorders showed

recorded floor response spectra in certain locations outside the

design spectra at high frequencies. The design spectra are based on

a statistical envelope of historical earthquakes (84th percentile)

and, therefore, some instances of recorded responses exceeding

predicted floor responses are expected. The possibility of high

frequencies outside the spectra has been evaluated at other nuclear

plant sizes and concluded to have insignificant effect on plant

structure and components.

CEI analysis shows the high frequency accelerations involved are of a

very short duration and the velocities are well below those which

could cause damage even to non-engineered structures. The total

energy associated with these high frequenc" accelerations is small,

and therefore has no adverse impact on plant structures and

equipment. Thus, the high frequency accelerations have no

engineering significance and the effects of the earthquake

experienced at Perry are well within the seismic capability of the

plant.



January 31, 1986 Earthquake

Chronological Summary of Events

Time of Occurrence

11.46:42.3 (USGS data)

1148

1150

1155

1200

1201

1204

1206

1211

1216

1218

1219

1225-1240

1230

Event

Seismic event occurs

Control room reports nosle & vibration to
to Systems Operation Center

Main generator breaker reported open,
isolating main and auxiliary transformer,
automatically shifting to startup transformer.
Auxiliary boiler trips noted
Seismic alarms received in P680

Trip of instrument air compressor noted

Visual inspection of lower areas of Turbine
Building, Auxiliary Building, Intermediate
Building and transformer yard satisfactory

Shift Supervisor sounds Plant Emergency Alarm

Visual inspection of Turbine Building, Turbine
Power Complex, Intermediate Building,
Auxiliary Building and Control Complex
satisfactory.

Shift Supervisor delcares precautionary Site
Area Emergency, makes Evacuation Announcemen:.

Auxiliary boiler restarted

Notifications to CEI emergency personnel
pursuant to Emergency Plan began

Initiated retrieval of seismic plates and
magnetic tapes from seismic instrumentation

Visual inspection of service water and
emergency service water pump house
satisfactory

Ini:ial notifications of Site Area Emergency
provided to Lake, Geauga and Ashtabula
counties, the State of Ohio, Coast Guard, NRC

Visual inspection of cooling towers and basins
satisfactory

Operational Support Center (OSC) activated1232



Tize of Occurrence

1235

1251

1254

Event

Technical Support Center (TSC) activated

Initial inspections of all Unit I and Common
areas completed with satisfacory results, only
minor problems noted.

Visual inspection of suppression pool
satisfactory

1257 - 1301

1300

TSC completes precautionary Site Area
Emergency Follow-up Notifications to Coun:ies,
State, Coas: Guard

Walkdown of all Unit I areas has finds no
major equipment damage and noted minor flange
leaks.

1302 Site Area Emergency downgraded to Alert

1303 - 1315 Ini:ial Notification of downgrading to Alert
made to Counties, State, Coast Guard and NRC.

1305 Three teams dispatched for additional system
walkdowns; six maintenance teams dispatched to
investigate equipment

1340 - 1401 Follow-up notification of Alert status
provided to Counties, State, Coast Guard and
NRC

1341

1.420

1425

INPO contacted

KRC - Bethesda and Region III concur on
termination of emergency

Termination of Emergency Event

1431 - 1442 Termination of Emergency Even: reported to
Counties, State, Coast Guard, & NRC.

1440

1531

INPO notified of termination of Emergency
Event

Deactivated TSC.

Seismic alarm P969 reset1552

1630 Recovery organization vaet to review seismic
event, emergency response and confirmatory
actions.
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3.:0 PLANT S CATUS AND '1?°CT ASSESSMENTS

3.1 PLANT STkTUS

Prior to the earthquake that occurred on January 31, 1986, numerous

testing, calibration, and work completion activltes vere being

conducted in preparation for fuel load. One major activity was

preparation for the Division It Diesel Generator response time

testing. As part of this work, all of the safety related components

powered from the Division II Diesel were energized and in staneby

readiness. All of this equipment behaved normally through the even:;

that is, there were n) spurious stautA or alarms. Preparattons were

Also underway to 4ove the startup sources. This work had not yet

begun when the seismic event-occurred. The sources were never

ac:ually moved, and remained stored in the upper pools.

tn support of the ongoing test and surveillance activities, a

significant number of systems were ln operat1on. In addition,

numerous other systems were energized and in the standby mode. Lists

of the specific safety and non-safety systems energized or operating

prior to and during the earthquake are included as Tables 3.1 and

3.2. All of the operating safety-related systems continued to

operate through the event. None of the safety-related systems in the

standby code experienced any spurious initiations.

As noted in Table 3.2, a large number of non-safety systems were

operating or in the standby mode, and maintained their status

throughout the event. Two non-safety iteas tripped on protective

signals as intended by the design. These were the Unit I instrument

air compressor, which tripped on high vibration, and the auxiliay

steam boiler, which tripped due to actuation of one of its protective
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circuti.. The iistrume!:t er compressor 1s a centrifugal sac-hine

that operates at greater than 40,000 rpm and as part of its

protective devices has a very sensitive vibration switch. The

auxiliary steam boiler has several protective circuits of which one

tripped during the earthquake. The boiler was successfulLy restareed

after the event.

The only other non-safety Items of equipment that tripped during the

earthquake were the Unit I main and auxiliary transformers, which

tripped due to the closing of the generator protection relays. These

relays although open at the time of the seismic event, did not have

vol:age applied as a result of an ongoing outage. Laboratory testliS

o' these relays since the event has confirmed that the presence of

voltage on the relays stgnificantly increases the force requirel to

close these relays. Had the voltage been supplied to these relays,

they would not have closed during the event. This is substantiated

by the fact that other similar open relays with voltage applied did

not close during the event.

Investigation is ongoing to determine the cause of an indicated 1 1/2

inch increase in suppression pool level. No basis for a physical

change in the water level has been identified. The water level

transmitters were found to be out of calibration, though not enough

to account for ,he entire indicated level Increase. The same

transmitters in other applications did not show any anomalous

behavior.

In addition to the emergency plan actions previously discussed,

immediately following the event the plant operators performed initial

surveys of the plant. Areas visually inspected included the

Transformer Yard, lowtr elevations of the Turbine, Auxiliary,

Intermediate and Radvaste Buildings, as well as the Control Complex,

Turbine Power Complex, Heater Bay and Water Treatment Building. The

reports back to the Control Room indicated that the areas were found

in satisfactory condition with no major damage. In addi:ion, the

General Supervisor of Operations and the Senior Operations
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C',ordinalor made a specific survey of below grade areas. They found

no unusual or abnormal conditions. Further steps taken to assess and

evaluate the status of the plant included additional walkdowns by

teams of plant maintenance personnel dispatched from the Operations

Support Center.

3.3 PLANT IKPACT ASSESSMENT

As part of CEI's response to the earthquake, a team of approximately

65 engineers and technicians was organized on the evening of January

31 to perform systematic and thorough valkdowns of all plant areas.

These walkdowns were performed using drawings of each area an'

checklists of components to inspect for any abnormal conditions.

These included such items as piping, hangers, snubbers, valves,

pumps, instrumentation and other components. The results of these

walkdowns were recorded and compiled into a list of approximately 4130

observations, many of which were later determined tb be preexisting

conditions. None of the observa:ions involved structural damage to

the plant or equipment. The 480 observations are typifded by minor

nairlin4 cracks in concrete, burned out light bulbs and leaking valve

or piping flanges, all of which are normal and expected conditions

that would be identified in any comprehensive walkdown.

In the inspections that were conducted following the earthquake,

plant personnel were instructed to document all unusual or abnormal

conditions. Those conducting the inspections did not attempt to

determine whether the conditions were the result of the earthquake;

instead, discrepant conditions regardless of potential cause were

documented to insure that the status of the plant following the

earthquake would be fully documented for subsequent evaluation by

engineering. Each of the observed discrepant conditions was

subsequently evaluated by engineeering to determine whether the

condi:ion was caused by the earthquake and whether rework or repair

was required. The engineering evaluation of the items concluded that

77% were preexisting conditions, and only two minor items, were

directly attributable to the earthquake. The remainder,
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approximately 100 t:tms, have been classified as Lndeteirmiiaa.:, i.e.,

it could not be definitively established that the condition existed

prior to the earthquake. About 25% of the approximately 480 items

will need rework or repair. (See Appendix E). These will be procassed

in accordance with a special procedure instituted in response to the

earthquake.

A number of other inspections were also performed.to determine the

effect, if any, on specific plant structures and conditions. A site

survey was performed to assess any impact of the earthquake on the

site environs, and in particular on the shoreline bluff. No evidence

of any earthquake impacts could be found.

A survey of settlement monitoring points was ordered to determine if

the earthquake had any effect on building settlement. (oni:oring

points at various locations around the perimeter of the plant

buildings are surveyed on a monthly basis to monitor building

settlement. The results of the surveys were that the recorded

movements were consistent with those measured in the past, including

the amount of change from prior surveys and the absolute elevation.

For example, a comparison of the Reactor Building reading with that

of February 1985, found that the two readings were identical. Thus,

it is concluded that the earthquake had no impact on building

settlement. (See Appendix E).

A -'alkdown of Unit I Cooling Tower was performed to determine whether

any damage had resulted from the earthquake. The areas inspected

included the basin walls, tower columns and foo.ers, internal support

columns, baffle system, discharge pipe, and veil. While all

inspections were done from ground level, any significant cracks in
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the veil would have been readily apparent since they would have % n

saturated by the previous day's rain. No structural damage wai founa.

in any area of the cooling tower. Water was observed seeping through

the north and south vertical joints where the basin plume waLl and

pump house flume wall meet. Seepage at this joint has been noted in

the past and stopped by the application of mastic material. (See

Appendix £).

As part of the design program for tht plant, seismic clearance

criteria were established to assure that a seismic event would not

cause any impact on a safety system either by causing swaying or by

impact from a non-safety item. Instances of these criteria not being

met are termed Seismic Clearance Violations (SCV's). SCV's are

forwarded to engineering for evalution to determine whether repair is

required. At the time of the earthquake, there were 29 SCV's that

had been disposi:iooed.for repalr, where the repair had not yet been

completed. Following the earthquake, inspectors wete directed to

reinspect these SCV's to determine whether the seismic event affected

the SCV condition. These inspections found neither damage nor

dimensional change. (See Appendix E).

As previously noted, the plant systems, both safety related and

non-safety related, operated properly during and following the

seismic event. recognizing the sensitivity of electrical components

to high frequen.y response, a detailed engineering study was

undertaken to identify the number and types of electrical equipment

that was energized during the earthquake. The components included

attors, transformers, relays, switchgear breakers, switches,

batteries, contacts, valve operators, chargers/inverters, meters,

recorders, and transmitters. A wide variety of suppliers was

represented. More than 70 separate systems were involved. The study

showed that over 47,000 electrical components were energized and

experienced no adverse effects in terms of spurious system actuation

(See Appendix t).
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TA3L .. I.

SAFETY RELATED SYSTEMS . *
E .-ER. : Z'D D'UR 1i..G Ti _E SEZT SMT. 'C E 7EN T

OF JAt-ARY 31 , 1986

L . . .. !

.1I 1�1. ,

C I 1

C41

C7 1
D 1 7
E12
E21
E22
G41
M1 5
N23
X!24Xv2 5

M325
X. .

Y.32

.P 4 2

P : 1
P41

P42
P42

r-.

?-22

?t* '

M1 DESCRIPTION

Contro! Rcd Drive
Standby Lf.quid Control
Reactor Protection System -,. ..

Plant Radiation Monitors .;
iResidual Heat Removal -:4 -

Low Pressure Core Spray ;
High Pressure Core Sray
Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup.: .-
Annulus Exhaust Gas Treatieihr
MCC, Switchgear, & Misc'. Area EVAC *-'- _
Battery Room Exhaust- :
Control Room HVAC
Ccntrol Room E~ergency Recirculation
ESW Pumphouse Ventilation * -
Fuel Handling Building Ventilation
CDesel Buildini Ventilation - _ .
Condensate Transfer and Storage. 2_. ..

Mixed Bed De:'neralizer * ':-'- -

Service Water ...... -. :. 4;

E".ergency Closed Coolln6 7-.-....'*
Nuclear Closed Cooling ' -... *

Emergency Service Water *- .
Ccntrcl Com;lex Chill Water
:..W Screen Wash
rstrument Air
Fire Protectionc
Emergency Res;onse Information System
Service Air
110 VAC Vital Inverters
Metalcla' SwItchgear
4_2 V Load Cen:ers
Motor Control Centers
Dis:ribution Panels - 120, 208 & 480 volts
D. C. System
Standby Diesel Generator (SDG)
SD- Fu;el' i4l

SDG Jacket Water Coolant
SD3 Lube Oil
Main Control Room Annunciator
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. . 6

NZN-SAFETY RELATED SYSTEXS
ER;1LZE DU.=..NG THiE SEISY:C EV7NT

O. JANU'ARY 31, ;966

SYSTEM DESCRIMTZOJ

F42 Fuel Transfer Equipment
G33 Reactor Water Cleanup
M1.1 Containment Vestel CoolingeCo
M1 3 Drywell Cooling :.,.. .
M21 . Controlled Access HYAC -.-. '*4-*-- . - . -

M2.7 Computer Room HVAC
M35 Turbine Building Cooling & .Ventilation -
M.36 Cff-Gas Building Exhaust '. '
M41 Heater Bay Ventilation'7a-Fa;-;- '
M45 Circulating Water Pump House entilatlon
N21 Condensate . . - :- ' -
N23 Condensate Filtration
N24 Condensate Demineralizers
Ni': Turbine Control (EHC)
N71 Circu.atine Water -. :
P2C Water Treatment ,- .,

P21 Two Bed Demineralizer-................-.; ' .
P44 Turbine Building Closed Cooling.,, ' -
P55 Building Heating ::'
P61 Auxiliary Steam
P62 Auxiliary Boiler Fuel Oil. ' '. - ,
P72 Plant Underdrain . _

Pre:ess Cc:;uter
C?- Heal:h Physic Cc=;u.er
P56 3ecur`it7
R t Statlon Trar.sormers
,-.5 Technical Su;-ort Center UPS

Heat Tracing & Anti Freeze Protection
R44 SDG Starting Air

Intra P?-ant Conmunications
;52 Maintenan:e & Calibration
F.;3 Ex:i-sicn Area Paging System

Radio & In-Plhant Antenna System
*~L i !.' nr.

5-1 Pcwer Trans'ormers
* S- i Ste, U; Station -
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*.4.) EARThAQUAKX_ A4AjYSIs; ND SITE StISEI:tY

An earthquake of magnitude 4.96 Hb1 g occurred on January 31, 1986 at

11 hours, 46 minutes, and 42.3 seconds approximately It miles (17.7

kilomcters) south of the plant. The depth of the earthquake is

presently calculated to be 6 miles (10 kilometers) deep and is

located at 41.64°0 W and 81.098° N by the National Earthquake

Information Center of the United States Geological Survey (USGS).

This location is near the intersection of Highways 86 and 166 in

Thompson Township, Ceauga County. The location of this earthquake is

shown on Figure 4.1 of this report. Earthquakes which have occurred

within 200 miles in historical times, and an update for those

occurring within 50 miles of the plant site are shown in Figures 4.2.

and 4.3.

4.1 BACKGROUND GEOLOGICAL & SEISMOLOGICAL STUDIES RELATED TO THE

PERRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

As required by the regulations governing the siting of nuclear powor

plants, a thorough study of the geological and seismological

characteristics of the Perry Nuclear Power Plant site and i:s

regional surroundings was made as part of both the Preliminary Safety

Analysis Report (PSAR) and Final Safety Analysts Report (FSAR). The

purpose of these investigations was to assure ;hat the site was

geologically suitable for the construction of a nuclear power plant

and to provide a basis for the determination of a Safe Shutdown

Earthquake (SSE) and the site ground motion resulting from the

occurrence of such an earthquake. The information contained herein

is summarized from the detailed discussions contained in Chapter 2

of the PSAR and FSAR, as reviewed and accepted by the NRC in the

Safety Evaluation Reports and Supplements.

These studies were extensive, consisting of a compilation and

analyses of published and unpublished literature; field geological

checking and mapping including wide scale and local geophysical

studies to characterize geologic-li condi:tions at depth; borings;

laboratory analyses; and detailed engineering analysis of the site

foundation materials.
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Basod on these itjdist4 an:1 fotlowing Appendix A, of 1') CFR Yar. 1a:), '

correlation of eartlhqjakes to a pir~tculsr fault or series of faul:s

which would be designated as "capable" could not be made. In

addition, no "t.irge scale dislocation or distortion" of the earth's

crust designated an a tectonic structure could be identiftied to which

earthquakes could be correlated. Consequently, earthquakes were

identified with a "tectonic province", representative of a region

within which there ia a relative consistency of geologic structural

features.

To select the SSE, a Modified Kercalli Intensity of VII was chosen as

the maximum intensity earthquake at the Perry site. This intensity

corresponds to an acceleration value of O.15g, baeed upon a number of

developed relationships which relate peak accelara:ion to earthquake

intensity values; the principal relationship was developed by

Trifunac and Brady. (Trifunac, M.D. and Brady, A.G., 1975, on the

Correlation of Seismic Intensity Scales with the Peaks of Recorded

Strong Ground Motion: Bulletita of the Seismological Society of

America, v. 65, No. 1, pp. 139-162). The-response spectra

representing the SSE were then developed by adopting a NRC Regulatory

Guide 1.60 response spectral shape. The design response spectra are

shown on Figures 4.4 and 4.5.

'i>ring the review of the FSAR, the NRC staff requested that

site-specific spectra be constructed for the Perry site. In response

to this request, site-specific response spectra were constructed

using a set of ground motion accelerogramd from actual earthquakas of

magnitude range 5.3 + .5 recorded on rock (to simulate the foundation

conditions at Perry) at epLcentral distances of 0 to 25 kilometers;

this represents the earthquake "at the site" as required by Appendix

A and is shown on Figure 4.6.

Eleven (11) earthquakes representing 22 components of motion were

chosen. A subset of records accepted by the staff as representative

of an Anna, Ohio type earthquake had an average magnitude of 5.53 +

.3 st an average distance of 8.5 miles (13.66 + 4.5 kilometers).

A smoothed 84 percentile of this data set fell below the design
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reipond ~pec~rn rap ned by a Rjdulatory %uide 1.6S) spec.rE -:

a: an acc.:t#r3:ion of *'.15 j. Those spectra ^ra repecagentative of

free field data recorded at locations away from the influence of

buildings and structures, and are shown on Figure 4.7.

4.2 REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND TECTONICS

The Perry site is located in the central part of Eastern Stable

Platform Tectonic Province, characterized by an upper Precambrian

crystalline basement and overlain unconformably by a sequence of

Paleozoic sedimentary rocks. Basement cocks of this tectonic

province comprite a complex sequence of high grade metamorphics and

include: schtsts, gneIsses, marbles, and granulltes convAltdaled

during the Grenville Orogeny (950 mya) onto the North American

craton.

The basement rocks are overlain by a 5000' thick sequence of

sedimentary rocks, Cambrian to Carboniferous in age, which dips less

than 50 to the south. (Fig. 4.8). Sedimentary rocks within this

sequence of Paleozoic sediments includes shales,.salt, sandstone,

dolomi:es, and limestones. In the epicentral region the sedimentary

sequence is approximately 2 kilometers thick with the main shock

focus well within the crystalline basement.

A thin veneer, generally less than 100' of variable thick Pleistocene

deposits, lies unconformably on the sedimentary sequence. These

deposits include a lower till, dense and compact (approximately 30'

thick) overlain by less compact till, lacustrine deposits and beach

deposits.

Po3t consolidation tectonic deformation in the province includes the

following structual elements. Paleozoic structures include broad

upwarps: Cincinnati arch, Findlay arch, Kankakee arch, Ozark uplift,

Nashville dome, and intervening Michigan and tllinois basins. Uplift

and subsidence produced localized faulting and folding. The north

northeast-trending Waverly arch of west central Ohio is the nearest

upwarp structure.
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Faults In the st:e reSU)l icludea:

o Chatham sag faults

} Peck fault, Howell-Northville antictine faults

o Bowling Green fault

o Anna Ohio faults

o Cincinnati arch faults

o Eastern Ohio faults

O Weszern New York faults

o Appalachian Plateau and Northern Valley and Ridge faults

'Ithin the region only the Clarendon-Linden fault system in weitern

New York is ctnsidered active.

4.3 SITE GEOLOGY

In conjunction with the PSAR and FSAR preparation and reviews,

intensive geological and geotechnical investigitions were conducted

at the Perry site including:

o test borings (maximum depth 730')

o 42" drilled exploratory shafts

o in-site testing, plate load tests

o permeability determinations

o piezometer installations

o seismic analyses

o seismic refraction and seismic shear wave determinations

o geologic mapping of excavations, tunnels and trenches

Two bedrock structural styles were observed by Gilbert Commonwealth,

NRC staff, USGS, and the Corps of Engineers. Gentle northeast-

trending folds with two to three foot wavelength and 6" amplitude

were attributed to depositional processes. Two larger folds and

several related Caults were also examined. The folds terminated

below foundation grade. Faults with chargctertstic north over south

directed motion become bedding plane detachments at depth. One to
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:hree L'ich thLc' gouge )ccurs in the faut1 xo'es. Absence o)f fore.3t

OaCLialls, n.) re%.r:ystaLltzstion of country cock or crystraliza:Lon

within fault zone or adjacent fracture zones is interpreted to result

froer loelized low temperature, relatively low stress deformation.

In summary, an approximately 45 foot thick layer, between excava.lon

grade of the deepest onshore foundation excavations and the base of a

boulder layer defining the bottom of structureless basal till,

experienced deformation (folds, fAults) including bedding detachment

rotation and buckling, and slight upward thrusting. These features

occur in glaciated terraine and are attributed to glacial loading,

unloading and/or ice push mechanisms. Similar faulting was studied

in the Warner Creek area with the same conclusions..

4.4 DEFOR9TIO4N - INTAKE AND OtSCHARGE TUNNELS

Three minor low-angle north-northeast striking thrust ftultt occur in

the intake and discharge tunnels to the north beneath Lake Erie.

Displacements range between 0.5 Ind 2.5 feet, upward to the

northeast.

Studies undertaken to define tunnel fault geometry included:

o detailed mapping of tunnel walls

o reconnaissance of lake bottom

o lake shore reconnaissance

0 exploratory borings

o borehole logging, offshore and onshore magnetic surveys

o review of existing geophysical data

o isotopic analyses of Lake Erie and fault seepage water

Studies to date fault included:

o x-ray diffraction

o clay mineralogic analysis

o microcrack

o consolidation of gouge
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tL~r ~lleoS tu~liel incluedet

o borehole stress

o structure contour maps

o intervievs with knowledgeable Ohio geologists

Investigations of the vertical and lateral extent of faulting

indicated that the faulting did not extend upward to the lake floor.
Borings at the projected western shoreline intersection showed no
faulting. Conclusions reached from detailed mapping of the tunnel
faults, geophysical surveys, borings, and analysis of fault gouge a:td
seepage included:

o faul:s are genetically related; same fault or an echelon

o faults confined in Chagrin shale; limited lateral and vertical
ex:enlt

o date of last motion is Pleistocene or older
o motion sense indicates faults originated in northwest directed

stress field, approximately 900 from present stress field
o posstble mechanisms of nontectonic glacial origin intlude ice

sheet traction, differential downwarp, differential rebound,

surficial stress relief ('pop up')

o geologic processes responsible for initiation and latest motion
are nonetctonic and no longer operative; therefore faults are
not capable according to Appendix A to 10 CYR 100
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4.5 CURRENT SEISMOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL STUDIES

Immedi^tely after the occurrence of the earthquake, CEI undertook a

number of geological and seismological investigations to provide a

thorough understanding of the earthquake and assess any Lipact on

previous studies performed for the siting and licensing of the Perry

luclear Plant.

In addi:ion to the invcrctiations undertaken by CEI, USGS, as well a4

vsrious universities and private groups, have deployed instruments to

study earthquake aftershocks.

Portable Seismographic Network

At the request of CEI, Weston Geophysical Corporation installed six

portable analog seismographs (Sprengnether Instrument Co. HEG-800) in

the epicenter area of the January 31, 1986 earthquake during the

period from approximately 10 hours to 30 hour- after the event.

These seismograph stations are located a* the Ferry Nuclear Plant and

in the communities of Chardon, Chesterland, Middlefield, Hartsgrove,

and Thompson. A seventh station was installed on February $4, 1986 in
the town of Concord. This spatial distribution of the stations ia

designed to form a symmetrical array around the preliminary epicental

ares of the main shock, which was located in the basis of ore

distant stations. All instruments are operated continuously and all

seismograms are recovered and analyzed daily. The purpose of this

network is to obtain accurate locations of any recorded aftershocks,

to refine the original location of the main shock, and to determine

whether o; not their occurrence reveals anything about the causative

geologic structure.

Five other portable instruments integrated into this network are

opera:ed by Woodward-Clyde Consultants and deployed in a similar

configuration to provide additional lacationing capabilities.
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FL'it .qai 1i ncraeurLhqjakas have been de-acted. The par4.mters of

thnio! etrthqua'kat 4c. located on the Table 4-1. Presltmatiry analnsei

indicate that the focal depths for these microearthquakes range from

2.3 to 8.9 'kilometers. The largest of these aicroearthquakes. a

Magnitude 2.4 event on February 6, 1986, was the only event to be

felt. These microeir:hquake location. are slightly to the west of

the preliminary location of main shock provided by the National

Earthquake Information Center.

Fel: Intensity Investigation

A questionnaire survey Is being conducted to evaluate the

distribution of effectis, including a general description of hov

people experienced the event and accounts of any damage that have

beeat incurred. The questionnaires are being dLstribated using

several parallel approaches to obtain broad coverage of the affected

areas. -Analysis and compilation of questionnaire results will be

used to produce an "isoseismal map" or plot of intensity levels

measured on the Kodified Mercalli Scale. The purpose of such a map

is to ,enable a comparison of effects of the present event with a

vell-known epicenter to the effects of some historical.events located

in the si:e area that have no well-determined instrumental epicenter.

Weston Geophysical personnel have been conducting personal interviews

on perception and other effects of the earthquake in the epicenter

region. Questionnaires have been distributed at establishments such

As fire departments, grocery stores, schools, etc. with instructions

to distribute these to persons near the earthquake epicenter. These

report, will be used to recover information on the range of effects.

A preliminary evaluation of returned questionnaires indicates that

most of the reports in the epicentral area are evaluated as

representative of an Intensity VI on the Modified Hercalli Scale.

Maximum observed or reported effects include a few instances of

damaged chimneys above the roof line, cracksin concrete and cinder

block walls, cracked or fallen plaster, and few broken windows. Some

disturbances including silting of well-water have also been reported.
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Weston Geophysical geologists have conducted preliminary

reconn3tssance of bedrock exposures in the eptcentral area to

determuine whether or not any surface expression resulted from the

earthquake. No Significant expression of surface di'turbance has

been observed. Although several occurrences of minor rock slides and

soil slumps have been documented and photographed, these are not

considered unusual, since they occur in unstable, undercut steam

banks where they could have been cauied by ordinary weathering

processes or Inducel vibratory ground motion from the earthquake.

Previously mapped fault locations on Paine Creek have been examined.

No evidence of recent fault movement %as observed. Also, no slumping

or sliding 6f the steep slope was apparent. No evidence suggestive

;f a capable fault" has been observed.

On-goLng work includes examination of other geological features, as

well as an investigation of si:es of unusual felt repocLs such as

foundA:ion damage and water-vell disturbance. A field observation

and evaluation of soil and rock conditions at such sites is being

made to determine whether or not there is a correla:ion between the

higher Intensi:y values and geological conditions.
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4.6 CONCLUSIONS REGARDING OF THE JANUARY 31, 1986 OHIO EARTHQUAKE

The earthquake, both as regards to magnitude and intensity, is below

the maximum earthquake selected to represent the Safe Shutdown

EarLhquake. The intensity of the Safe Shutdown Earthquake was

selected as intensity VII. It is estimated that the present

earthquake is best represented by an intensity VI. The magnitude

4.96 MbXS of the January 1986 earthquake is below the magnitude of

5.3 + 5, used in establishing the site specific response spectra.

Based on the initial data evaluation, it appears that the free field

detign response spectra constructed to represent the SSE may have

been exceeded. An accelerogram at the foundation level of Uni: I

shoved a peak acceleration of 0.18 g at £pproxtmately 20 Hz on the

north-south component. The duration of the motion on foundation

above the smoothed ground response spectra (SSE) is less thin 0.1

second. Since both the Regulatory Guide 61 ground motion and the

si:e-specLfic spectra represent a smoothed spectra at the 84th

percentile for a number of strong motion accelerograms, exceedances

above the smoothed spectra are not unexpected.

At the high frequency end of the spectra, where the 20 Hz exceedance

exists, it is important to look at the other parameters of ground

motion. The particle velocity associated with the 0.18 g. is 0.55

inch per second and the displacement is 0.004 inch. This velocity

value would be far less than the I inch per second generally accepted

by the US Bureau of Mines as the threshold of damage at the 20 Hz

frequency: cracking of plaster valls, etc. to ordinary structures.

(Siskind, D.E. et al., 1980, Structure Response and Damage Produced

by Ground Vibrations from Surface Mine Blasting, Bureau of Mines RI

8507). Structural damage therefore is not a problem.
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The a tre .vin region in ihich the January 31, 1986 earthquake .)ccurred

is one of Io-J seismicity. Prior to 1986, the largest earthquake to

occur within 50 miles of the site occurred in 1943. The 1986 Ohio

earthquake is sllgh:ly larger in magnitude (4.9 vs. 4.7) and

intensS:y (VI vs. V) than the March 9i. 1943 earthquake which occurr.td

approxieately 12 miles west-southwest of the 1986 earthquake.

Although somewhat larger than lstorical earthquakes within 50 miles

of the plant site, it is smaller ttrinthose within 200 miles of the

site, as well as those on which the plant design is based. This

earthquake is consistent with the seismicity of the area and the area

and regicn are still of low seismicity.

Geological Investigations to date have not uncovered any evidence

suggestive of a "capable fault" as defined in 10 CFK Par, t00, nor

has the invei:igstion revealed a cause for any geologicat concern.

The 1986 earthquake does not change the conclusions in the FSAR on

the geology and seismology of the Perry site.
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Table 4.1

RECENT EARTHQUAKES
IN THE SITE VICINITY

DATE

22-JANUARY-1983

31-JANUARY-1986

01-FEBRUARY-1986

02-FEBRUARY-1986

03-FEBRUARY-1986

ORIGIN (1)
TIME

07:46:57.9

16:46:42.3

18:54:49.7

03:22:49.1

19:47:19.6

LATITUDE

41051.24'

41038.84'

41038.39'

41038.37'

41039.19'

LONGITUDE

81011.46'

81 05.30'

.81009.99W

81009.81'

81°10.27'

PRELIMINARY
DEPTH (KM)

5

10

3.1

2.3

9

MAGNITUDI

2. * Lg

4.9 n

05-FEBRUARY-1986

06-FEBRUARY-1986

06:34:02.4

18:36:22.6

41039.93'

41038.66'

81 09.11'

81009.80'

6

5 2.4

(1)

(2)

(3)

UNIVERSAL Time Unless Noted As Local Time

SOURCE: University of Michigan

SOURCE: National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC)
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5.0 SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION DATA EVALUATION

Three different types of seismic monitoring instrumentation were used

to record the L986 Ohio Earthquake. Table 5.1 and Figure A through H

and J delineate the specific instrument number, type and location.

One type of instrument used is the Kinemetrics Model SMA-3 strong

motion triaxial time-history accelerograph. This system detects and

records three mutually perpendicular components of acceleration over

the entire duration of the earthquake onto cassette magnetic tape.

Power to the unit is supplied by internal rechargeable batteries

which are kept in a charged state by 120 VAC line power. Two

instruments of this type were used and were located on the Reactor

Building Foundation Mat at an elevation of approximately 575 feet.

Their latest calibration was December 1, 1985. See Appendix A for

further instrumentation details and data tabulation.

The second type of instrumentation used was the Engdahl PSR 1200-H/V

response spectrum recorder. This totally mechanical system also

records three mutually perpendicular components of acceleration. The

instrument used twelve reeds fabricated of varying lengths and

weights of spring steel, one for each frequency (ranging from

approximately 2 Hz to 25 Hz). A diamond-tipped stylus is attached to

the free end of each reed to inscribe a permanent record of its

deflection on one of twelve record plates. The record plates are

made of aluminum and plated with successive layers of nickel, tin and

lead-tin. This system is totally self-contained and requires no

outside power source.

Four instruments of this type were used - two on the Auxiliary

Building Foundation Mat and an elevation of approximately 568 feet,

one at the Reactor Building Foundation Hat at an elevation

approximately 575 feet, and one at the Reactor Building Inside

Drywell Platform at an elevation of approximately 630 feet. Except

for the one instrument located on the Reactor Building platform which

was calibrated on January 30, 1986, all instruments of this type were

calibrated during January 1985. See Appendix B for further

instrumentation details and data tabulation.

5.1



The third type of Instrument was the Engdahl PAR 400 peak

accelerograph. This totally mechanical system records three mutually

perpendicular components of peak local acceleration (i.e., the zero

period acceleration). A diamond tipped scriber at the end of an

amplifier arm records a permanent mark on a record plate made of

aluminum and successive layers of nickel, gold and burnt gold.

Again, this system is totally self-contained and requires no outside

power source. Two instruments of this type were used and were

located on the Auxiliary Building Foundation Hat at an elevation of

approximately 568 feet and on the Reactor Recirculation Pump at the

elevation of approximately 605 feet. The latest calibration date for

the Auxiliary building instrument was January 30, 1986, while the

calibration date for the Recirculation Pump ins.trument was December

4, L985. A third instrument of this type was out of service at the

time of the earthquake because it was being recalibrated. See

Appendix B for further instrumentation details and data tabulation.

All recorded data from the in-plant seismic instruments have been

used in the evaluation.

5.2
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PERRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT UNIT NO. 1

SEISMIC MONITORING INSTRUMENTATKH -

T AB LE SI

Manulactuaef I Model Number Lodation References

Reactor Building

Kinemetrics/SMA-3 Elevation 575-lO Figures A and B

Azimuth 175'

Reactor Building

Kinemetrics/SMA-3 Containment Vessel Figures A and C
Elevation 686'-O'
Azimuth 174

Reactor Recirculation Pump

Engdahl / PAR-400 (Inside Drywell. Reactor Building) Figures A and D
Elevation 605'-0 (Approximately)
Azimuth 145

Engdahl I PAR-400 OUT OF SERVICE

Auxiliary Building

Engdahl / PAR-400 HPCS Pumnp Room) Figures A and E

Elevation 568'-4'

2
2
3

Triaxldl

Triaxial
Tuidxial

Time-History Accelerograph
Peak Acceletograph
Response Spectrum Recorder
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PERRY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT UNIT NO. 1

SEISMIC MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION

TABLE 5 1

Instrument Type Manulactuiet/Model Number Location ReferencesNumber Tp auati.IMdlNme

Reactor Building

D5-R160 (3) Engdahl/PSR 1200-HIV-12A Elenation 574-10 Figures A and F

Azimuth 225-

Reactor Building 630' Platform
DSI-RI70 (3) EngdhlI`SR- 1200-HV v(inside Dtywell) b Figures A and GDS1- 17 (3 Endah I R.200H/VEkevation 630'-1

Azimuth 238'

Auxiliary Building

DSl-R180 (3) Engdahl/PSR-1200-HlV Foundamion RMat Figures A and H

Elevation 568'-4'

Auxiliary Building
Foundation MatD51-R190 (3) Engdahl/PSR 1200-H/1V (RCIC Pump Room) Figures A and J

Elevation 568'-4

2
3

TriJxijl Time-Histofy ACcelerograph
IfoixiJi Pejk Accelerograph
Ttiaxiji Response Spectrum Recorder
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6.0 PLANT SEISMIC DESIGN EVALUATION

The seismic design basis for the Perry Nuclear Power Plant is

established by requirements in 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A and NRC

Regulatory Guide 1.60. These regulations require nuclear plant

structures and safety class systems and components to be designed to

withstand loads induced by a 'Safe Shutdown Earthquake' (SSE) for the

particular site. The SSE is the strongest earthquake in terms of

magnitude of vibratory ground motion that is ever expected to occur

at a particular site. The SSE is the design basis earthquake

considered for plant licensing. A second seismic event also

considered in designing nuclear plants Is the Operating Basis

Earthquake' (OBE). The OBE is the strongest earthquake considered

likely to occur at a particular site and ts at least one-half of the

SSE. Operations may resume following an earthquake which exceeds the

OBE .fter demonstrating that no functional damage has occurred to

safety-related plant features. (10 CFR Part 100, Apjendix A, 111(c),

VYa)).

The SSE can be described by means of a "response spectrum;' which

depicts the maximum acceleration, velocity or displacement response

to an input excitation (here the SSE) at a specified damping value

for single degree-of-freedom oscillators of varying natural

frequencies. The high frequency end of a response spectrum Indicates

the 'zero period acceleration' (ZPA) associated with the event. The

ZPA is equal to the maximum ground acceleration of the SSE itself.

In the design of any plant, it is difficult to predict the exact

shape of postulated earthquake acceleration time-histories and

associated ground response spectra. Appendix A of 10 CFR Par: 100

therefore requires an expected SSE to be developed by statistically

combining the response spectra from multiple historical earthquakes.

Following this guideline, the NRC has provided in Reg. Guide 1.60

standardized response spectra that can be used in lieu of spectra

developed for each site (see Fig. 6.1). These standardized spectra

were derived by normalizing and combining spectra calculated from



numerous sets of historically recorded acceleration timt-histories.

From these sets of spectra, smoothed response curves (acceleration,

velocity and displacement) were generated at a level equal to one

standard deviation greater than the mean of the responses. This

method provides an 842 level of statistical confidence that responses

at any particular frequency will not be exceeded by any future event.

Thus, in lieu of having to develop site-specific SSE ground response

spectra, the standardized response spectra of Reg. Guide 1.60 can be

used. The standardized spectra need only be scaled up or down to

reflect the effective maximum ground accelerations (i.e., ZPA's)

expected for the SSE at that site. The SSE design response spectra

are used to dynamically analyze a lumped-mass model of the power

plant structures.

6.1 DESIGN OF THE PERRY PLANT

The Perry design response spectra were derived by using the standard

response spectra of Reg. Guide 1.60 scaled to a ZPA of 0.15 g

determined for the Perry site. These spectra served as the design

response spectra at the foundation elevations for use iv designing

the plant buildings.

From these spectra, a simulated SSE time-history of ground

accelerations was developed for each directional component (N-S, E-W,

and vertical). The conservatism of these simulated time-histories

was checked and confirmed by assuring that the response spectra

generated from the simulated time-histories envelop the Reg. Guide

1.60 design response spectra (see Fig. 6.2).

Seismic Category I structures were analyzed by applying the simulated

time-histories to a lumped-mass model of the entire structure, as

shown in Figure 6.3. From this analysis, tLme-history accelerations

at each floor elevation were also derived. These time-historLes were

then used to derive response spectra for each floor of each main

building. The floor response spectra were used in designing the
safety class equipment, components, and systems.



In addition to the conservatism included in the derivation of

response spectra, there were numerous other conservatisms included in

the overall structural design of the Perry structures, systems and

components. Examples of some of the more significant conservatisms

are as follows:

1. Broadening the Envelope of Floor Response Spectra

Frequency bands of floor responses spectra were artifically

broadened (typically by 152) to account for possible frequency

variations. Responses used for design were thus overestimated

for systems having more than one dominant frequency falling into

the broadened frequency bands of the floor response spectra.

2. Equipment Qualification by Test

Equipment qualified by shake table testing used time-histories

simulated from the floor response spectra. The simulated

time-histories were generated In such a way that their calculated

response spectra envelop the broadened floor response spectra,

which in turn already envelop the original design response

spectra. The conservatism of the timae-histories is increased by

this 'envelope on top of an envelope' process. Moreover, this

process results in simulated time-histories with maximum

accelerations much higher than the ZPA's of the floor response

spectra.

3. Strain Eardening Not Accounted For and Static Allowables Used for

Dynamic Load

In equipment design, material is assumed to behave linearly up to

the yield point, then to deform continuously to collapse when the



external load is maintained. All material used in equipment

design exhibits characteristics of strain hardening. This means

that resistance to deformation increases after the deformation

exceeds the yield point. Furthermore, even if no strain

hardening is assumed, the material can resist dynamic loads

having peak values higher than the yield strength through the

absorption of energy in the plastic region.

4. Loading Combinations

The plant was designed to withstand loading combinations with a

very low probability of simultaneous occurrence. For example,

some load combinations included seismic loads, hydrodynamic

loads, and loads duo to a hypothetical loss of coolant accident.

This results in design capability well above the loads associated

with seismic alone.

5. Allowable Stresses

Computed seismic stresses used In design were considered to be

primary, non-self-limiting stresses instead of secondary stresses

with a self-limiting nature. The actual behavior of seismic

stresses is somewhere between a primary and secondary nature.

Consideration of seismic stresses as primary stresses results in

overestimated values used for design.

6. Damping Values

Conservative damping values were employed at Perry pursuant to

NRC Regulatory Guide 1.61. The recent ASKE code case N-411

Fllevs increased damping values to be used in the design of

nuclear power plant piping systems.



One example of just how significant these types of design

conservatisas are is the response of the El Centro Steam Plant (in

California) to the 1979 Imperial Valley earthquake. The El Centro

Steam Plant was designed to withstand a 0.2 g static lateral load.

The recorded peak horizontal load at the site vas 0.5 g. The station

tripped when station power was lost. One unit was restored to service

In 15 Minuteb and another one in 2 hours. According to calcuations

performed by Lawrence Livermore Laboratories, the actual loads

experienced by the plant were 2 to 9 times higher than the design

values. The plant, however, suffered essentially no damage. The El

Centro case shows that an engineered structure can indeed resist

seismic loads many times higher than their design values.

6.2 EVALUATION OF THE JANUARY 31 EARTRQUAKXE

-he USGS determined the magnitude of the January 31, !986 earthquake

to be M b - 4.9 with an epicenter at about 11 miles (17.6 Ka.) south

of the Perry Power Plant site. This is of uueh less magnitude than

the earthquake for which the plant was designed (the SSE) and

contained substantially lower total energy than the Perry SSE.

Evidence of the low energy content of the January 31 earthqaake is

shown by a comparison of the acceleration time-histories it induced at

various elevations with the corresponding design acceleration

:tie-histories. (See Figs. 6.6 through 6.9). The time-histories used

for design are 22 seconds long and of sustained high magnitude (strong

motion). By contrast, the January 31 time-histories are about S

seconds long and contain strong motion in only less than a one-second

interval (total) of the event. m

A comparison of Figures 6.1 and 6.10 gives a further Indication of the

low energy content of the January 31 earthquake. These figures show

that the Reg. Guide 1.60 spectra used for design have much broader

frequency contents than those of the recorded earthquake, which

contain strong motion only at high frequencies. The design earthquake

therefore contains much greater total energy.



The maximum relative displacements from th. recorded time-histories of

the recorded earthquake are shown in Table 6.1. A comparison of the

total square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares (SRSS) recorded relative

displacements with the SSE and OBE values shows that the recorded

displacements vere all far below those values. For example, the

overall relative displacement shown in the Table is 0.36 cm for the

SSE and 0.10 cm for the actual event. Since stresses in the

structures are proportional to relative displacements, and the

recorded relative displacements were far less than the SSE design

values, the stresses induced by the 1986 earthquake were all well

within design capabilities.

Table 6.2 compares the structural response ZPA'a of the recorded data

with those of the SSE and OBE. The SRSS comparison indicates that the

recorded values of the 1986 earthquake vary from significantly below

OBE values to 74% of SSE values, except at elevation 686 feet of the

Reactor Building Containment Vessel. At that location, the N-S and

Vertical acceleration components exceed SSE values, while the E-W

acceleration component is less than the SSE value. However, the

recorded relative displacements are far less than their deilgn values,

as shown in Table 6-1. In addition, recorded response spectra

accelerations show that the design response spectra accelerations in

certain instances were exceeded at the high frequency end of the

spectra. At lower frequencies (at or below approximately 14 Hz) the

recorded accelerations are all well under the design values (see

response spectra comparisons in Appendix D).

The measurement of accelerations outside tile predicted responses at

the high frequency ends of certain response spectra has no

engineering significance. This is explained by the interrelationships

among the frequencies, accelerations, velocities, and displacements

associated with a seismic event. In general, high frequency

acceleration responses have correspondingly low velocity and

displacement responses. The 1986 earthquake accelerations occurrod at

very high frequencies. Therefore, despite some recorded maximum



acceleration responses which exceeded SSE values at higher

frequencies, corresponding velocities and displacements (and resulting

stresses) were nevertheless acceptably low.

As discussed, the significant indicators of structural stresses are

the relative displacements, and Table 6.1 indicates that relative

displacements (and thus stresses) caused by the 1986 earthquake were

very small. This is consistent with the high frequency nature of the

disturbance. The high frequencies combined with the short duration

resulted in an earthquake that contained very low total energy

compared to the SSE.

The maximum recorded velocity at the top of the Reactor Building

foundation cat during the 1986 earthquake was 0.87 inches/sec (2.21

cm/sec). This can be compared with the Bureau of Mines (OM) velocity

threshold for no damage to non-engineered buildings, which is 1

inch/sec (2.54 cm/sec). This shows that the BOM conkiders it

acceptable for blasting work to induce velocity waves in nearby

residential housing foundations that are greeter than the maximum

velocities induced by the 1986 earthquake et the Perry Plant. This

example helps provide perspective on just how low the velocities and

energy content of the 1986 event were.

As discussed earlier in this report) extensive plant inspections have

indicated that no structural damage resulted form the 1986 earthquake.

This is as expected based upon the low energy, short duration, and low

velocity and displaceunt of the event. Although some hairline cracks

in the structural concrete were documented during plant walkdowns,

this does not constitute damage. Reinforced concrete structures are-

expected to show hairline cracks. Regardless of their cause, such

cracks have no effect on the strength and integrity of the structures.

Moreover, such cracking is judged not to be attributable to the 1986

earthquake because of the low magnitude of the event.



Section 7.5 of IEEE 344 'Recommended Practices for Seismic

Qualification of Class 1E Equipment for Nuclear Power Generating

Stations," was employed at Perry. This standard recognizes that short

duration/high frequency/low energy input motions will not cause

significant structural stresses. Instead, it requires qualification

by long duration/broad band frequency/high energy testing to provide

conservatism.

As discussed earlier in this report, all energized plant equipment

functiooed during this event as designed. To confirm the lack of

impact of the high frequency accelerations on plant equipment, CEI is

comparing the qualification data for equipment listed in Table 6.3

against recorded response spectra. Although stlIl ongoing, the

evaluation to date shows that the original.conservatism in the

equipment qualification was more than adequate to accomodate the

recorded event.

6.3 EVALUATION OF SPECIFIC DAUA

In light of the above discussion, recorded responses at particular

locations can be evaluated. At all four instrument locations

recording response spectra, SSE design spectra are all well above the

recorded spectra in the frequency range of I Hz to 14 Hz (see Figs. DI

through DL2). These ftiures compare recorded data with the

appropriate design spectra at adjacent elevations. These fiSures also

compare the data from different types of seismic instrumentation at

the same elevation.

At higher frequencies, the design spectra are exceeded by recorded

values in certain cases. However, the corresponding displacements

based cn recorded data are all extremely small (on the order of

several one-hundredths of an-inch) at 20 Hz. These extemely low

displacements conform to the above analysis demonstrating that the

stresses at higher frequencies are insignificant despite acceleration

exceedences.



In evaluating all the spectra data recorded at the various locations,

it was noted that the acceleration responses at the Reactor Building

Platform outside the Biological Shield Wall varied from the general

pattern of responses recorded at the other three locations. The

recorded N-S and E-W acceleration components for this location are all

well-enveloped by- the entire range of the SSE spectra while the

recorded vertical acceleration component exceeds the SSE spectra at

the high frequency end (see figure "-9). This response may be due to

the fact that this particular Engdahl-PSR-1200 instrument is located

near multiple supports and piping system snubbers and components.

.Actuation of snubbers or local loads induced by nearby components may

thus have influenced the recorded vertical response. Such impacts

would be of a local, secondary nature. Regardless, the low energy,

short duration, high frequency nature of the event indicates that

these accelerations had no structural significance. Indeed, the

recorded displacement spectrum value is only 0.023 inches (0.06 cm) at

25 Hz at this location.

In general, the high frequency acceleartion content of ground motion

will be filtered out by buildings and thus will not appear at higher

elevations. This is due in part to the low participation factor

generally associated with modes at the higher frequencies. This

phenomenon is exhibited by the responses recorded at the Reactor

B&lIding mat and elevation 686 feet of the Reactor Building

Containment Vessel. A very'high frequency p-wave was recorded at the

Reactor Building foundation mat. The time-histories shown in Figures

6.4 through 6.9 indicate that this p-wave (appearing during the first

second or so of the time-histories) was filtered out by the building

and did not appear at elevation 686 feet.

There was a response in the range of 20 Hz that was transmitted to the

higher elevations. The explanation for this involves the structural

characteristics of the buildings on the Reactor Building foundation

mat. The Reactor Building consists of multiple structures sitting on



I -

a common foundation mat--a concrete shield building, steel containment

vcsel, concrete drywell wall, and biological shield wall. The

structural response of each building influences the responses of the

others. The frequencies, mode shapes and participation factors of the

two most dominant vibration modes are at roughly 4 Hz and 18.4 Hz, as

shown in Figures 6.11 through 6.13. These two dominant frequencies

correspond to the peaks at 4 Hz and 20 Hz on the recorded spectra for

the Reactor Building at the mat and elevation 686 feet. The input

motion at 20 lz (corresponding to the a-wave) was amplified by this

latter mode with some rigid body motion. The 20 Hz input was thus not

filtered out but did appear at the higher elevation. As discussed,

the acceleration peaks at 20 Hz at this location correspond to very

small relative displacements and thus are not significant in an

engineering sense.

6.4 CONCLUSION

The L9B6 Ohio earthquake was a low energy, high frequency, short

duration, 'ow velocity, and small displacement event. As a result of

these characteristics and the above discussions, the 1986 earthquake

had no adverse effects on the Perry structures, systems, or

eomponents, and no changes to the Perry seismic design basis are

required
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TABL E j e

Comparison of Design Displacements' VS Recorded Displacements'
(Expressed in cenlimelets/one inlc = 2 54 cm)

COLUMN 1 COLUMN 2 COLUMN 2 minus COLUMN 1
_________________ 4

Reactor Building
Foundation Mat
Elevation 574-10'
SMA 3 ( 1kinemetrics)
DS-N 1I01

Reactor Building
Containment Vessel
Elevation 686
SMA-3 (kinemretrics)
D51-N1 1 1

Relative Displacements
for the

Containment Vessel

Recorded 0 09 0.17 0 08

NS SSE 0.044 0 28 0 24

OBE 0 023 . 017 015

Recorded 0.16 0 21 0.05

EW SSE 0.044 . 0.28 0.24

OBE 0.023 0.17 . 0.15

Recorded 0 05 0.07 0.02

VERT. SSE 0 02 0.37 0.017

OBE 0 013 0.022 0.009

Recorded -. 0.1

SRSS' SSE _ 0.34

OBE 0.21

2
Displacements based on same lime-step
Square-rool-oi-lhe-sum ol Ihe squares

to delermine relative displacements



K'
TABLE h.2

Comparison of Design ZPAs' VS Recorded ZPA's

(Expressed in g vjlues)

Auxiliary Building
Foundation Mat
Elevation 568'
PAR 400(Engdalil)
DS1R140

Reactor Building
Foundation Mat
Elevation S74'-10'
SMA-3 (Kinemetrics)
D51-N101

Reactor Building
Recirculation Pump
Elevation 605'
PAR 400 (Engdahl)
DSl-R120

Reaclor Building
Platform
Elevation 630'
Inside Drywell
PSR 1200%Fngdahl)
DS1-R170

Reactor Building
Containment Vessel
Elevation 686'
SMA-3 (Kinemetrics)
DSI-.N1II

Recorded 17 .18 32 .09 55

NS SSE .17 18 1 06 48 40

OBE .10 .10 86 .40 24

Recorded .06 .10 .11 .16 .18

EW SSE .20 18 106 .48 .40

OBE .10 .10 .86 .40 .24

Recorded .03 .11 .05 Note 2 .30

VERT. SSE .20 .18 .47 .28 .24

OBE .10 .10 .38 .16 .15

Recorded .18 .23 .34 Note 2 .65

SRSS3  SSE" .33 .31 1.57 .73 .62

ORE .17 .17 1.27 .59 .37

1
2
3
4

Zero period acceleration of structural response
ZPA indeterminable Irorn available data
Square-root-ol-the-sum ol the squares
tLcensing basis is SSE



TABLE 6-3
AT AUXILIARY BUILDING ELEVATION 568'EQUIPMENT LIST

1I22POO01
1H22P0017
lE22P0018
1R22P0021
IH22P0055

LPCS
RCIC
RHR
RER
RHR

Instrument
Instrument
Instrument
Instrument
Instrument

Rack
Lack
Rack
Rack
Rack

A
B
C

lC61NOOOI
IE12NO007A,3
1E12NOO015AB,C
1E12N0026k,l
IE120028
IE12NO050A,B
1E12N0051A,a
lE12NOOS2A,B,C
1E12N0055&,Z, C
1E12N0056A,e,C
IE12N0058 C
!E21N0003
1E21N0050
1E21N0051
1E21NO052
IE21N0053
1E21NO054
1E31NO075A
1E31N0077A
1:E1N0083A,B
1E51N0003
1E51N0050
lES1NO051
1E51N0053
1E51NO055AB,E,F
1ESINO056A, E

Differential Press Transmitter
Differential Press Transmitter
Differential Press Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Differential Press Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Presegre Transmitter
Flow transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Preesure TraAsmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Differential Press Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Differential Press Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter
Pressure Transmitter

Pump & Motor
Pump & Motor
Pump & Motor
Pump & Motor
Pump & Motor

1E12CO02A
1E12C002B
1E12C002C
1E21COOl
1E22CO01

RHR
RHR
RH
LPCS
HPCS
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7.0 CONFA.0tAIORY PROGRAMS

Within hours of the earthquake, CEI's geophysical consultant h4d set

up seismographs in the area of the epicenter to monitor any

aftershocks. These remain in place at this time and the monitoring

will continue until it is determined that no further aftershocks are

anticipated. In addition, CEI is cooperating with the U.S.

Geological Survey and others who are studying the earthquake.

CEI has instituted a specific procedure (OH19A: GTI-003) to ensure

proper documentation, review, and repor:ing of al. potentially

ear:hquake related conditions in the plant. Under the procedure, all

of the i:tes identified within 24 hours following the seismic even:

have been documented as Earthquake Inspection Team Items ("EITI's").

Engineering has evaluated each EITI to determine whether the item was

a direct resul: of the earthquake. The results of the evaluation are

shown in Appendix E. The *wo -'-LIL's determined to have been caused

: ear:hquake, and those with an indeterminate" cause (i.e.,

where it eannot be detinitively established that the condition

existed prior to the earthquake), were identified and documen:ed as

discussed above. None of these items ii associated with any plant

structural damage. I: is anticipated that minor rework or repair

wvi ie done on some of the items in accordance with CEI's normal

pLJgLaM to co. :ct nonconforming conditions. '.I's procedure

provides tha. i:: potentially earthquake related EITI's will be

maintained in the 'as found' condition until reviewed by CEI and

released by the NRC.

'Jew Work Requests (WR's) (for conditions other than those already

covered by EITI's), are also being reviewed in accordance with CEI's

new procedure for earthquake related items.

7. I



Engineering evaluation results for these i:ecs are being documented

and tracked. As with the EtTI's, any potentially earthquake related

conditions associated with new WR's are being maintained in the

as-found condition until reviewed by CEI and released by the NRC.

CEI has not identified any plant structural damage associated with

potentially earthquake related items identified on new WsR'.

On a longer term basis, CEI Is participating in several industry

efforts to study the effects of seismic events on nuclear plants.

The organizations performing these studies include the Seismic Owners

group (SOC), the Seismic Qualification: Utilities Group (SQUG), and

Electric Power Research Institute (EPKI).

These industry groups are examining various gneneric seismic issues

which ha:e been under consideration by the NRC. For example, SOc has

been focusing on eastern seismicity hazard analysis, with EPRI

managing the program effort. SOG will review the Perry earthquake as

part of this work. SQUG has focused its effort on the seismic

qualification of electrical equipment. SQUG intends to review the

Perry data prasented in this report, and will integrate this

informatlion into their studies. EPRI has been supporting SQUG by

sponsoring projects to resolve issues associated with equipment

qualification. focusing on test data, adequacy of equipment

anchorages, and post earthquake investigation programs.

These industry groups all visited the site shortly after the seismie

event. A SOGIEPRI team Installed in-plant and field instruments

within a day of the seismic event to collect aftershock data. An

SQUG team conducted a plant walkdown. The team informed CEI that the

seismic event at Perry was much smaller than others they have

evaluated (Coalingo, Chile, Mexico City, Morgan Hill), and that the

SQUG data base generated from these previous earthquakes would

predict no damage from the Janaury 31, 1986 earthquake. This

prediction was confirmed by the group's plant valkdown. The EPRt

equipment qualification program manager concluded that Perry's

response to the seismic event was properly handled. The Perry

experience will be used In EPRI's development of generic

post-car:hquake investigation methods.

7. 2



8.0 SUMKARY AM4D CONCLUSIONS

The seismic event which occurred on January 31, 1986 has been

thoroughly studied and its effects on the Perry Nuclear Power Plant

analyzed in detail. The earthquake itself was of smaller magnitude

and intensity than the postulated earthquake which was used as the

basis for the plant seismic design. The occurrence of the 1986

earthquake does not change any of the conclusions previously reached

as to the geology and seismology of the site. Consideration of this

event does not result in any change in the Safe Shutdown Earthquake

licensing basis for the Perry plant.

The earthquake confirmed the adequacy of the plant's seismic design.

The plant structures and equipment were essentially unaffected by the

earthquake. The large number of safety and non-safety related

systems which were operating or energized at the time of the

earthquake responded in accordance with their design. Extensive

plant walkdowns and inspections revealed no structural or equipment

damage.

The seismic characterlistics of the earthquake have been reviewed

and compared the plant's seismic design. The high frequencies which

typified the 1966 earthquake are of no significance with regard to

the adequacy of the plant's design. In contrast to the seismic

design basis, the earthquake was of short duration, with low energy,

low velocities and small displacements. Although certain of the

recorded response spectra exceeded the design response spectra in the

high frequency range, such exceedances are consistent with the

analytical methods of Regulatory Guide 1.60 and are of no engineering

significance. In the frequency range of significance for plant

structural design (below 14 Hz), recorded spectra are far below the

design response spectra for Perry.

The January 31, 1986 earthquake, in effect, constituted a proof test

of Perry's seismic design. By any standard the Perry Nuclear Power

Plant passed that test. The earthquake presents no new information

which would change the previously accepted licensing basis for the

plant.
8.l
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

On January 31, 1986, a (1, 5.0) local earthquake was recorded by
the strong-motion instrum'ntation at Perry Nuclear Power Plant#
Perry, Ohio. The FM analog magnetic tape cassette records from
two Kinemetrics Model 5)IA-3 accelerographs were retrieved-from
the instruments and provided to Kinemetrics for analysis.

This report describes the processing of these strong-motion
records and presents the results. Included are the uncorrected
accelerograns, corrected acceleration, velocity and displacement
time series, and response spectra.

2.0 INSTRUMSENTATION

2.1 Model SKA-3 Accelerograph

The SKA-3 is a multi-cbannel, centralized recording, FM analog
magnetic tape accelerograph system designed to detect and record
strong local earthquakes and record the three orthogonal
acceleration signals on cassette tape. The SMA-3 remains in a
standby mode until its vertical trigger detects an earthquake.
The trigger then actuates recording in less than .10 seconds.

The force balance accelerometers in the S8A-3 have a nominal
natural frequency of 50 Bz and damping of 65% critical,
providing flat (-3dB) response from DC to 50 Ez. The nominal
sensitivity of each of the three channels Is 2.5 volts/g with a
full scale response of 2.0g. The dynamic range of the
accelerograph is nominally 40 dB, giving it a resolution of
approximately .01g.

The trigger in the SMA-3 has a flat (-3dB) response from 1 to 10
Ez and a nominal trigger level of 0.01g.

Power is supplied to the SMA-3 by internal rechargeable
batteries. These batteries are kept in a charged state by 120
VAC line power.

- --- -- -.



2.2 Calibration Data

The three Model SMA-3 accelerographs which recorded the event
were factory calibrated in January, 1985, and the sensors were
recalibrated for sensitivity by the Perry NPP personnel in
December of 1985. These most current calibration dtta are given
in Table 1 below.

Eer. No.
165-1

165-2

,hnne%
long
tran
vert

long
tran
vert

Sens.,

2.48
2.49
2.47

2.48
2.48
2.65

Hat. ?req.* Damping
fir LprIkilA1

52.3 65
.53.7 6S
.50.6 64

- 52.6
52.2
SO. 5

67
72
66

TABLE 1: Calibration Data

3.0 DATA PROCESSING

Data from the Model SKA-3 accelerographe were played back using
a Kinemetrics Model SMP-l Playback System through a Data
Compenstor, digitized using a Kinemetrics Model DDS-1105 Digital
Data System and processed as described in Kinemetrics'
Aplication Note No. 7 *Conditioning and Correction of Strong
Motion Data on Analog Magnetic Tapesf, appended to this report.

3.1 Digitization

The magnetic tapes were digitized using the DDS-1105. The 1024
Hertz FM time reference recorded on channel 4 of the cassette is
ovt-ut from the SMP-2 and divided down by four (256 Hz ±
deviation) and used as the timing signal for the digital
conversion time interval. The multiplexed uncorrected time
series are written on 9-track computer-compatible tape.

2



3.2 VOL1 Processing

The digitized data were demultiplexed and scaled to acceleration
units using the Table 1 calibration data. The mean was then
subtracted from each acceleration time history. The new time
histories were then written in a Kinemetrics' VOLl-format disk
file.

The three uncorrected acceleration time histories from each
SHA-3 record were then plottedl these plots are included in the
data section of this report.

3.3 VOL2 Processing

The recorded accelerograms were then instrument and baseline
corrected using Kinemetrics' VOL2 program. This program is
based upon the VOL2 program developed at Caltech (Trifunac and
Lee, 1973). No major modifications to the original VOL2
algorithms have been made.

The data were bandpass filtered using Ormaby filters. The
low-pass filter had a cut-off frequency of 35 BE and a
termination frequency of 40 Bs. The high-pass filter bad a
cutoff frequency of 0.625 Hz and a termination frequency of 0.4
liz.

Output of this program consists of a plot of corrected
acceleration, velocity and displacement for each component of
recorded data. These plots are presented in the data section of
this report.

3.4 VOL3 Processing

Linear response spectra were calculated from the corrected
acceleration time histories using the algorit.hms developed by
Trifunac and Lee. Jesponse spectra were calculated for damping
ratios of 0, 1, 2, 4, and 7 percent. The period range of these
spectra was 1.68 to 0.0283 seconds (0.59 to 35.4 Hz) with
oscillator response calculated at 1/24 th octave intervals..

Two types of plots were produced and are included in the data
section of this report. The first type is the traditional
tripartite log-log plot of pseudo-velocity vs. period. The
second is a linear plot of velocity response and Fourier
spectrum vs. frequency.

3



Reactor Building Foundation, Elevation 575 Pt.

S1A-3 Serial Number 165-1
Tag Number D51-101

Longitudinal hannel - South Orientation
Transverse channel - West Orientation
Vertical Channel - Up Orientation
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APPLICATION NOTE
Conditioning and Correction of Strong

Motion Data on Analog Magnetic Tapes

No. 7

Kinemetrics has developed programs for routine computer
processing of data recorded on the analog magnetic tape accelero-
graphs, Models SKA-2 and SMA-3. The software from published
research for film recording accelerographs-lTrifunac & Lee, 1973)
has been adapted to the analog magnetic tape recording
instruments.

Magnetic tape is used where rapid playback and analysis of
data are required. These accelerographR are normally located at
large engineered facilities, such as rv:& ear power plants.
Figure 1, *Kinemetrics Earthquake Data Reduction System Flow
Diagram,' illustrates the specialized services needed to prepare
data immediately after an earthquake.

The purpose of this Note is to describe the standard data
conditioning and correction used to prepare accelerograms for
subsequent response spectrum or time-series analysis. On Figure
1 are references to the following paragraphs: 1.0--Data Playback,
2.0--Analog-to-Digital Conversion, 3.0--Data Conditioning, and
4.0--Data Correction.

There are two tape speed errors in all PM analog re-
cording/playback systems. One *error' is a change in apparent
amplitude due to unwanted tape speed changes. Correctioz. of this
error is called *amplitude compensations. This is shown in Fig-
ure 2 and described in Sections 1.0 and 3.0. The second terrors
is a change in apparent length of the earthquake due to different
tape speeds during recording and playtick. Correction of thir
error is called 'time base compensations. This is shown in Fig-
ure 3 and described in Section 2.0.

1.0 Data Playback

1.1 The .%.tyback system is a Model SMP-1 (Figure 4). If the
3r MP-l is used so play out the SMA-2 or SKA-3 tapes, the signals

tINEMETRICS IN TWO TWENTY TWO VISTA AVENUE, PASADENA, CA. 107 (213) 795-220 TELEX 67-.402 KMETRICS PSD



Earthquake
I s Reortd J

,I

Data Playback

Using SHP-1 at plants
produce strip chart records

File at plant
ISP-l hard copy, strip
charts clearly labeled

Transmit Data

Cassettes transmitted to
Kinenetrica In Pasadena

I.

ty Data Playback

Using SKP-I at Kinemetrics,
connected to A-to-D converter,
produce parallel strip charts -H

_ _ _ I

Raw Data

1. Cassettes
2. SKP-1 hard copy I

Analog to Digital Conversion
at Kinam trieso urlag DDS-1105
or Dat&S~igR
1. 3 channels per cassettes

accesleration in Z'Y'and I

| Data Conditioning

Using computer
I. Demultiplexing
2. Linear baseline correction
3. Iaqinetring units

_s I

A

Data Correction
Using computer
1. instrument correction
2. laseline correction
3. Integrated v'locity

and displacement

1115corrcte Bata

Uncorrected accelerograms on
V-track computer compatible
tape an d plot of time series

Corrected Data
Corrected accelerograms and
integrated vc ocity and
.displacement
1. Plot& of all time series
2. S-track computer compatible

tape of acceleration
3. Card decks optional

1. Plots of Response spectra
2. Plots of Fourier spectra

I
Data Reduction

Using computer
1. Damped Response spectra
2. Fourier Amplitude spectra

Transmit Data to Owner

1. Raw Data
2. Uncorrected Data
3. Corrected Data
4. Reduced Data

Data Analysis

FIGURE 1 Flow Diagram for Kinemetrics E.D.R.S.
(Earthquake Data Reduction Sequence)
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I

-Magnetic Tape Playback System

FIGUR.E 4

L

t

L.

iT

RThe SMP-1 li a versatile magnetic tape playback
system designed for use with the KinometrIcsSMA 2 end SMA-3 Magnetic Tape Acceleration
Syztems. The coand binati of the SMA-2 or SMA-3
Acceleration Systems with the SMP-1 Magnetic
Tape Playback System meets the applicable fet
quirerents of US NRCG Regulatory Guide i.12. and

provides immediate visual playback capability Of
recorded acceleration data.
The SMP-1 is portable and may be operated eitherfrom 110 Vac or Internal rechargeable batteries.
Optionally the unit may be mounted in c standard¶9-Inch cabinet. An Internal battery charger is
included with the unit.
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which appear on the chart recorder are amplitude compensated.

1.2 The electrical outputs taken from the DEMODULATED OUTPUT
jacks (Channels 1, 2, or 3 of Figure 4) are not amplitude
compensated. However, Kinemetrics has an electronic Data Com-
pensator which plugs into an SIP-1.

If this Data Compensator is used, the electrical signals are
ampl'tude compensated by electronic subtraction of Channel 4 from
Channels 1, 2, and 3. The Data Compensator should be used if the
signals are to be recorded on a three-channel strip-chart recorder
for display. The signals are not time base compensated. <

1.3 If the signals are to be processed on a computer, there
are two options:

1.3.1 Use the Data Compensator for amplitude
compensation.

..3.2 Without a Data Compensator, have software
perform amplitude compensation.

2.0 Analog-to-Digital Conversion

The following steps are taken at Kinemetrics using the SMP-1
connected to the Analog-to-Digital Converter, Model DDS-1105 or
DataSeis.

2.1 Thlree (3) analog outputs of the SMP-l with Data
Compensator are digitized simultaneously: longitudinal,
transverse, and vertical (Channels 1. 2, 3 of Figure 4). A 12-bit
analog-to-digital converter is used with normal full scale of ±5
volts.

2.2 The FM Time reference output (Channel 5 of Figure 4) is
1,024 Hz plus-or minus tape speed-error. This signal is divrded
down by four (256 Hz + devlat*6n) and used as the timing signal
for the digital conversion time interval. Thus, the accelerogram
time base is corrected for tape speed error and the voltage values
are equally spaced at 1/256 second. This is Otime base
compensation' and can be done oR analog-to-digital converters
other than DDS-1105 or DataSeis

2.3 The final uncorrected accelerograms are written on
9-track computer-compatible tape. The three channels are

2



multiplexed (i.e., 1, 2. 3, 1, 2, 3, 1, 2,...), and are in a
16-:it, offset binary format.

3.0 Data Conditioning

Figure 5 illustrates the flow of the Data Conditioning
software. Tape speed variations during recording and during
playback of FM analog tape change the apparent time base And
affect the analog amplitude. The time base has been compensated
in the previous section by using the FM time reference output
(Channel 5 of Figure 4) as the timing signal for the analog-to-
digital converter. The amplitude has been compensated using the
Data Compensator module.

The output accelerograms are uncorrected-in the sense that no
modifications have been introduced which involve-enyf hypothesis of
the g:ound motion character or of the instrument involved.

4.0 Data Correction

Figure 6 illustrates the flow of the Data Correctiono
software. The purpose is to presenL--WYrected acceleration data
and integrated ground velocity afd-displacement curves in as

.accurate a form and over as wide-i-frequency range as is
compatible with the original data.. The modified data is believed
to be the most accurate form of input data feasible to produce
from the original record for structural response calculations and
for response spectrum determinations.

Instrument correction is introduced to compensate for the
accelerometers' frequency response. The Caltech publication EERL
71-05 discusses the approach used. The baseline correction uses
an Ormsby high-pass filter. The technique is explained in Caltech
publication EERL 70-07.

Figure 7 contains a sample output plot of corrected data for
one component of the Santa Barbara earthquake of 13 August 1978,
recorded on a SMA-2 accelerograph.

3
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2 a transverse axis, DtftI
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Wa..o are ofseut binary representation
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U.oorrected Accelerogram Aiti
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Ornsby filter to get AIMU

- _,

Perform instrumental correction
of AIMt) by using differential
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See Reference E3RL 71-05 I
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Perform linear baseline correction by
ealculating mean value for each file
and subtracting this value from aeab
data pCnt in the file.
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by high-pass filtering the data with
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FIGURE 6
FIGURE 5
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- SMA-3
Strong Motion Acceleration System

The SMA-3 Is a multi-channel, centralized recording,
magnetic tape accelerograph system designed to
detect and record strong local earthquakes. Typical
structural applications Include nuclear power plants,
tall buildings, dams, offshore platforms and bridges.
The SMA-3, used with the companion SMP-1
Playback System, meets the requirements of U.S.
NRC Regulatory Guide 1.12 and Is being used at over
90 nuclear power plants around the world.

An SMA-3 can accommodate Lvp to 27 channels of ac-
celeration data, usually from triaxial force balance ac-
celerornelers. Model FBA-3. Downhole triaxial sensors
(FBA-13DH) can be installed, and untaxial and biaxial ac-
celerorneters may also be used. The sensors may be
localed up to 1500 feet from the cenlral recorder. The
TS-3 triaxial seismic trigger is standard with any SMA-3
system. The SMA-3 comnes supplied wilh two cassettes
per recording section. and all mounting hardware and
mating connectors for the specified number of triggers
and accelerometers.

KINEMEICS I YSTEMS. 222 VISTA AVENUE. PASAENA. CA 0110? 01t ?Z=O22 TELEX 4540 KMETRICS PSD



GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The SMA;3 isa versatile mufti-channel accelrration record.
in; system. It is sell-actuating when a local eartnquake
exceeds a deoetermined level of ground acceleration.
When acceleration falls below tne preset value, the
SMA-3 automatically returns to the standby condition.

The standard FBA-3 triaxtal acceleromneter package is ao
proxiratery e*20 centimeter cuJe It contains three force-
balance aciceierabon-sensors The accelercmeter pack-
age accepts calibration commands for damping and
natural trequen ,.

Each accelerrneter signal is buffered, frequency
modulated, and recordeo on an assigned track of a four-
track magnetic tape cassette Three tracks are used for
acceleration data ano tne tourth tor a tirrung signal. wnich
is cormnon fo all recordn; tape transpo.s in the system.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SEISMIC TRIGGERS (Model TS-3)

Tyr, Triagal acceberatior trigger
Moullfo Ca5' alu-, u os ulee oC'
Set Point CC!; StanSOaC heic 1101.stabl. OOXg 1o 0O5C

00o10i A~iuS en' range' 0 C C25; io 0 250
Current Drain 045 MA in stasa 6C mA oopeating

r TRANSDUCERS (Model FBA.31

* Tme {O:e ta'':e acrefe'onete's
H,:,jslm Cast A*utnutrr wralorcl'
Banowlam Q to 5 h:
Range la; fi. s"a
Output : 2 5 V ljr ii sat
Damor% 70%w c' -c
Nalura Frs'g nC', S "
Canorsion 0Dl g a-n C na:.wra! freoUenicy recorcea oy commnao
Terperature Asge -2? Ic 70t C (0' to 160' Fl
Ten-perature Elects 1 5% of wil scale over coetating ram;e

RECORDING SYSTEM
Tire Frequency mootion
Tape Fout Irics wm;neic Iape cassette
Tape Soeec 1.71 De' second
Aecoroei; Torn 3' mrinutes
eanocwtr-. 0 IC SC Hi
Dynamic Pange AC aS from 15* Ic 3!" C (wim SMP It%
mcodtal.or Freoue-cy 1000, mZ t 50'. modulatiOn
Torning Ftoue'Icy 1.24 mz 2 02"A
'sten AcclraeC ywin SUP*1) t 5 % at lull scale. cnanging linearly

to 1 5% of fu1n scat a! 0o01
Ststt*u Timne Less Man 0 1 soconds
Evert Alarm Normally ooen contacts. ratta I gvD a 12 Voc
Event imnsitor Eictroma;,etic vtual 10soey

POWER SUPPLY
T Ac 12 V inlemal. recnarg4eaoe banenes An intenal Battery charger.
operaling from *IC Vac, is 5hi

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT

`O e-erfature 0' to 55' C (30' to 130' )"12 Humidify AlrtRem 08ote pacageS 100% A
C&"i mounied Panels. 80'% R H rmoiconcens'iig

_a0

O O
.t_

ORDERIHGI INFORMATION, SIUA 3

Kinemtrkas Part Number: 101100
Strong Motion Aceleraltion System, Including:

One ftrwiial Seismic trigger. mOoet 15S-3
Specify th rqgerng Inreshoirto 019 C tandaro)
Specity nunmoer Of aoddn"onl triggers if Desired

Up to nine trriact acceleration sensors. Model FBA.3. I Qt lull scae
Cost Opton-MoOel FSA-1 I uni xial sensor
Cost Opton-Mooel FBA-13D0P oownmole triaxia' sensor
Ootion-Range 0 25; 0 5g 2 Og fun scele
Specify nurrtbei And type of sensors. uP to 27 cnannels

Up to nine traxial tpoe recording modulti wrth csssenes
Cost Optlon-Fsane resstan: woring
Specify numpwt of cnannets. uo to twenty-baven

Contiol/Power Panel
Cost Option-Converslom to 220 Vac

Accessories.

Interconnrcling Cazies lor sessrwc tigger(s)
Cost Oplton-Flarne retardant cale
Socfy, lengtns required. o lo IM500 lo eacn trigge'

Inlerconnecting Cabes Ior remote accelerometers
Cost Option-Flasme retarcant cable
Specify lemns retired. uP to 1500 to eacri sensor

1 4inch Rack Mounting Cabinet
CoST Option-Selsmicay Oraced cabinet

Tape Playback. Model SMP.1 (see SMP.l data sheet)

Spares AnM Supmlies
Magnetic Tape Cassettes. Pant #700030
Desiccsnil Envelopes Pant '0ooog
12 V Batteries (pasr;. Pant #103413

OKinemetrics July 1985
Pnnted in U.S.A.
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1. INTRODUCTION

On January 31, 1986, the effects of a seismic event wert; recorded by
the Engdahl PSR1200, Peak Shock Recorders and PAR400, Peak
Acceleration Recorders at the Perry Nuclear Power Plant located at
Perry, Ohio. The record plates were removed from the recorders
within hours and new plates were installed by Perry Plant and
Engdahi personnel. A preliminary data reduction was completed the
same day. A second Independent data reduction was made on
February 2, 1986. Photographs of all of the scribed records were
made on February 2-3, 1986.

This report reviews the status of the Instruments at the time of the
event, contains the recorded data, and evaluates the data. The
report also reviews the present status of the recorders and work to
be done in the near future.

2. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTIONS

2.1 PEAK SHOCK RECORDER (Response Spectrum Recorder
and Response Spectrum Switch)

The Model PSR1200-H/V, Peak Shock Recorder, Is designed to meet
the characteristics of the Response Spectrum Recorder and the
Response Spectrum Switch as described in the American Nuclear
Societv Standard ANSI/ANS-2.2-1978, "Earthquake Instrumentation
Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants", and NRC Regulatory Guide 1.12
(Rev. 1), "Instrumentation for Earthquakes". It Is a completely
passive device covering the range of 2-25 HZ In 1/3 octave
increments. Damping of each accelerometer Is nominally 2%. It is
completely self contained. Three recorders are arranged triaxially.

Twelve reeds of different lengths and weights, one for each
frequency, are fabricated from spring steel. A diamond-tipped stylus
is attached to the free end of each reed to inscribe a permanent
record of its deflection on one of twelve record plates. The record
plates are aluminum, plated with successive layers of nickel, tin, and
lead-t a.

The Model PSR1200-H/V-12A comprises the standard PSR1200-H/V
plus the capability of providing instantaneous warning signals when
preset accelerations at selected frequencies have been exceeded.
This is achieved by adding dual contacts which are closed by the reed
when it is deflected through a predetermined distance.

3 Document No. 120910 N/C
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2.2 PEAK ACCELERATION RECORDER (Peak Accelerograph)

The Model PAR400, Peak Acceleration Recorder, is designed to meet
the characteristics of the Peak Accelograph described in ANSI/ANS-
2.2-1978 and NRC Regulatory Guide 1.12. It senses and records peak
accelerations triaxially. It is a selt-ooifatned-paftive- device
requiring no external power ur control connections and has a
minimum band width of 0 to 26 Hertz with a sensitivity as low as
.01 g. The recorder Is nominally 60% damped. JAdininand tVrljud
scriber at the end of an amplifier arm traces a very fine visible
permanent record on an aluminum record plate with successive
layers of nickeli, gIt, and burnt gold.--

3. DESIGNATIONS. LOCATIONS, AND CALIBRATION STATUS
OF INSTRUMENTS

3.1 D51-R160 - REACTO.R BUILDING FOUNDATION

Triaxial Response Spectrum Recorder (PSR1200-H/V-12A)
Location - 574' Reactor Building foundation mat, azimuth

2109 t1nd1 - D-914-663-V09) -.

Active scratch recorder, which alarms on control room panel
1H13-P969, annunciator panel D51-R215

Most recent calibration on 1-14-85.

3.2 DSI-R170 - REACTOR BUILDING I.D.W. 630' PLATFORM

Triaxial Response Spectrum Recorder (PSR1200-H/V)
Location - inside Drywell platform - 630', azimuth, 240°

(see drawing D-811-605 and D-814-665-910)
Most recent calibration completed on 1-30-86.

3.3 D51-R180 - HPCS PUMP BASE MAT

Trijimal Response Spectrum Recorder (PSR1200-H/V)
Location - HPCS Pump Room - Auxiliary Building foundation mat

574' (see drawing D-811-701 and D-814-663-911)
Equipment being calibrated on 1-31-86 during earthquake. (North-

South and East-West recorders operable).
Previous calibration on 1-14-85.

Calibration interval is established at 18 months by ANSI/ANS -

2.2-1978, "Earthquake Instrumentation Criteria for Nuclear Power
Plants."
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3.4 D51-R190 - RCIC PUMP BASE MAT
Triaxial Response Spectrum Recorder (PSR1200-H/V)
Location - RCIC Pump Room - Auxiliary Building foundation mat

574jL[Uedrawing D-811-702 and D-914-663-912)
Equipment being calibrated on 1-31-86 during earthquake

(all recorders operable).
Previous calibration on l-14-85.

3.5 D51-R120 - REACTOR RECIRCULATION PUMP
Peak Acceleration Recorder (PAR400)
Location - inside Drywell - 574' elevation. (see drawing D-811-602

and D-814-663-906). Located on recirculation pump B33-COO1A.
Mo- 4-eee-e&l4bration 12-4-85.

3.6 D51-RI40 - HPCS PUMP ERSE MAT
Peak Acceleration Recorder (PAR400)
Location - Auxiliary Building - 574'
IlPCS Pump Room - kuxillary Building foundation mat 574'

(see drawing D-814-633-908 and D-811-701)
Most recent calibration on 1-30-86.

4. DATA REDUCTION

The following tabulations on Pages 8 through 13, show the in~tial
data reduction made on January 31, 1986 by Perry Plant personnel
and a field representative of Engdahl Enterprises. An independent
'bata reduction made by Engdahl Enterprises on February 2, 1986 is
listed alongside the initial reduction.

A totaW of 129 date point readings were tabulated. A comparison of
the two independent data reductions indicates a very close
correspondence. Most Indicate no significant differences. For those
cases where differences exist, the greatest differences (with one
exception) are on the order of 0.03g. The largest acceleration
difference between the two data reductions was 9% (MPL Number
D51-R170, reed number 12, vertical). Even in this case, the
difference is within tolerances allowed by Industry standards.

5. DATA EVALUATION

The record plates from three of the four triaxial PSR1200 recorders
had many scratches and some had multiple zero lines which made
them difficult to read. This condition was due to construction work
in progress since the recorders had been calibrated and installed in
January 1985. Althougn initial review of these plates indicated that
data reduction might oe questionable, further review (including
comparison with data from the Klnemetrics Time-History
recorders') has established the validity of the data reduction.

0Kinemetrics/Systems, "Strong-Motion Data Report for the ML 5.0
Earthquake of 1147 EST, January 31, 1986" (February 4, 1986)
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S.1 DSI-RI20, Reactor Recirculation Pump and
D51-R140, HPCS Pump Base Mat

The records from these PAR400 recorders were good. D51-R120 had
the best records. DSI-R140 had poorer zero lines but the results
were nonetheless In close agreement with Reactor Building
foundation mat data from Kinemetrics Time-History recorder data.

5.2 D51-R160, Reactor Building Foundation

A reading was made for each reed in the horizontal directions. The
North/South accelerations were In very close agreement with the
response spectrum generated from the Time-History recorder (D51-
NIOI). The East/West did not agree as well but was similar. Only
six of twelve vertical data points were readable. All of these
values were quite low indicating a low vertical component of
acceleration.

5.3 D51-R170, Reactor Building I.D.W. 630' Platform

The most readable of the PSR1200 records were on the Reactor
Building L.D.W. 630' Platform. The North/South was especially good
with very good zero lines. The East/West and the vertical recorders
each had two of twelve records that were difficult to read.

5.4 D51-R180, HPCS Pump Base Mat and
D51-R190, RCIC Pump Base Mat

Lhese two installations are both on the Auxiliary Building foundation
mat but separated by approximately 80 feet. The resulting
North/South response spectra are almost identical. The East/West
response spectra were similar. The vertical D51-R1IO recorder was
not in service due to recalibration activities, so no comparison can
be made. The vertical D51-190 recorder Is questionable since the
zero lines were offset by large amounts in most cases.

5.3 Dual records were noted on some of the record plates. The
clearest of these are on D51-R160, East/West. A separate tabulation
is made of the six best records (see page 14). A dual record Is
normally made when the record plate moves a very slight amount
(.001 to .002 inches) after one record Is made and then a second
record is made. It is possible that all six plates moved at low levels
and that the second record Is just a continuation of the same event.
It Is also possible that the low level event was recorded and then the
plates moved before the second event.
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6. CURRENT STATUS

6.1 At present, the Instruments are in operation with new record
plates except the vertical recorder, D51-R180, which has been
removed for recalibration.

6.2 Plans have been made to start the recallbratlon of all of the
instruments on February 10, 1986. This recallbration is in
preparation of fuel loading, and not-as a result of the selsmiceXt.DtL.

7. CONCLUSIONS ... .

Although the records were not always easy to read because of
activity at the plant during the construction phase, the records were
clear enough in most cases to give very good overall results.
Recalibration of the instruments was-not rq-_i4dby-the seismic -
event. Recalibration will be performed starting February 10, 1985
in preparation fot fuel loading. -

Paul D. Engda

ejw
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MPLNUMBER: D51.lR20
LOCATION: REACTOR RECIRCULATION PUMP

__ _. _ -- - ACCELERATION (g)
SENSOR LOCATION

. 1_-46 2-2-86

NORTH/SOUTH (L) .32 .318

EAST/WEST(T) . . .-. 10 .106 '

VERTICAL .07 .048 *
.-. _

'Zero Ines not clear, best estimate---- -- --

Z
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MPL NUMBER: DS1-R140
LOCATION: HPCS PUMP BASE MAT- 574'

ACCELERATION (g)
SENSOR LOCATION

1.31-86 2-2486

NORTH/SOUTH (L) .15 .167

EASTIWEST (T) .06 .058

VERTICAL .04 .029
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MPL NUMBER: DSI-R160
LOCATION: REACTOR BUILDING FOUNDATION. 574'

ACCELERATION (g)

REED NOMINAL
NUMBER FREQUENCY North/South EastWest Vertical(HERTZ) - -

1.31486 2.2-86 131486 2-2-86 1-31-86 2-2.86

1 2.00 .027 .027 .029 .030 .007

2 2.52 .038 .038 .046 .046 .013 .011

3 3.17 .062 .060 .039 .040
4 4.00 .032 .035 .022 .026 ** **

5 5.04 .067 .069 .056 .054 .018

6 6.35 .065 .075 .054 .054 .016

7 8.00 .143 .133 .056 .051 .010

8 10.1 .136 .091 .176 .160 .061 .053*
9 1 2.7 .196 .227 .236 .230 .032 038

10 16.0 .286 .305 .284 .284 .101 .111

11 20.2 1.04 1.02 .605 .586 .224

12 25.4 .7657 .766 .540 .513 .329

^CT surface
Unreadable
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_ _ _ _. _ _-

=11oA1IRf: RA .W.'WRvM^1 630', 2400
_ a - -.

-- =MWIR"

-- [ F R -

REED
NUMBER

NOMINAL
FREQUENCY

(HERTZ)
North/South EUsWiest Vertical

_ . _ _. - .

1-3146 2-2-86 113146" 2-2496 1-31.86 2-2-86

1 2.00 .047 0 - 07 .007
._2 . ._ _ _____._.

2 ._ 2_ __. -- _ .013
3 .-- _._ .-. 184 ._ 05 .014

. .. :- . -

.226 -_..3 f2 8- - .02_ .023
AS .132 1.24 2= ._ ..035 .033

1 -l31 S4_ 8 -. M033 .030

-.104 -TO 404 .019
- ~ . -~(2)

_. ._ .093 .093 -M .093 .2)
.093 (2)

9 = 7 .188 .182 .166 .080 .198 .199
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(2 )

0 16.0 .194 .204/ .348 .312 .490 .500
.167

20.2 .152 .152 .191 .175 .973 .973

12 25.4 .114 .091 .155 .1S8 1.7 1 54
- _m

* Unreadable
(1) Unusual appearance
(2) Very difficult to read - best estimate
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MPL NUMBER: D51-R180
LOCATION: HPCS PUMP BASE MAT - 574'

ACCELERATION (g)

REED NOMINAL
NUMBER FREQUENCY North/South East/West Vertical*

(HERTZ)

1-31-86 2-2-86 1.31.86 2.2-86 1-31-86 2-2-86

1 2.00 .0198 .020 .022 .021 .

2 2.52 .0358 .036 .033 .031

3 3.17 .0677 .068 .045 .048 .

4 4.00 .0474 .047 .022 .020 . .

5 5.04 .0637 .064 .033 .029

6 6.35 .0735 .068 .054 .050 '

7 8.00 .0473 .052 .046 .046 .

8 10.1 .0744 .074 566 - -

9 12.7 .125 .149 .182 .176 _

10 16.0 .4582 .449 .253 .214

1 1 20.2 .9130 .8961 .413 .429
.432

12 25.4 .6100 .610/ .191 *
______ _ _ __ | .293

* Not in service
** Unreadable
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MPL NUMBER: D51-R¶90
LOCATION: RCIC PUMP BASE MAT - 574"

ACCELERATION (9)

REED NOMINAL
NUMBER FREQUENCY North/South EastN/est Vertical(HERTZ) -

1*31*86 2.2-86 1.3146 2-2-86 1.31486 2-2-86

1 2.00 .021 .018 .026 .022 *

2 2.52 .039 .030 .031 .021 .013
._ (1)

3 3.17 * * .024 .017 *0 **

4 4.00 .0367 .031 .028 .023 .029

5 5.04 .0305 .045 .037 .038 *0

6 6.35 .0896 .065 .057 .048

7 8.00 .0750 .040 .068 .034 .019 .014

8 10.1 , .097 .044

9 12.7 .130 .124 .142 .136 .053 .024

to I 6.0 .409 .400 .162 .162 .082 .055

1 1 20.2 .810 .794 .237 . .h .099

12 25.4 .556 .557 .156 .256 .256

(1) Mathematical error corrected. Originally reported acceleration 0.198.
* Unable to read due to corrosion I
* Unreadable.
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MPL NUMBER: D51-RI6D
LOCATION: REACTOR BUILDING FOUNDATION - 574'

DUAL RECORDS

ACCELERATION (g)

NOMINAL _
NUMBER FREQUENCY North/South East/West Yertical

(HERTZ) a

1.31.86 2.2.86 1.31-86 '2.2-86 1.31-86 2-2.86

1 2.00 _ .0066 -

2 2.52 - .009

3 3.17 .010

4 4.00 = = .026 --

5 5.04 = . .054

6 6.35 - . .035

7 8.00 : _ .

8 10.1 , _ . ._
9 12~~.7 .. *., ......._

9 12.7 -

11 20. z- -

12 25. _ .i _ -

_- _ . -
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MODEL PSR1200-V
PEAK SHOCK RECORDERTM

SENSES AND PERMANENTLY RECORDS THE SPECTRAL ACCELERATION AT SPECIFIED FREQUENCIES

PROVIDES SIGNALS FOR IMMEDIATE REMOTE INDICATION THAT
SPECIFIED PRESET SPECTRAL ACCELERATIONS HAVE BEEN EXCEEDED

o EARTHQUAKES

eSTORMS

* EXPLOSIONS

RELIABLE and ECONOMICAL

ENGDAHL ENTERPRISES 28SO Monterey Avenue * COSts MeU, CWromia 92626 * (714) S40O398



- - data and decide -'4iir or not structural
Introduction - mage had been suspg.a.

ntrod uctionl s of tk s To npify. the desig* of shock resistantTraditionally, measurement o ci~t= WOpiy
implied measurement with * j c t u4tr eir, dynamicis:t4nquently define shocks
whose resonant frequency as! earthquakes in termsp of response shock
the frequency range of interest. A typ`ai SPeCtL Basically. a respaieshbc1sp~rtums- a
accelerometer for aerospace applications might plot of acceleration vs. frequency in which each
have a mass of 10 grams and a resonant point represents the peak acceleration experi-
frequency of 10 kHz or higher. Such devices enced byan accelerometer tuned to that specific
were designed primarily for attachment to a frequency. The range of frequencies covered by
structural member to measure i the pealcshock accelerometers corresponds toshockor vibrtion. Theiralowmass wasponse o those f6Did In most structures, systems, andshok o vbraio. Tei lo mss asnecessary components. -Since all structural elements
to avoid modifying the characteristics of the . o n - l damping, ePeak
device under test, while the resonant frequency ShocksRe.omerT hal been designed with 2%
had to be at least five times that of the highest of crtcadampicgfT e output obtained is thus
frequency of interest. At the other end of the directly applicablt- structural design and
spectrum, earthquakes and other Law frqec- IYIS- -
phenomena are conventionally- detecte d -D_

recorded using instruments whose resonant-7- -

frequencies are much lower than the frequency -- A n- y be derived from the
range of interest. coo vs. time record of a
A structure such as a large office Wztdtrn If =C~elerometer, but this in-
missile silo or an electrical generatin azion b Sing the records followed by
many members and subassemblies with a wid E.pulation of the data or the use of
range of resonant frequencies, and many od. 651ri~ tint of auxiliary equipment. The first
these are lightly damped, i.e., a shock will caust. f ef*=s time consuming, while the second is
them to "ring" for a relatively long time. Ti o ive. The Model PSR1200-H/V is an inex-
measure the effects of an earthquake or other:ensive instrument requiring no source of
shock on such a structure in the traditional way,- power.,.And virtually-no maintenance. It provides
would require a very large number of trans- a permancet rtcord of data from which the
ducers and a complex data acquisition system response spectrum may be plotted by a very
followed by computer analysis to digest the raw simple rediction process.

I

Description recorder lists the resonant frequency and
:. gsensltivitj' of each reed.

The Mode; PSR1200-HIV, Peak Shock Re-
corderT M, is a completely passive device
covering the range of 2-25 Hz In 113 octave
Increments. Damping of each accelerometer is
nominally 2%. It is completely self contained.
Twelve reeds of different lengths and weights,
one for each frequency, are fabricated from
spring steel. A diamond-tipped stylus is attached
to the free end of each reed to inscribe a
permanent record of its deflection on one of
twelve record plates. A calibration sheet for each

-V designates a recorder designed for vertical
shock recording (compensated for earth's
gravitational force). -H designates a recorder
designed for horizontal shock recording.
The Model PSR1200-HNV4A/12Acomprises the
standard .PSR1200-H/V plus the capability of
providing Instantaneous warning signals when
preset accelerations at selected frequencies have
been exceeded. This is achieved by adding dual
contacts which are closed by the reed when it is
cdeflected through a predetermined distance.
Model -4A monitors four selected reeds, while
-12A monitors all of the reeds. I

I .



Uses

The PSR1200, Peak Shock RecorderTM, is
useful whenever acceleration measurements are
desired at low frequencies. These accelerations
may be due to earthquakes, storms, or
explosions. The plot of the recorder's twelve
individual measurements is the response spec-
trum of the acceleration to which the recorder
was subjected.
The response spectrum switch (-A) version of
the PSRI200 is useful whcnever remote indica.
tions are desired that acceleration limits have

Features

Daus, quarter-turn fasteners, are used to secure
the covter, making it easily removable. The cover
is clamped tight enough against the gasket
bonded to the watertight housing to provide
protection of the unit to 5 PSI (3.6 kg/Cm2) of
water pressure.

The record plates are serialized so only one set
of twelve have the same number. In addition,
the plates have two types of slots to allow
keying. The narrow key slot allows the plate to
slide into only one slot in the housing to its full
depth. That is, the plates all have to be in their
correct locations in the housing to attach the
cover.

The record plates can be inserted four different
ways into the housing, allowing four records to
be made before using a second set of plates. To
prevent mixing the records, all plates must be
Inserted for the record to appear at A, B, C, or D
or, again, the cover cannot be attached. A
viewing window is provided, and the appropriate
letter A through D will show so the cover need
not be removed to know how the plates are
insened. During shipping, a red dot is seen. This
means that the plates hive been removed and
the reed support structure is in place.

been exceeded. The remote indication that four
or twelve dual acceleration limits have or have
not been exceeded provides immediate informa-
tion on which to act.
The Peak Shock RecordersM can be used in
connection with:

1. Nuclear power plants
2. Steel mills
3. Refineries
4. Bridges and dams
S. High-rise structures
6. Oil explorations
7. Mines
8. Ships
9. Earth studies

10. Towers

Additional keying is provided between the
covers and housings in the form of dowel pins.
These pins prevent the cover from being put on
upside down. They also prevent a cover from a
horizontal recorder (-H) being put on a vertical
recorder (-V) or a -V on a -H.

Since a lower atmospheric pressure could be
created inside the recorder than outside during
shipment by air, a jackscrew is provided in the
cover to lift a corner of the cover and break the
partial vacuum. It will also be of assistance when
the unit has been closed for a long period of
time as the neoprene gasket may adhere slightly
to the cover.

The recorder is reliable because of its simplicity.
It does not contain any of the more complex
and less reliable components, .e., batteries,
connectors, motors, and bearings. Its rugged
structure Is fabricated from aluminum alloy.
Only a few parts are used. The recorder is
self-contained, and requires no start-up time.

The recorder Is economical in that no external
connections or power are required. The record
plates are reusable by replating after four
records have been obtained. Maintenance is very
low since the unit can be unattended for long
periods of time. Data reduction Is very simple,
requiring only one measurement and one
multiplication for each record plate to plot its
point on tic response spectrum.



The response spectrum switch (-A) ver-
sion of the recorder has all of the features
of the PSR1200.
To retain the basic reliability of the
PSR1 200, no batteries, motors, or bearings
have been added. Electrical power Is pro-
vided from the Peak Shock Annunciator".

Every effort has been made to achieve the
utmost reliability in the switching circuitry
so as to match the reliability of the basic
Peak Shock Recorder'. Closure of a switch
contact sets an electronic latching switch
which energizes the appropriate circuit in
the annunciator and holds it energized
until reset by the key-switch.

High impedance circuitry permits normal
operation even If switch contact resistance
exceeds several hundred thousand ohms.
Ceramic encapsulated integrated circuits
offer maximum resistance to the effects of
temperature and humidity.
Finally, the heavy cast aluminum housing
of the recorder offers protection against
radiated interference or spurious mech-
anical operation caused by striking the
recorder.
The recorder can be used singly, biaxially,
or triaxially.

4

TRIAXIAL INSTALLATION OF THREE
MODEL PSR 1200-H/V-12A
PEAK SHOCK RECORDERS"
ON TRIAXIAL MOUNT

Switch Settings (-A version only)
The switch settings are permanently set levels can be selected for switch contacts
to positi6fs required by the customer's for each reed frequency, e.g., .47 g and
application. The -4A allows four dual .70 g at 3.2 Hertz. The -12A has twelve
settings, that is, the customer selects dual settings between 2 and 25 Hertz. See
four frequencies to be monitored be- the tabulation of "Frequency and Switch
tween 2 and 25 Hertz. Two acceleration Setting ULmits" for selection available.



I. Data Reduction
Data reduction is done by measuring the
maaximum distance of the scratched
record from the zero line. Normally just
the maximum is recorded regardless of the
direction. List this distance under
"Displacement" on the calibration sheet.
Multiply the "Displacement" times the

"Acceleration sensitivity" and record in
the "Equivalent static acceleration"
column. Plot the response spectrum
graph.
Large displacement measurements can be
made with asix-inch (152 mm) scale with
graduations in hundreths (.01) of an inch
(.25 mm). Small displacements can be
made using a microscope with a reticle
having graduations In thousandths (.001)
of an inch (.025 mm).

RESPONSE SPECTRUM
CALl1AtRTION S"ECT ANDO TES CDATA

Equivalent
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- PEAK SHOCK RECORDER
MO0DEL&XU0.10 /V4A and PSR1200.H/V112A

* . _QUALIFIED TO: CGLMD 4 9E! AtMFJCATION Of CASS I LItCTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR
_ N- - UCttAtannR l -ETAION5 fill- UIDc 24

* . _. e~h._ - ,ct.r. _ c. .
Qieei the-characteristics 07 the Response Spectrum Switch
5 mef4vn Nuclear Society S Ir 7ii uake Instrumentation Criteria 0or

R046Wier flants andthe U.S. Nuclear R e Ceulde 1.12, Nuclear Power Plant
Irnitswme.tion-forj arthquakes, Revision 1.}-instead of 1.00 to 30.0.

PHYSICAL
Length
Width
Thickness
Weight

ENVIRONMENTAL
Temperature
Attitude
Humidity
RNI

Watte-Tight

Nuclear Radiation

SENSORS
12.27/32 Inches (32,6 cm) Number of
11-1/2 Inches (29,2 cm) Sensing i-ments 12
10 Inches (25,4 cm) Damirtfp-- 2% (Q of 25)
34 Dounds (1 5.4 kg) -- 46at-of
36 pounds (-A) (16,3 kg) , ¶ nts Coplanar

- nts
.-40'C to.+85+C - - 4 Dual Contacts
To 50.000 Feet (1 5,240 meters) - =f . _ 12 Dual Contacts
Jo 1 00%-Ro . -.
1Io adverslZ.adiatei..-
conductedRF. ACCUR&:
3o 50 PSI (. kg/cmT. * requ e ±1%
3o 10 PSt=A) (7 ksnm2) : Ac zl- - te,3% at Ig
.fo effect aiperformance -- . DyniaWE i See Table
*.f permanent recorder. - SwltrtmEmns t3% at 1 g
]EWItch electronics are not

_diation hardened, unless
=d St.- * _ MOiTIJNG

tough holes for 1/2 Inch bolts9,
FREQUENCY, RANGE, and SWITCH SETTING LIMITS OF SENSING ELEMENTS

homenal Oynamic lunge Switct Settiat tin't$-
teft! 1066"m ~ full Scale (g,

Phfnbef rteqwtncv Acceluation
I M rU; 4 nv-* ew

tdb) Ratio (Accuracy a100%) (Physical Stops:

2.00 1.6 54.5 530:1 .003 1.6
2 2.52 2.5 55.8 620:1 .004 2.5
3 3.17 - 4 58.1 800:1 .005 4
4 4,00 6 58.7 860:1 .007 6
5 5.04 10 60.9 1110:1 .009 10
6 6.35 16 61.8 1230:1 .013 16
7 8.00 24 63.0 1410:1 .017 24
8 10.1 34 64.6 17001 .020 34
9 12.7 8 54.5 530:1 .015 8

10 16.0 12 S5.6 600:1 .020 12
1 1 20.2 4 46.0 200:1 .C 4
12 25.4 6 49.5 300:1 .0, 6

- 4A o s Choice *14 Ireqvenaei s be m i1ttd Isom 2 Ic 2S Hlr -"WU D ct u0 W S% 1200.HIV A b r u n i n ln under 0.101
- 12A Ao l dt 12 sendeg Ic bt uonited Irom 2 to 2S Net tor b Stinji use 15R1600-1t/V.A.
- Tw ewiect settings oe ead trequenc to bt moftortd.

RM Rt S£NED BY.
0
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3.311 finches
(8.1 cm)

MODEL PAR400
PEAK ACCELERAI ION RECORDERTM

SENSES AND PERMANENTLY RECORDS PEAK ACCELERATIONS

* EARTHQUAKES

* STORMS

* EXPLOSIONS

RELIABLE and ECONOMICAL

ENGDAHL EN'TERPRISES 2850 Monterey Avenue * Costs Me. Californis 92626 * (714) S400396



Introduction
Seismic events are random events, and may occur in
remote and inaccessible locations or in built-up areas.
Scientists and engineers frequently need to know the
acceleration levels associated with these events, and for
this reason, have developed instruments requiring no
source of power, which car. provide permanent records
of peak acceleration.

Instruments of this type have been used for many years,
but with the advent of the nuclear power plant, higher
sensitivity and increased bandwidth are required to
measure the accelerations induced in piping and other
equipment. Since the older types of peak accelerometers

had been pushed to their design limits, an entirely new
instrument was required.

This requirement has been met with the Model PAR400
Peak Acceleration RecorderTM. It is an inexpensive
triaxial unit which requires no power supply, and is
virtually maintenance fret. Peak accelerations as loy as
.01 £ can be recorded, and the minimum bandwidth
extends from 0 to 26 Hertz. Permanent records are
scribed by diamond stylii on replaceable metal plates.
The peak acceleration is computed b, multiplying the
maximum excursion of the trace by the acceleration
sensitivity of the recorder.

Description
The Model PAR400. Peak Acceleration RecorderTM,
senses and records peak accelerations triaxially. It Is a
self-contained passive device requiring no external power
or control connections and has a minimum band width
of 0 to 26 Hertz with a sensitivity as lo%% as .01 t.

Each sensor of the PAR400 incorporates a new method
of mechanical amplification wvhich makes it more than
five times as sensitive as previous devices With the aid of
optical magnification. its permanent record can be read
to .001 of an inch (.025 m'r}I or less. With a full scale
deflect;on of .200 inches (5 mm), the -1 version (2 g
full scale' hai a dvnamic range of 2001 (46 db). _-

Air dampin; is used since it is very efficient for its size
and weigh:. M;npr adjustments of damping can be made
in the field, if required.

7.

-, ..

The +>445 is useful whentP~aqutncy peak
acceleration mtasuermtents afe needed. These accelera.
tions may be due to earthquake, storms, or explosions.
The three records gie the acceleration levels along three
mutually perpendicular axes.

The Peak Acceleration RecorderTM can be used in
connection with:

1. Nuclear power plants
2. Steel mills

Sensors are available in three natural frequencies: 32, 51
and 64 Hertz. The assemblies art mechanically identical
and completely interchangeable, so any combination
may be included in a triaxial recorder.

The record Is scratched permanently-or~.a metal plate
which is both serialized and keyed to the recorder to
assure that the records are no: confused among the three
axes. Since the record .s scratched, it can be measured
without further processing. The record plates are in.
setted through side holes in the castin4 without taking
off the cover. This minimzes the possibility of damaging
the recorder or Inadvertently recording on the reeorc
plate during insertion or removal bi touching the
mechanism.

3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

Refineries
Bridges and dams
High-rise structures
Mines
Ships

S. Off-shore oil rigs
9. Transportation shock

Features
The PAR400 is a very sensitive, wide band. low
frequency acceleration recording instrument. The high
sensit'vity is obtained by using a heavy mass to detect
the acceleration, and then mechanically amplifying its

motion. A diamond lip scriber at the end of the
amplifier arm traces a very fine visible Permanent record
of the arm's excursions. The scribe line widths are on the
order of .0004 inches (.01 mm).
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Three plates. sumped L, T. and V, respectively. are used
to record the excursions in the three axes. Slotted
keyways on the plates match up with pins in the housing
so that onll the correctly sumped ilate can be Insetted
full depth into the corresponding sensor. Each set of
three plates also carries a unique serial number. This
permanent identification system eliminates the possibil.
ity of confusing the records.

The rugged cast aluminum housing has three pads to
contact the mating surface wehn mounted. A single
screw is used for attachment. Shims can be slid under
the appropriate pad to level the unit. The screw is then
tightened. A clearance hole is provided in the cover for
the screw head so the cover need not be removed during
mounting of the recorder.

To insult the record platts, three plugs are ttmoved
from the side walls of the casting and the plates are
slipped into the appropriate holders. The plugs are of
such a size as to preclude damage to the mechanism
during insetion or rtmoval of the record platts. Since
the cover does not have to be remcved to replace record
plaits, the mechanism is not exposed to inadvenent
damage

When a record plate is inserted, a spring loaded pin
forces the plate to onm side of the track to eliminate any
side plaj which would introduce an error in the recorded
acceleration. The insertion produces a zero line on the
pla:t. Or renojl, a zero line is also scratched. Thesp
zero rine. shou.d coincide if there is no mechanical

shifting between insertion and removal. If there is a
shift, the user is made aware that a problem exists.

To obuin wide band response, the instrument is
damped to 60% of critical. A prcadjusted air damper is
used for damping to keep the size and weight of the
total package as small as possible.

The rtecrder Is reliable because of its simplicity. It does
riot contain any of the more complex and less reliable
components, ie., batteries, connectors, motors, and
bearings. The recorder is self-contained, and requires no
Startup time.

The recorder is economical in that no external connec*
tions or power are required. The record plates are
feuSable by replating. Maintenance is very low since the
unit can be.unatlended for long periods of time.

Materials have been selected for long life even when
exposedto, nuclear radiation. The cast housing, along
with the cover, and three plugs, is chemically filmed
(alodine) and painted with epoxy paint. The gaskets
are made of EPDM to Increase resistance to radiation.
All hardware Is sainless steel. An Indicating silica gel
desiccant is also provided to decrease the humidity inside
the recorder.

Data reduction is very simple requiring only one
measurement and one multiplication for each of the
three record plates to cbtun iu maximum accelerat;On.

Data Reduction
Data reduction is accomplished by measi-ng the rnax;-.
mum displacement of the scralched recorfi. rom the 2ero
line. Norman11 just the maximurn is recorded rcgardiess.
of the direction. List this distance under "Displacetnet"
on the calibration shee:.

Multiply the "Displacement" times the "Acceleration
Sensitivity" and record in the "Acceleration" column.

MAGNIF IED RECORD
USING A RETICLE

Small displacemcnt measurements can be made using
a microscope with a reticle having graduations in
thousandths (.001) of an inch. A magnifier with a rect-
cle graduated in tenths (.1) of a mm can be used (or
medium displacements. Consult Engdahl Enterprises
for microscopes.

SAMPLE OF A
CALIBRATION AND TEST DATA SHEET

Accelergfon Diplate-
Natural smnltlwty Ment

Frequrncy (mntch) (inches Aoceeroteon
Sensor (Mort)l IImml lInmrl (11

L 32.3 14.0 .02 32
(.SS1) (G5M)

T 30.9 13.5 .01D
(.532) (.2.6)

V 33.3 14.2 .00
(.559) (.13) .0

CALIBRATION DATA REDUCTION

G



MODEL PAR400
QUALIFIED TO IEEE RECOMMENDED PRACTICES FOR SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF CLASS 1E

EQUIPMENT FOR NUCLEAR POWER GENERATING STATZONS,STD. 344.1975 I

Designed to meet the characteristics of the Peak Accelerograph described In the American National
Standard ANSI/ANS-2.2-1978, Earthquake Instrumentation Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants
and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Regulatory Guide 1.12, Nuclear Power Plant
Instrumentation for Earthquakes, Revision 1.

SENSORS MOUNTING
Number of Sensing Elements 3 One (1) *10-24 Screw.
Arrangement of Elements Triaxial Level Recorder to ±1- (1/16 inch in 3
Full Scale Acceleration -1 2 8 inches) ( 1.6 mm In 90 mm ) by addir

-2 S g shims under the appropriate mounting pai
-3 10g "V will measure the vertical acceleration

Dynamic Range -1 200:1 (46 db) Align long side of recorder within 3I (
-2 385:1 (52 db) inch in 5-1/8 inches) (6.4 mm in 130 mrT
-3 500:1 (54 db) . of designated North/South line. "L

Natural Frequency (+ 5%) -1 32 Hz (longitudinal) will measure N/S acceler,
-2 51 Hz lions. "T" (transverse) will measure E/V
-3 64 Hz

Damping 55 to 70% of Critical1  ENVIRONMENTAL:
Bandwidth -1 0 to 26 Hz Temperature -40C to + 85*C

-2 0 to 41 Hz Humidity To 100% RH
-3 0 to 52 Hz RFI Does not radiate or condu

Overall Within ± 5% at full scale, RFI. Not affected t
Accuracy changing linearly to t 1.5% of external RFI.

full scale at 0.01 g Water Water-Tight to 70 PSI
Detail -1 .01 to .50 g ± .01 g (S kg/cm2)
Acceleration .50 to 1% g±2%
Accuracy 1% to 2 g ± 3% Nuclear Radiation

-2 .013 to .65 g ± .013 g The following materials are used in II
.65 to 2 8 ± 2% construction of the PAR400.
2 to 5 gB ±3% 1. Metals: Aluminum, Brass, Stainle

-3 .02 to: g ± .02 g Steel, Beryllium Copper, Gold, Nick
1 to 3 g ± 2% 2. Non-Metallic Materials
3 to 10g±3%

Spurious Resonances: None within frequency Strei Approx. Stabilh
range of interest Deacripiion Material Lel IRADI

Cross Axis Sensitivity: Less than .03 g'g Paint Epoxy Low I X 10!
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PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS
Length 5-1/4 inches (I3.34 cm)
Width 3-5/8 inches (9.21 cm)
Height 3-11/32 inches (8.49 cm)
Weight 2-3/4 pounds 1.3 kg)

10smain &ljuused inl eromi mnospherk prowre
xpocted el timn of opertion.

Adheslg Epoxy Low 1 a 10
Adhesive AnaUoble Low 2 it10£
Adhesive Cyanocrylate Low 2 x 105
Gaslets EPOM Low I x 10s
Pig.,n Grapthte Low 2 x 10o
Cylinder Pyrex Low 2 x 101
Scriber Diamond Low 2 x 10I

POWER REQUIREMENTS - None
&Sourga Dow Coming Corporation. Loctite Corporation.
Coring Clwas Work. J. DuPont De Nernourr & Corn.
pany, Parker Saal Corntany, Raychern Corporation.
Gmneml Ewiric

REP RESENTED BY:

1-5-tM 4007005
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Description

The Models PSA875 and PSA1575, Peak Shock
Annunciators, give visual warning that pre-
determined acceleration limits, making up a re-
sponse spectrum. have been exceeded at certain
frequencies. They are designed to operate In
conjunction with tuned Peak Shock Recorders',
PSR1200-H/V-4A/12A. Both models have three
banks of indicator lamps, one bank for each of

three mutually perpendicular axes. Amber lights
Indicate accelerations approaching design limits
(normally 70%) while red lights indicate that
design limits have been exceeded, Model PSA875
monitors four frequencies per axis while Model
1575 monitors twelve. Both models may be
equipped with relays to operate remote indicators
or alarms. (See "Options and Accessories'.)

Applications

The annunciators may be used whenever It is
desired to indicate instantaneously the reaction
of a structure to a complex shock such as an earth-
quake or an explosion. The information provided
permits an immediate decision as to whether or
not the operation can continue or must be shut
down.

The Peak Shock Annunciator'
connection with:

1. Nuclear power plants
2. Steel mills
3. Refineries
4. Bridges and dams
S. High-rise structures
6. Mines
7. Ships
8. Off-shore oil rigs
9. Transportation shock

can be used in

Features

The "AC Power" indicator lamp Is fed from the
DC power on the printed circuit boards and
shows that the Incoming power line and the
regulated DC supply are both operating normally.

A key-operated test/reset switch Is provided. It
controls two functions. In the "test" position, all
of the indicator lamps should be illuminated and

all relays (if provided) should be energized. This
permits an immediate check that the annunciator
is functioning correctly. When the key is returned
to the "reset" position and removed from the
switch, all indicators will be de-energized, the
latches will be reset, and the annunciator is ready
to receive signals from the Response Spectrum
Recorder"'. Once a signal has been received, the
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a;)t0pripate lamp and telay, it anY, will remnain enC
tized until the annunclator is reset with the key.
Whete relayfs lte provide d lor remote Ind'catyi
of alafms. separate electroniC divflvn atchiev
provided. Dual redundancy is therebY ach
0to additional reliability.

UninteffuptibIe power 5upplies inC5 n ilsobt e
batteries 1Or emetgenCy opet batterprovided. It powet failure Is anticipated tOp~tl~lt f sosronflY recommended since powerfa~ will reset any annunciated l thfaimure Wailure. 'WO additional indiCatOrSae

nted of n the panelD One monitor5 the AC
power at the transformer of the batterYc t.The second monitors the chaTtif! clrc

i0'k 'Inches
126,0 cmT)

Im0DE1 FSA$75
PEAK SHOCK ANNUNCIATOR

'rRIAXIA INSTALLA'TION Of -THREE
MODEL p~g.1200HV4tIV
PEAK SHJOCK RECORDER 5

ON yRIAXIAL MAOUNT
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TM
PEAK SHOCK ANNUNCIATOR
Models PSA875 and PSA1575

QUALIFED TO: GUIDE FOR SEISMIC QUALIFICATION OF CLASS I ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT FOR
NUCLEAR POWER GENERATING STATIONS - IEEE GUIDE 344

Designed to meet the characteristics of the Control Room Indicator for Response Spectrum
Switch described in the American Nuclear Society's Standard ANSI/ANS-2.2-1978. Earthquake
Instrumentation Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's
Regulatory Guide 1.12, Nuclear Power Plant Instrumentation for Earthquakes, Revision 1.

PHYSICAL
PSA875

Length 19 inches
(48.3 cm)

Width 20½ inches
(52,4 cm)

Thickness 10 l/ inches
(26.0 cm)

Weight 33 pounds
(15 kg)

ENVIRONMENTAL
PSA1 575
19 inches
(4 8.3 cm)
20% inches
(52,4 cm)
17'% Inches
(43.8 cm)
45 pounds
(20.5 kg)

Temperature
Humidity
RFI

O to +70'C
To 100% RH
No adverse radiated
or conducted RFI

POWER REQUIREMENTS

Voltage
Current

1 15 VAC
2'A amperes
maximumINDICATORS

Number of
Axes Monitored
Number of
Frequencies
Monitored
Number of
Indicators

3 3

12 36

24

MOUNTING
Bench or
Standard 19" (48,3 cm) Relay Rack

8a" (22,2 cm) high or
153k" (40,0 Cm) high

27 lbs. (12,3 kg)

*1

72

I

Options and Accessories (available at extra cost)

1. Relay closures for remott indication and alarm
One relay with Form C contacts can be provided
for each output indicator. A connector on the back
of the chassis facilitates system implementation.
The connector is wired for normally open or
normally closed operation.

To date, most customers have selected a two-
relay system. One relay Indicates that the lower
level (amber) has been exceeded. The second
relay Indicates the upper level (red) has been
exceeded tt least once.

2. Uninterruptible power supplies incorporating
batteries for emergency operation can be fur-
nished within the confines of the annunciator.
If power failure Is anticipated, battery operation is
strongly recommended since power failure will
reset any annunciated signals at the time of the
failure.

Relays are rated at: 1/10 Hp. 3 amps D 120 VAC
or 3 amps ® 28 VDC resistive.
REPRESENTED aY:

I-as-IM 97S700B
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

On January 31, 1986, at 11:47 a.m. EST, a brief (approximately

0.75 second strong motion duration) and shallow (10 km focal

depth) earthquake with a 4.9 mb magnitude occurred. Its epi-

center was south of Lake Erie, at a distance of approximately

eleven (11) miles from the Perry Nuclear Power Plant site at

Perry, Ohio.

Stevenson and Associates was retained to analyze the data pro-

vided by seismic recorders installed at various locations in

the Perry plant, and determine: (1) how the earthquake para-

meters, as recorded by the instrumentation at the site, compare

to those for the Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE) and Operating

Basis Earthquake (OBE) postulated in the design of the Perry

plant's buildings, systems and components; (2) the structural

significance of the readings by the seismic recorders at the

Perry site during the January 31, 1986 earthquake; and (3) the

anticipated impact of the earthquake on the plant's buildings,

systems and components.

This report contains Stevenson and Associates' preliminary

evaluation of the above-described matters. It is based on a

physical walkdown of the site, analysis of data recorded by the

seismic instrumentation, and discussions with plant technical

and operating personnel. Since some of the evaluations of the

earthquake are still underway, this report may be supplemented

and/or revised at a later date if new information developed

during these ongoing activities so warrants. K



A resume of the qualifications and experience of Stevenson and

Associates is included as Attachment 1 to this report.

2.0 SEISMIC INSTRUMENTATION AT THE PERRY PLANT

The earthquake motion at the Perry site was recorded by three

different types of instrumentation. One type of recorder is

the Kinemetrics Model SMA-3 strong motion time history record-

.ng accelerograph; this system detects and records the three

orthogonal components of acceleration signals over the duration

of an earthquake. Another type of instrumentation is the

Engdahl PSR 1200-H/V response spectrum recorder, which provides

the response at selected frequencies in three orthogonal direc-

tions. The third type of instrumentation is the Engdahl PAR

400 peak accelerograph, which records the three orthogonal com-

ponents of peak local accelerations produced by the earthquake.

The locations and readings taken by these systems will be dis-

cussed separately below.

2.1 Locations and Readings by the Kinemetrics SMA-3
Accelerocraphs

Two Kinemetrics SMA-3 strong motion time history recording

accelerographs installed at the Perry plant provided time his-

tory data on the earthquake. One system is located on the Unit

1 reactor containment concrete wall at the basemat at Elevation

575', as shown in Figure 1. The second system is attached to

the steel containment vessel wall at Elevation 686', 111 feet
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above the first system and offset by less than one degree in

Azimuth. The longitudinal axes of both instruments are in the

N-S direction.

the time history motions recorded by these two systems are

shown in Figures 2 through 8. A detailed interpretation of the

readings from these recorders is contained in Reference 1.1/

The lower instrument (Elevation 575') gave a peak acceleration

of 0.16g in the N-S direction, 0.10g in the E-W direction, and

0.llg in the vertical direction. The upper instrument

(Elevation 686') gave a peak acceleration of 0.55g in the N-S

direction, 0.18g in the E-W direction, and 0.30g in the verti-

cal direction. It should be noted that both instruments are

installed on cantilever brackets off the wall. While the

brackets are quite heavy and relatively rigid, they are

at:ached by four 3/8' diambter bolts, approximately 5 inches on

center vertically and 8 inches horizontally. This arrangement

may result in amplified bracket motion.

2.2 Locations and ReadinQs of the EnQdahl Response Spectra
Recorders

There are four Engdahl PSR 1200-H/V triaxial response spectra

recorders at the Perry plant. This type of recorder includes

twelve reeds of different lengths and weights, one for each

l/ References are listed at the end of this report.
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frequency, fabricated from spring steel. A diamond-tipped sty-

lus is attached to the free end of each reed to inscribe a per-

manent record of its deflection on one of twelve record plates.

The record plates are aluminum, plated with successive layers

of nickel, tin, and lead-tin.

The four PSR 1200-H/V recorders at the Perry plant are located

as follows (all locations are for Unit 1):

1. Reactor Building Foundation: Elevation-574', Reactor

Building foundation mat, Azimuth 210°. This recorder was most

recently calibrated on January 14, 1985.

2. Reactor Building Dryvell Platform: Inside the drywell

platform at Elevation 630', Azimuth 240', mounted as shown in

Figure 9. This recorder was most recently calibrated on'

January 30, 1986.

3. HPCS Pump Base Mat: In the HPCS Pump Room, in the Aux-

iliary Building foundation mat, Elevation 574'. The equipment

was being calibrated at the time of the earthquake.- Previous

calibration occurred on January 14, 1985.

4. RCIC Pump Base Mat: In the RCIC Pump Room in the Auxil-

iary Building foundation mat at Elevation 574'. The equipment

was being calibrated at the time of the earthquake. Previous

calibration was on January 14, 1985.
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The readings taken by these four instruments are discussed in

detail in Reference 2. Briefly stated, three of the four in-

struments provided response spectra which were consistent with

each other and which were reasonable in light of the time his-

tory readings of the Kinemetrics instruments. The fourth

spectra recorder, mounted inside the drywell on the Elevation

630' platform (see Figure 9), indicated vertical acceleration

response components of .9739 and 1.54g at frequencies of 20.2

and 25.4 H:, respectively. These readings were 8 to 10 times

higher than the corresponding horizontal accelerations at the

same frequencies measured by the instrument. See Table 1.21

2.3 Location and ReadinQs of the EnQdahl Peak Acceleration
Recorders

The Engdahl Model PAR 400 peak acceleration recorder senses and

records peak accelerations triaxially. A diamond.tipped

scriber at the end of an amplifier arm traces a very fine visi-

ble permanent record on an aluminum record plate with succes-

sive layers of nickel, gold, and burnt gold.

2/ Figure 9 shows the mounting of the Engdahl PSR 1200-H/V
instrument on tne Elevation 630' platform. The instrument is
located approximately 6 feet from the face of the reactor ves-
sel shield wall on an outer beam which provides supports for
the platform, recirculation and safety injection piping, and a
monorail. Given the highly complex nature of the steel plat-
form and support structure on which the instrument is mounted,
it is quite possible the instrument may have measured the ac-
celeration caused by a secondary impact resulting from the
earthquake.
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The two peak acceleration recorders are located as follows:

1. Reactor Recirculation Pump: Inside the drywell at

Elevation 574', on recirculation pump B33-COOlA. This instru-

ment was most recently calibrated on December 4, 1985.

2. HPCS Pump Base Mat: In the HPCS Pump Room, in the Aux-

iliary Building foundation mat at Elevation 574', mounted as

shown in Figure 10. This instrument was most recently cali-

brated on January 30, 1986.

The readings by the Engdahl PAR 400 recorders are dis-

cussed in detail in Reference 2.

3.0 COMPARISON AND EVALUATION OF RECORDED ACqELERATIONS
AGAINST THOSE ASSURED FOR THE PERRY SSE ND OBE

Table 2 shows a comparison of the zero period acelerations

("ZPAs"), as recorded by the various instruments, with the cor-

responding SSE and OBE design accelerations.. According to the

recorded accelerations, the design basis values of ZPA for the

OBE, and in a few instances the SSE, were exceeded during the

January 31, 1986 earthquake. As will be discussed below, given

the short duration and low energy of the earthquake, the ex-

ceedences were not significant from an engineering point of

view. This is supported by the apparent lack of damage to

plant structures and mechanical and electrical components de-

tected as a result of the earthquake. Moreover, inspection of
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engineered facilities located near the epicenter and not de-

signed to withstand any earthquake force did not reveal any

damage from the earthquake (Reference 3). In order to corre-

late the short duration, high frequency acceleration that was

recorded with the lack of impact on structures and equipment,

it is necessary to understand how measured ground acceleration

can and should be correlated with design basis accelerations.

In postulating the limiting earthquake conditions for designing

nuclear power plant facilities, a key parameter has been the

zero period acceleration or Instrumental Peak Acceleration

(Alp), which represents the peak acceleration recorded during

the entire earthquake motion. As concluded in many studies

(References 4 through 11), Alp is a poor indicator of the dam-

age potential of earthquake ground motions. It has been ob-

served that structures performed much better than would have

been predicted based on the measured Alp to which the struc-

tures were subjected; this phenomenon has been particularly no-

ticeable in connection with short duration, high energy ground

motions due to low to moderate magnitude earthquakes, such as

the January 31, 1986 earthquake near Perry.31 The differences

3/ Examples of this behavior may be found in the records of
the 1966 Parkfield earthquake, the 1971 Pacoima Dam earthquake,
the 1972 Ancona earthquake, and the 1972 Melendy Ranch Barn
earthquake. These earthquakes showed recorded instrumental
peak ground accelerations of between 0.5g and 1.2g, yet only
minor damage occurred in the vicinity of the recording sites.
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between measured ground motion, assumed design levels, and ob-

served physical behavior is so significant that it cannot be

attributed to the safety factors which are utilized in the de-

sign and in elastic seismic analyses.

Kennedy (Reference 12), based on the work of others (References

13 through 16) has suggested that it is not appropriate to use

just measured Alp to define the characteristics of the SSE and

OBE. It is necessary to take also into account, in addition to

A:p, the dominant frequency of the strong motion excitation and

the duration of the strong motion.41 He has proposed the fol-

lowing relationship to develop an equivalent design accelera-

tion for the anchoring elastic spectra:

AD * (Kp) (rms).,

where AD is the equivalent design acceleration and

the other parameters are defined as.follows:

K 2 ln (2TD/To) 2.0

TD - Duration of strong motion (sec.)

4/ Thus, for a high dominant frequency and/or short duration
earthquake, the equivalent peak acceleration would be signifi-
cantly less than that predicted on the basis of Alp measure-
ments alone.
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To T Predominant period of motion (sec.)

rms = q e

P = E(T)/TD - earthquake power (average

rate of energy input)
tot i TZ

ET = a2(t)dt total energy

Xto

fed into the structure between times to

and to + TD, and

a(t) = instrument acceleration at time t.

Efforts are underway to compute AD for the January 31, 1986

earthquake. In the meantime and by way of comparison, four

earthquakes similar in magnitude and duration to the Perry

earthquake have been selected from Tables 1 ard 2 of Reference.

12. The characteristics of thse earthquakes, and those of the

one at Perry, are summarized in Table 3. For the four earth-

quakes listed, an average. ZPA of 0.434g is required to cause

the same level of response for elastic structures as that pos-

tulated by the NRC Reg. Guide 1.60 (Reference 17) spectra for a

.20g ground acceleration. This result suggests that a correc-

tion factor of 0.20/0.434 v 0.46 should be applied to the ac-

celerations measured during low to moderate magnitude earth-

quakes (such as the one near Perry) to obtain elastic responses
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that can be compared to those from the limiting Reg. Guide 1.60

earthquake.

:f, in fact, a 0.46 correction factor it applied to the accel-

erations recorded at Perry and shown in Table 2, accelerations

well below the SSE and OBE levels are obtained for all loca-

tions except for the readings at the Reactor Building Contain-

ment Vessel (Elevation 686'), where the corrected N-S and ver-

tical ZPA are approximately equal to the OBE design value.

This is shown in Table 4, where the recorded values of Table 2

have been adjusted by a .46 factor.

4. STRUCTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PERRY EARTHQUAKE AND
ANTICIPATED IMPACT OF EVENT ON THE ADEQUACY OF THE
PLANT STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

Table 4 indicates that if the recorded accelerations from the

Perry earthquake are corrected to take into account the short

duration and low energy.of the event, the average elastic re-

sponse ZPAs are in all but one instance equal to or less than

one-third of the OBE design values, and are approximately equal

to the OBE values in the remaining case. In light of these re-

sults and the design limits placed on the strength of materials

for safety applications (i.ej, not to exceed a 0.6 to 0.8 fac-

tor of yield during an OBE), all safety-related plant struc-

tures, systems and equipment should have remained essentially

elastic during an earthquake such as the one experienced on
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Zanuary 31, 1986, and thus should have emerged undamaged from

it. This expectation has been corroborated by physical obser-

vation of plant conditions following the earthquake.

Some auxiliary or secondary structural systems, such as sus-

pended ceilings and plaster ceilings and walls, might be ex-

pected to sustain some displacement or cracking. One might

also expect actuation of instrumentation measuring or sensing

chances in liquid levels or the presence of vibration. In ad-

dition, one might expect some activation of inertia-sensing re-

lays or switches (fluid or spri4nloaded), if such controls or

instrumentation have not been qualified for seismic op-

erability. If any of these.circumstances are determined to

have taken place at Perry, their occurrence would only be in-

dicative of the anticipated response of non-siesmically quali-

fied structures to moderate earthquake conditions.
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TABLE 1 (From Reference 2)

READINGS FROM RESPONSE SPECTRA RECORDER
MPL NUMBER: D51-R170

LOCATION: REACTOR RECIRCULAT ION
PIPING SUPPORT - DW 630', 240'

REED
NUMBER

NOM I NAL
FREQUENCY

- (HERTZ)

ACCELERATION(a)

tNorth/South Sast/west vertical
w2 2-2-86 1-31-86 2-2-86

1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9

10
11
12

2.00
2.52
3. 1 7
4.00
5.04
6.35
8.00
10.1
12.7
16.0
20.2
25.4

O _.051

. z.- . 08E- .084
=- i84 -- .144 .140

. 22-6 .'---. 2 -23-_^ . 1-28 .127
._.E 1 '.1,34. .Z- .158 .158

.131 .058 .055
-.104 ._1 .109 .090
.093 -. tS3 (*) .052
.188 .182 .166 .080

_=7:44: .2041.167 .348 .312
* -- . _ 152 _191 _.175

09 ::.Ol .6-- 158

- Os * ?.-~ - -

- - - ;

.007
(*)

.015

.023

.035

.033
(*)

.093

.198

.490

.973
1.7

.007

.013

. 014

.023

.033

.030

. 019

. 0B5

.199

. 500
.973
1.54

(*) Unreadable
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TABLE 2

COMPARISON OF DESIGN ZPAs (1)
VS RECORDED ZPAs

(Expressed in g values)

Auxiliary
Building
Founda-

tion Mat
Eleva-

tion 563'
PAR 400
(Engdahl)
D51-R140

Reactor
Building
Founda-
ti6n Mat
Elevation

574'-10"
SMA -3
(Kine-

metrics)
D51-NlOl

Reactor
Building
Recircu-
lation

Pump
Eleva-
tion 605'
PAR 400
(Engdahl)
D51-R2.20

Reactor ,
Building

Con- I
tainment
Vessel

Elevation
tion 686'

SMA-3
(IXine-

metrics)
D51-N111

Reactor
Building
Platform

Ele-
vation
630'-1"
Inside
Drywel:

PSR 1200
(Engdahl)
D51-R170

Recorded
NS SSE

OBE

Recorded
EW SSE

OBE

Recorded
VERT SSE

OBE

Recorded
SRSS(3) SSE

OBE

.17

. 17

.10

.06

.20

.10

.03

.20

.10

.18

.33

.17

.18

.18

.10

.10

.18

.10

.11
.18
.10

.23

.31

.17

.32
1.06

.86

.11
1.06

.86

.05

.47

.38

.34
1.57
1.27

.55

.40

.24

.18
.40
.24

.30

.24

.15

.65

.62

.37

.09

.48

.40

.16

.48

.40

Note
.28
.16

Note
.73
.59

2

2

(1) Zero period acceleration
(2) ZPA indeterminable from available data
(3) Square-root-of-the-sum of the squares
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TABLE 3

CHARACTE:ISTICS AND GROUND ACCELERATION LEVELS
REQUIRED TO ACHIEVE EQUAL STRUCTURAL ELASTIC

RESPONSE BETWEEN R.G. 1.60 AND SELECTED EARTHQUAKES

Recording Peak
Station Inst. Strong

Magni- Epicen- Ground Motion
tude tral Dis- Accelera- Dura-
MU, tance(km) tion. a tion. sec.

Equiv.
ZPGA to

the 0.20g
R.G. 1.60

Soect raEarthouake

Parkfield - 1966

:Hollister - 1974

5.6 1 0.49

0.138

1.4

1.1

.3275

.48255.2 13

Santa
Barbara

- 1 978 5.1 4 0.347 3.0 .2625

Bear valley-1972 4.7 6 0.520

(*)

0.8

0.75Ohio - 1986 4.9 17

(t) 0.189 in N-S direction, 0.10g in E-W direction,
at the foundations.
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TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF DESIGN ZPAs (1)
VS CORRECTED RECORDED ZPAs

(Expressed in g values)'

Auxiliary
Building
Founda-

tion Mat
Eleva- -
tion 568'.
PAR 400O
(Engdahl)
D51-R140

Reactor
Building
Founda-

tion Mat
Elevation
574'-10,
SMA -3
(Kine-

metrics)
D51-NlOl

Reactor
Building
Recircu-
lation

Pump
Eleva-
tion 605'
PAR 400
(Engdahl)
D51-R120

Reactor
Building

Con-
tainment
Vessel

Elevatior
tion 686'
SMA-3
(Kine-

metrics)
D51-Nlll

Reactor
Building
Platform

Ele-
vation

i 630'-l1
Inside
Drywell
PSR 1200
(Engdahl)
D51-R170

NS

EW

Recorded
SSE
OBE

Recorded
SSE
OBE

.08

.17

.10

.03

.20

.10

.08

.18

.10

.05

.18

.10

.15
1.06

.e6

.06
1.06

.86

.25

.40

.24

.08

.40

.24

.04

.48

.40

.07

.46

.40

'VERT
Recorded
SSE
OBE

.02

.20

.10

.08

.33

.17

.06

.18

.10
# .. . .

.11

.31

.17

..02

.47

.38

.16
1.57
1.27

.14

.24
.15

.30

.62

.37

Note
.28
.16

Note
.73
.59

2

2Recorded
SRSS(3) SSE

OBE

(1)
(2)
(3)

zero period acceleration
ZPA indeterminable from available data
Square-root-of-the-sum of the squares
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design and analysis of systems and components. Prior
to this time. the consulting group he headed provided
similar services as a Division of Davy-McKee Co.
Dr. Stevenson also served as Corporate Kan4ger of
Engineering Quality Assurance for Davy-McKee Co.

Case Western Reserve University, CWRU. and EDAC. Inc..
Cleveland, Ohio.

As an Associate Professor at CWRU. Dr. Stevenson served
as Director of a program in Design for the Extreme
Load Enviroiment and held a joint appointment in the
Departments of Civil Engineering and Mechanical
Design. He also conducted a number of seminars on
Seismic Quality ASsurance Scheduling and manpower
Requirements and Mechanical and Electrical Equipment
Pipe and Ouct Design of Industrial Facilities.
Dr. StevensOn was a Principal anwmnanaged one of three
consulting offices for Engineering Decision Analysis
Corp.. Palo Alto, California. He was active in
marketing and providing consulitng strvices in the
area of extreme load, seismic, tornado. high energy
systems rupture, and component failure analysis.

Westinghouse Nuclear Energy Systems.
Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania.

I
I

i
CONSULTANT
1973 - 1974

As a Consulting Engineer for Westinghouse Nuclear
Energy Systems, Dr. Stevenson acted as an advisor to
the Technical Director on the Executive Vice-President
for Nuclear Power Staff. He performed evaluitions of
balance of plant requirements associated with nuclear
power plant design and constructed and represented
Westinghouse on a number of Industry Committees
associated with nuclear power.



5.
S CONSULTANT Westinghouse Water Reactor Divisions.

r" 1972 - 1973 Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

As in Advisory Engineer for the Westinghouse Standard
Flint Project, Dr. Stevenson acted as a consultant to
the Kanager of the Westinghouse Standard Plant
Project. In this capacity he had responsibility for
determining interface requirements with site-related
design parameters and set envelope requirements For
the standard plant design. 'It was responsible forI1 nuclear island PSAR text developments and AEC
licensing requirements associated with the standard

P plant layout develocpmnt.

ADJUXCT PROFESSOR University of Pittsburgh and KSSA Inc..
A AND PRESIDENT Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
1970 - 1972

As a member of the Civil Engineering Facility of the
University of Pittsburgh, Dr. Stevenson was
particularly active in the areas of structural dynamicU. response to earthquake, tornado, missile and fluid jet
effects as well as reliability and risk analysis and
optimum design of structural systems. Dr. StevensonU - was responsible for the development of a graduate
study program for the study of structural design and

r analysis for the extreme load environment.

-r. -Stevenson founded and served as President and
_ Managing Direetor of Nuclear Structural Systems
* | Associates, Inc. During this period, the firm served
*q as consultants to the nuclear power industry,

particularly in the areas of structural and mechanical
design and licensing of nuclear plant fa111ties.- Or. Stevenson was active in developing Standard Plant
design concepts and also conducted engineering design
seminars for the nuclear industry throughout the U.S..
Europe and Japan for over 500 representatives of over

- 150 companies.

M MANAGER STRUCTURAL Westinghouse PWR Systems Division.
SYSTEM ENGINEERING Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

- 1968 - 1970
Or. Stevenson had overall responsibility within

q Westinghouse for the development and approval of
structural design criteria and layout used In the
design of the six nuclear power stations for which
Westinghouse hadtprime design and construction
responsibility for product line management of design
and development of support structures for major

Li nuclear components.



LEAD ENGIKEER
166- 1968

Westinghouse PWR Systems Division,
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

As Lead Engineer. Or. Stevenson was responsible for
liaison with the various architect-enginetr-constructor
firms whict performed the detailed structural design
and construction of turnkey plants, and as such he was
responsible for design review and approval.
Or. Stevenson was active In representing Westinghouse
structural design policy before the Atomic Energy
Commission and Advisory Committee on Reactor
Safeguards.

GRADUATE STUDENT
1563 - 1966

RESEARCH ENGINEER
1962 - 1963

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
1957 - 1962

Case Institute of Technology. Cleveland, Ohio.

Work toward a Ph.D. in Structures with emphasis on
computer applications and risk analysis applied to
structural design.

tI.T. Research Institute, Chicago, Illinois.

Responsibilities included integrated radiation.
structural and operational analysis and mini=u cost
design of nuclear blast resistant underground
structures.

Virginia Military Institute, Lexington. VIrg~ini.

Courses in structural design of concrete and steel
structures were taught to Civil Engineering
undergraduates.

John Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland
(Part-Time) Research Assistant.

Responsibilities included report editing and research
in the location, type quantity and packaging of low
level solid atomic wastes.

FIELD ENGINEER
1956 - 1957

McDowell Construction Co., Cleveland. Ohio

Field Engineer responsible for Technical Supervision
and engineering field modifications to construction of
a Sintering Plant for U.S. Steel Corp. Youngstown
Works.

I



* Dr. Stevenson has been particularly active In the review and evaluation of
design adequacy of structures and equlment in nuclear power plants and other
industrial facilities. Particular projects where he personally performed such
evaluations include the following:

.1 Nuclear Power Plants:

Indian Point Units 2 & 3
H.S. Robinson
R.E. Ginna
Point Beach
Dresden 2
Monticello
0. C. Cook
Palisades
Oyster CreekI ZMillstone
South Texas Project
Fessenheim - France
Cordoba - Argentina
.ihama - 3apan
Conn. Yankee
Maine Yankee
Midland

Other Industrial Facilities:

Tokamac Fusion Test Facility
Purex facility Hanford
Rocky Flats Processing Facility
Centrifuge Plant
Granger Soda Ash Plant

I1 LMFBR
Hercules Polypropalene Plant
Shuichang Steel ComplexI Touss 0il Fired Power Station
Hanford Coal fired Power Station
Addy Ferro Silicate Plant
Killen Coal Fired Power Station
LNG Storage Facilities - U.S.

l EOUCATION: 8.S. - Civil Engineering -
Virginia Military Institute. 1954

| .vAEC Institute on Nuclear Engineering -
Purdue University. Sumner 1960

M.S. - Civil Engineering -
Case Institute of Technology, 1962

Ph.D. ^ Civil Engineering ** } Case Institute of Technology. 1968

I
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PROFESSIONAL:

I
1. Member:

Chairman:

Chairman:
Member:

Member:

American Society of Civil Engineers
Executive Committee Technical Council Codes
And Standards
Nuclear Standards Committee
Structural Division Committee on Nuclear
S.Aft ty
Structural Division Comittee on Nuclear
Structures and Materials

q

N

2. Member:
Member:

3. Member:
Member:

Member:

American Concrete Institute
Joint ACI-ASME Subgroup on Design of
Concrete Components in Nuclear Service. ASME
BPVC-Section tII-Div. 2. Corresponding
Consultant ACI 349 Safety Class Concrete
Structures

American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Subgroup on Design of ASKE SPYC-Section
Ill-Div. I Nuclear ConDonetnte
Subcomittee on Quallfication of Mechanical
Components in Nuclear Service

U
Q
me

a

4. Member: Nuclear Standards Management Board of ANSI
representing ASCE

5. Member: U.S. Respresentative International Standards
Comiwttee SC 85/3/7 on Seismic Criteria for
Nuclear Plants

6. Member: U.S. Representative International Atomic
Energy Agency Working Group on the
Development of Seismic Design Standards

7. Vice Chairman: ANS-2, American Nuclear Society Committee on
Site Evaluation

member: NUPPSCO, American Nuclear Society Committee
_ on Nuclear Power Plant Codes and Standards

8. Member: AISC. American Institute of Steel
Construction Committee on Specifications for
Structural Steel in Safety Class Nuclear
Structures

9. Member: Earthquake Engineering Research Institute

10. Register Professional Engineer: Virginia, Pennsylvan'a
and Ohio

11. Winner: Moiseiff Award - ASCE, 1971

a

I

I



MPULICATIONS:

t. Stevenson. J.0.., and laga P.O.. 'Pressurized Water Reactor Containment
Structurts Design Experience.' Journal of the Power Division, ASCE.
Vol. 96. No. P0 1. Proc. Paper.7037, January 1970.

2. toses. r.. and Stevenson, J.O. 'Reliability Based Structural Deslin.0
journal of the Structural Division, ASCE£ Vol. 96. Ko. ST 2. Proc.

*" Paper I072, February 1970.

3. Stevenson. j.0.o and soses. F. *Reliability Analysis of frame
Structures,' Journal of the Structural Division, ASCE, Vol. 96.
Ko. ST 11, Proc. Paper 76S2. Novebetr 1510.

4. Stevenson; 3.0., OCrittria and Design of Pressurized Water Reactor
Coolant System Support Structures - State-of-the-Art.' First

UE International Conference en Structural Rechanics In Reactor Technology.
Berlin, Germany. September 1S71.

if S. Stevenson. 3.0.. and Abrams. M.t.. (Editors) "Proceedings of Symposium
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13. Stevenson. 3.0.. 'External Hazards in Reliability and Risk Assessment
of Nuclear Pover Plants.' Proceeding 2nd-international Conference on

Structural Safety and Reliability. Munich. Sept. 1977.
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20. Bergm.;n. L.A. and Stevenson, J.O.. 'The Effects of Support Stiffness
Upon the Response of Piping Systems, Presented at ASKE National
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d 21. Gorman, M. and Stevenson, J.0., 'Probability of Failure of Piling
Designed to Seismically Induced Emergency and Faulted Condition
Limits,* to be Presented 5th SHIRT Conference, Berlin, GermAny,
August 1979.

22. Steven:on. J.O. Chairman. Editing board. Bructyral Analysis and Oesign
of Nuclear Plant facilities, ASCE Manuals and Reports on Engineeringaa Practice - No. se, American Society of Civil Engineers, August 1980.
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Response Stress and Deformation Levels,' Nuclear Engineering and
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24. Stevenson, J.0. '4uclear Standards Applicable to the Civil-Structurald Design of Nuclear Power Plants,' Proceedings of Speciality Conference
on Experience with the Implementation of Construction Practices. Codes
Standards, and Regulations in Construction of Power Generating
Facilities. Pennsylvania State University. Septembtr 1981.
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g 25. Stevenson. J.0. and Thomas, F.A., 'Selected Review of Foreign ticensing

Practices for Nuclear Power Plants,' NUREG/CR-2664. U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, April 1982.

26. Stevenson, J.D. and Thomas, F.A., *Selected Review of Regulatory
Standards and Licensing Issues for Nuclear Power Plants.'
NUREG/CR-3020. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, November 1982.

27. Stevenson. 3.D. and Thomas, F.A., *Selected Review of Foreign Safety
Research for Nuclear Power Plants.* NUREG/CR-3040. U.S. Nuclear1 Regulatory Commission, November 1982.

26. Stevenson. J.0., 'Use of the Oelphi Approach in Seismic Oualification
of Existing Electrical and Mechanical Equipment and Distribution
Systems in Industrial Facilities,' Proceedings of the 8th Japan
Earthquake Engineering Symposium - 1982, Tokyo, Japan. December 1982.

29. Stevenson. J.D. ard Thomas, F.A.,.'Selected Review and Evaluation of
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30. Stevenson, J.D., sSeismic Design of Nuclear Plant Facilities at Low
Seismicity Sites,' Lawrence Livermore Laboratories Sponsored Conference
on Seismic Design of Industrial Facilities, San Franctsco, May 1983.
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RESULTS OF SPECIFIC INSPECTIONS

EVALUATION Tr VALKDOWN ITEMS
.z.PLANT SETTLEMENT READINGS

SEISMIC CLEARANCE WALKDOWN
COOLING TOWER WALKDOWN

REVIEW OF ENERGIZED CIRCUITS



THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING C0MPANY

S F. P. Stead Room E270 rRom K. R. Pech>'( DATE l1-Feb-86
PHONE 5246 RPOM W220
SUECiCT Evaluation of Walkdown

Items

As a result of the plant walkdowns conducted the evening of
1/31/86. Perry Plant Technical Department prepared a list of the
observations of the inspection teams. These observations were
given the title Earthquake Inspection Team Items or EITI's. The
list of EATI's was then forwarded to Engineering for determination
of whether the item was a result of the earthquake and whether or
not the :tem needed to be repaired. The assessment of the need
fcr repair and the documentation of that decision whether on a
Nor.-Confor.ance Report or a Work Request was done in accordance
w :t- FOP-.50'.

The evaluation of all 473 items was completed this afternoon. and
the final summary of determinations is presented in the attached
table. Each item was placed in one of three categories with
respect to its relationship to the earthquake.

_ 1. Caused My the earthquake

2. :nde:errmna:e

3. ?;ot caused by the earthquake

As shown ir the summary, 375 items were determined not to be
caused ty the earthquake. 96 to be indeterminate. and 2 to be
caused by the earthquake. With respect to the latter two items.
cne was the trip of the main transformer. noted in the walkdown of
electrica. bus L10. The second was a non-safety heater exchanger
drain valve that was found dripping water during the walkdown and
was repcrted to be closed and not dripping prior to the
earthquake.

In addition each item was categorized as to its final disposition
using the procedures contained in POP-1501. Through this process.
330 items were determined to require no repair. 119 to be repaired
via a Work Request and 24 items were determined to require
dispositioning via a Non-Conformance Report. Of the 24 NR's. 20
are anticipated to be use-as-is and the remainder constitute
cosmetic repairs to concrete and drywall walls.



Page 2
Evaluation of Walkdown Items

By copy of this memo, the Engineering evaluation of the
EIT:'s is being issued to the Perry Plant Technical
Department for preparation of approiate documentation and
inclusion in their Condition Report.

S.RP: jg
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THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING COMPANY

ncv. I .. a

* a F. ? e :.

MEMORANDUM

ROom WV%; rROM .M.R. Kri::er DA

Pmaomc 6460 orOom T06
sustcci PLANT SETILEMENT READ:NGS

0receie~ this ms"%'a.'

TC 2-6-'c

Per our discussion, plant settlement readings were taken on
February 5, 1986 (Attached). No significant d'fference
in the building elevation before and after the seismic
event was observed. The maximum change occurred in the
Reactor Building fl. This change was only a minus (-)0.006
of a foot or 1/16 of an inch. The maximum growth was
.C.003 of a foot or 1/32 of an inch, which occurred in the
P.adwaste BuilCing.

A review of settlement readings taken last February 15, 1985,
revealed tnat the Reactor Building #1 was at the same elevation
as it is today.

The minute changes in plant elevation can be expected due to
structural growth as a result of weather.

cc: E. Riley
J. Eppich
C. Angstadt
T. Keaveney
S. Dodeja
302.MRK
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THE CLEVELANC ELECTRIC tLLUMINAIINO COMPANY
I soteeest thl .' .ED Irelvie this MAI, h... ..

a.... .*. s MEMORANDUM

r 1K. ?ecn =oom =210 rouM. iMessenger DArC 2-5-6
PmONc 6460 *cam T06
sU34Cj¶ SCV WALICDOWN AFTER SE:!SM;C EV:-

Ref. documents 1IR's C-23642.
C-23661 thru and including C-23564
also C-23677

c

Due t: the seismic event which occurred on 1/31/e6, the Seismic Clearance
Wroup has conducted a walkdown of all open "Repair" disposit:ine: Seismic
Clearan:e Viclations.

'he scope ef the walkdown was to evaluate if any dimensional changes from
the original SCV, and to note any structural or system damage in these
particular areas that could have been attributed to the earthquake.

The results of tne evaluation, as shown on the above referenced 4ns;e::tic
re;Crts, :i.ndcates that there were no dimensional changes Trom the document
SC71s. .here was also no plant damage associated with the unrepaired SCV's.

it stould be ncted that 7 of the X SCV's have at minimum, partial work
cooplete.

Any questions, please feel free to contact us.

attachments: 8

cc: E. Riley
S. Dodeja
302.MRK
302. J'KM
J. Eppich
C. Angstadt
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U I C -Z23677

memorandum Gilbert/Commonwealth

February 5, 1986

to J. W. Messenger/M. R. Kritzer

ftr H. Dharia/S. C. Dodeca

subc:: Walkdown of Open EIR's for
Potential Earthquake Effect

The following EIR's were walked cown to see if the
previously reported condition had *changed due to
the earthquake event.

£E J

CC-620-3

CC- 6 7 9-7

IB-654-4

CC-574-1

CC-679-1 7

^I-6-9-1 3

Cc-679-1

SCV 4

6712

6720

6797

* 6708

6730

6726

. 6714

The conclusion of the walkdown was that there had been
no noticeable change due to the earthquake.

,W

H. Dharia

S. C. DodeJa

CCM C. R. Angstadt
K. B. Pech

" a I I ' ' '



THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATINO COMPANY
It_ o 1021tv- wis to

42 E M O RAN D U M S'ESo/-271-

, £. M. Mead oom E280 rRom I. B. Babiak DATr F'tbrar)y , 13 6
; . z. Jameson Imt E260 PHONC 6699 R E260

T. P. Keaveney E230 sujucr N71, Circulating Water Sys:em
Walkdown to Assess the Intensity
of the January 31, 1986 Earthquake

On February 1, 1986, a systen walkdown was performed on the N71
Circulating Water System and the following was observed:

No yard flooding was observed above the buried 12' dianeter FRP on
both suply to the condensers, and return line to cooling tower. No
water wsw present in the Oil Storage Tank Dyke or beneath the te.'Porary
(trailers) lunch room building or in the Sodium Hypochlorite Storage
Tank Dyke.

A wualkdown was also performed inside the Turbine Building basenent to
assess if any daTage was present to the systen, and none was observed.

A walkdown of the cooljng tower basin wall was performed and two
vertical (minor) leaks were observed. One located on the south cooling
tower forebay flume wall and other near the cooling tower raiser
manifold (entry into the basin).

The severity of the vertical seam leak in the forebay flume wall
exhibits aP-roximately 1 to 2 gpm flow rate cut into the yard and with
a--rox.mately (less than) 1 gpm flow rate thrqugh the second vertical
seamr. leak.

Te Civil/Structural element is to advise on the severity of the leak
with a repair solution.

c Lm

cc: R. A. Newkirk - E280
E. B. Ortalan - E260
N71 System File - E280
PQ/DC- R29.0



THE CLEVCLAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATINtO COMPANY I t . Ive All iirii .

MEMORANDUM "C"SO-2773

i K. R. Pech aOom %220 rMom
PSONE
S UBJECT

E. C. Christiwzsen DTt Februy 7, 1986
5467 SOOM %45
Rwiew of Bergized Circuits
During 1/31/85 Seismic Event

?er your request. )NCLS - Ilectrical Las reviewed the circuits
that were energized during the January 31. 1986 seismic event.
The ittent of the review was to determite the number of active
electrical components in the energized circuits. Active corn-
ponents were categorized in seven subgroup# for this study. The

,roups were motors. power sources. switches. itctrucents,
relays. tratsformers. and miscellaneous. The later category
included lamps, fuses, resistors. diodes, etc. Attactment I
lists rajor suppliers of equipment it tack subgroup. Passive
devices tuch as cztles, lugs. terminal boards. conduits, and
trays wre not considered it this study.

A listing of systems thst were operating during the seismic
event vwa obtained from Perry Plant Operating Department. This
list is included as Attacbment Tl of this memorandum. Upon an
engineering review of this list it wat detervined that it vas
itcomplete. Power sources, communicatioa, security. and
cotputer systems vere added by Engineering. Attachment II also
reflects these additions.

The total number of active components in the energized circuit.
was 47,460 . Attachtent III contains Electrical Device Lists
used by each engineer in their review of each energited system.
A breakdown of the total active components by subgroup follows:

Rioters
Pover Sotrcer
Switches
Instrtsents
Relays
Trancfer. rs
Iniscollaneocs

775
6493
6962
4721
6968

19656

Total Devices 47,460

EXfrmcw



Attachment I

Vendors

Motors

General Electric

Siemens-Allis

West inghous e

Relianc e

U.S. Electrical

Switchgear Breakers

Brown Boveri

General Electric

Cutler-Hammer

Transfcrmers

*westinghouse

General Electric

Brown Boverii

Switches

Allen Bradley

General Electric

States

Elpctrocwitch

Re :ays

General Electric

West inghouse

Brown Boveri

Cutler-Hammer

Agastaa

Potter Btaunfield

Batteries

C & D

Eside

Contractors

Cutler-Hammer

Allen Bradley

General Electric

40



Attachment I

MOV 2yerators

Limitorque

Rotorque

EIM

ITT

Meters

General Electric

Brown Boveri

Westinghouse

Wekcs ler

Chargers/Inverters

C & D

Power Conversion

Topaz

CYBRES

Fuse Disconnects

Cutler-Hanmer

General Electric

Cut le r-Hamme r

Limit Switches

Limitorque

Instrument Switches

Magnetrol

Rosemount

ITT Barton

Mercoid

Heriam

MSW Instruments

Instruments (T/C, RTD's)

Weed

Recorders

Leeds & Northrup

Transmitters

Rosemount

Gould

Foxboro

Magnetrol

Heed

Molded Case Breakers

General Electric

Westinghouse

Cutler-Hammer

Gould (Brown Boveri)



Attachment II

Systems, Energized During Seismic
Event of January 31, 1986

System Supplied of PPOD

System Description

C11 Control Rod Drive
C41 Standby Liquid Control
C71 'Reactor Protection System
D17 Plant Radiation Monitors
E12 Residual Heat Rqmoval
E21 Low Pressure Core Spray
E22 High Pressure Core Spay
F42 Fuel Transfer Equipment
G33 Reactor Water Cleanup
G41 Fuel Pool Cooling and Cleanup
M11 Containment Vessel Cooling
P13 Drywell Cooling
Mis Annulus Exhaust Gas Treatment
M21 Controlled Access HVAC
M23 MCC, 'Switchgear. 6 Misc. Area HVAC
M24 Battery Room Exhaust
n25 Control Room HVAC
M26 Control Room Emergency Recirculation
M27 Computer Room HVAC
M32 ESW Pumphouse Ventilation
1135 Turbine Building Cool~ng . Ventilation
M36 Oif-Gaz Building Exhaust
M40 Fuel Handling Buildinc Ventilation
M4.1 Heater Bay Ventilation
143 Diesel Building Ventilation
M45 Circulating Water Pump House Ventilation
N21 Condensate
N23 Condlnsate Fi1M ation'
N24 Condensate Demineralizers
N32 Turbine Control (EHC)
N71 Circulating Water
P11 Condensate Transfer and Storage
P20 Water Treatment
P21 Two Bed Demineralizer
P22 Mlixed Bed Demineralizer
P41 Service Water
P42 Emergency Closed Cooling
P43 Nuclear Closed Cooling
P44 Turbine Building Closed Cooling
P45 Emergency Service Water
P47 Control Complex Chill Water
P49 ESW Screen Wash
P52 Instrument Air
P54 Fire Protection
P55 Building Heating
P61 Auxiliary Steam
P62 Auxiliary Boiler Fuel Oil
P72 Plant Underdrain



Attachment II

System& Added by Engineering

System Description

C91 Process Computer
C95 Emergency Response Information System
P51 Service Air
'P56 Security
R11 Station Transformers
R14 110 VAC Vital Inverters
RIS Technical Support Center UPS.
R22 Metalclad Switchgoar
R23 480 V Load Centers
R25 Distribution Panels - 120, 208 & 480 volts
R36 Heat Tracing & Anti Freeze Protection
R41 Instrumentation
R42 D.C. System
R43 Standby Diesel Generator (SDG)
R44 SDG Starting Air
R45 SDG Fuel Oil
R46 SDG Jacket Water Coolant
R47 SDG Lube Oil
RS1 Intra Plant Communicationa
R52 Maintenance & Calibration
R53 Exclusion Area Paginq System
RS7 Radio & In-Plant Antenna System
R61 Main Control Room Annunciator
R71 Lighting
S1l Power Transformers


